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EACH YEAR the faculty of the University of New Mexico, names one of its
members to the honor of presenting
the Annual Research Lecture. The
1962 lecture, by DR. T. M. PEARCE,
is printed in this issue as ninth in
the series. Dr. Pearce's work in his
chosen field, "The Lure of Names,"
is widely known, and the UNM Press
has in preparation his long and valuable volume on the place names of
New Mexico, the fruits of more than
a decade of research and writing.
Dr. Pearce was one of the founders
of New Mexico Quarterly, having be- come its editor in August 1932, holding that post until 1940, and continuing as associate editor through 1948.
The 1963 Research lecture will be
given _by Dr. Ralph David Norman, professor of psychology.

London, and he returned home to
Albuquerque 'in August 1960.
Professor of art at the University
of New Mexico John Tatschl has
lived here since the ,summer of 1946.
A native of Austria's capital, he is a
graduate of Austrian State Teachers
College (1924-28), the Academy of
Applied Design, and the Masterschool of Sculpture, Academy of
Fine Arts (1932-36), all in Vienna.
Asked if there was something unusual about his career, TatschI replied: "Perhaps my survival as a
creative artist." He has achieved dis-·
tinction as a sculptor, and has also in
recent years completed important
commissions in stained glass. Recently he made handsome stained
glass windows for the new Education
Building at the University of New
Mexico.
continued on page 265

• When JOHN TATSCBL returned - - - - - - - - - - - - from a trip around the world which
he took in 1959-60, the editor asked
him for extracts from his sketchbooks
and diaries. Some of his fresh, quickly
noted impressions of three continents
are presented as the opening piece
in this issue. He was in Japan from
August to September 1959, and in
Roland Dickey, Editor
Hong Kong, Singapore, and Burma,
Richard C. Angell, Review Editor
November to December 1959. From
Leonard A. Prehn, Production
December to January he was in India Margaret Weinrod, Circulation Manager
and Nepal, going to Egypt in FebMary E. Adams, Editorial Assistant
ruary, Greece and Italy in March.
Advisory Committee
The next three months were spent in George Arms, Lez Haas, WUliam 1. Parish,
his familiar Austria, July in Paris and
Paul Walter, Jr., Dudley Wynn
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John Tatschl .
NOTES IN TRANSIT
TOKYO. Today I went once more to look at Frank Lloyd Wright's
Imperial Hotel. I never in my life laughed aloud at a building-but
here I did. It was so funny. So bad, so ugly, so pathetic. It is the
size of a small motor court and with its shabbiness would fit perfectly
into some dilapidated outskirt of some provincial dump. This can
never have been any good-not even when it was new.
A friendly woman shoeshine motioned me with the most graceful
movement of her hand to take a seat in front of her and have my
shoes shined-who can resist such a smile and such a gesture. She
was not saying one word. When I had taken my low-low seat, ·she
offered me a little candy from a little paper sack.
.
'"fhere is absolutely nothing the Japanese have not copied from
someone. I find the German pencil protector of my schoolboy days
in use here. I can remember in 1920-3° the great number of Japanese
iit European libraries for example. Photographing from books, from
magazines, from showcases. With their cameras, their notebooks,
their collapsible tripods on tables where we read and wondered what
they were about.
Strange sight: An American cowboy (or what looks like one) .
speaking Japanese on Tokyo 1V.
Nobody stares at me-civilized, considerate people-even. the
peasants have tact. On a subway train, bursting with curiosity,they
will not look at me when I am with my nose out of a book or paper,
but when I start reading they all look at me and blush when I quickly
look up. I laugh and the whole car starts to roar with pleasure. I
seem to be the only foreigner who travels on these trains which are
fast and cheap. Many people speak to me and wonder whether I am
not afraid of getting lost. . . . Some have asked me what I am looking
for in Japan.... A student asked to be permitted to visit me at the
home where I live.
It is very obvious that they are a literate people. Anything printed,
or a diagram or a quick drawing, when I don't know the words, is
instantly clear to them. They all can read upside-down tool
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Kamakura. A girl sits in the window of a petshop and feeds a little
tiny fledgling with the smallest chopsticks I have ever seen. She opens
the yellow bill of the little bird and stuffs food down with the sticks,
somewhat like a mother bird. The whole .scene has charm and a
certain exotic novelty. There is a flash recognition of something
strange and yet familiar and is simpatico.
Fire! The sirens howl and finally appears a miniature Austin truck
rigged with all the paraphernalia of a giant top for Christmas. The
firemen's helmets are sou'wester flappy affairs covering their whole
heads and their faces-except for a small slit for the eyes. The thing
keeps shifting-so the men grope around like in a harmless nightmare.
. . . People seem to be indifferent to the whole thing, so unlike
the Americans who surprised me once (a long time ago) by always
wanting to race after a fire engine . . . for the fun of it, I was told.
There are no flowers in a Japanese garden. . . .
To look at some rice fields in the country one discovers the
patterns that purpose makes. The plowed lines comb around, a roc~ .
much like the stone· garden-patterns at Kyoto or Nara. The landscape
is made, of little busy lines, just like their paintings show. A
seismo~phic line, earthquake country. Even the trees are seldom
quiet or \~olemn. The only really straight line is the horizon over
the ocean. . . .
I never knew that chrysanthemums Can be smaller than a
fingernail or larger than a pie plate, nor that there can be as many
as two hundred blossoms on'one single plant.
Followed two strange musicians around. They wore rather large
baskets over their heads and played recorderlike instruments. They
stopped at several stores which had their doors open. Both wore
kimonos and one, I am certain, was a girl. "My family" said that
could not be.... They call them Komuso, or strolling flute players.
They can be· pilgrims, but more often are simply beggars . . . the
only ones I saw in Tokyo.
.
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Ventured out of the house for the first time alone. The night before,
my hosts-the Matsumotos-briefed me with directions and wrote
down the characters (ideograms) which I would need for the train
stations, etc. They worked fine. Had lunch after a long walk, in an
upstairs restaurant from' where I could overlook one of the busiest
street crossings in Tokyo. Yes, there are certainly frightful numbers
of people here.
Great surprise: there are no street names here nor numbers. You
have to go up and down hills (within the city) narrow wayseverything scaled down to a smaller people, even the width of streets.
Cars, furniture, washstands, etc. are more like large. toys: But through
it all a certain smell, difficult to define: spice, sewers, charcoal,
cooking, fish, urine ... give the whole city a certain definite odorlike Mexico City-or any other I have been in. One has to learn to
overcome it, ignore it, but at times that is not possible when it wafts
by powerfully.
I believe that life in the United States does not prepare one ~r .
travel outside it. Today it rained. The first Japanese rain. Queer
how that changes everything. The drab narrow streets are suddenly
drabber and narrower. There' are compensations, however. I go to
galleries and let the streets shift without me. I always have the fear
of missing something.
.
When Tada-o came home from school he asked me in his funny,
brusque way: "You came see mouse temple?" I knew he had practiced
the sentence all the way home from school. We went of course.
The temple was quite near our house, secluded in a fine garden
which also had some sort of children's playground in it. Uniformed
school children all over everything. . . . I soon saw that I was
being shown around. Tada-o's friends had evidently demanded that
the "gaijin" (foreigner) be shown to them. I acted as if I had not
noticed.
We left our shoes in the first wooden step of the temple and went
in in our bare feet T. first had asked permission from the Shinto
priest. We went around the inner room which was rather dark since
there were no windows at all. Light entered by the front door.
Beautiful wood, black with age, polished by a thousand hands; a
strangely agreeable floor, shiny but unlacquered or painted. In fact,
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there was not a single painted piece of wood that I saw in all of
Japan. High columns, holding the roof, shone with a dark gloss up
to the height of a stretched-out arm, but became dull and dustylooking higher up where no hands ever touched them. There were a
great nmpber of religious implements and objects around, either
gilded or lacquered in a dark red. On elaborately carved low benches
were a number of wooden bells, which, T. told me, were being
struck by a priest while another read sacred texts. He was quite free
in handling the objects, turning pages in books and walking
l~
everywhere in the room. There was no image of a mouse to be seen
-('- anywhere ana he could not explain to me w~ich was the ;.niain sacred
_
item. He seemed blissfully ignorant of such matters. In a separate
J:.f.· room there was a drum made of wood and covered with parchment,
...,..
yellow with age and cracked in a few places, but still vibrant with
.
.
life when Tada-o tapped its face. Also the wooden bells had an
astonishing resonance.
Behin.d the temple was a smaIl cemetery. I heard the familiar
tapping of a stonemason working on a tombstone. Found him squatting
on top of the stone and working downward. Same tools I use though.
We smiled at each other and I had to restrain an impulse to ask
him to lend me the hammer and chisel for a moment; my hands felt
.
the sting of being out of work.
Saw a group of pilgrim visitors at the Meiji Shrine being blessed
by a young Shinto priest, who shook a sort of paper mop over their
bowed heads. The paper was white and mstled as he shook the
handle. The whole ceremony was short but had an aspect of sincerity.
There is a place where one washes ones hands before one enters
the shrine.
Heard Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto played magnificently by some·
one in a beer-hall. Entered a large department store on the Ginza.
It Was just being drowned in an over-Ioudspokenrecording of a
tender string quartet movement, perhaps a Haydn or Mozart. Here
music has to be loud to be appreciated. The Vienna Philharmonic
is in town, but there are absolutely no tickets to be had.

'1
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Finally I found someone who will take me to visit Kiyoshi Saito.
In the spring of 1956 Saito had come to visit the University of New
Mexico. He did me the honor of visiting my class in printmaking.
Although there had to be an interpreter, Saito and I established
"instant rapport. At our leave-taking, I said that I would return his
f)
visit whenever I came to Japan.
His house and studio are difficult to find . . . at the outskirts of
Tokyo. To get there you need a specialist in" topography. The city
has no named streets, no city guide, no book. . . . One has to find
someone who was once a newspaper boy who worked himself up
to milkman and finally postman. Or one has to find the district ricebureau. They have a' list of all the inhabitants of their districts.
There you will find some person who thinks he speaks English and
will translate for you. . . .
Finally we rang the doorbell of Saito's neat house. His wife came
to open the door, looked at me and went to get her husband. Saito
acted as though he had expected me. I could not believe that he
would remember me at all. But he insisted that he did.
His studio is very small. I was humbled to see how little room
this great artist needed in which to do his work. The floor is" his
work table. It was also our tea table. We had tea and it started to
rain. The sliding screens of the room were closed. The air was
chilly and damp. Saito listened to the rain apd we all said nothing.
His woodcuts were lying about on the floor. .
After a while Saito got up and opened the sliding screen doors
to reveal his garden. Through the slanting rain I saw dwarfed trees,
wet rocks, foliage-the subjects of his work. Wliile I contemplated
this, he left the room and returned with a piece of paper that he
held close to him. As he seated himself he handed it to me. It was
a print I had made and given to, him in New Mexico.
\
\

"I
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HONG KONG. Our ship, a freighter, is surrounded by forty or fifty
wooden boats, barges, Chinese junks, which take our cargo and bring
new things to load into our hold. The winches go the whole night,
as we all rise and fall with the swell of the sea. Men and children
work in shifts and I go about on deck and look over the sides into
these junks where the laborers live with their families. The junks
are beautifully built, golden wood, varnished, but the natural color
of the wood gives them an elegant appearance. On the high afterdeck
they have a small stove rigged where the oldest woman cooks for
the whole family on the tiniest fire. Twigs and a bit of straw are
being fed into the flame piece by piece. There is a lot of smoke, and
an astonishing number of boxes and containers have to be opened
to add to the preparation of the meal. A pot of rice is cooling. A
small frying pan holds perhaps fish and vegetables, an agreeable
odor comes up to my deck and as I watch, the hatch opens, the first
sl~epy, hungry man arrives and sits down on a packing crate and
waits for his bowl. .When he has finished he joins the others loading
cargo-then the hatch opens and another tousled head appears . . .
this went on nearly all night . . . the woman kept on cooking for
the men. Children would help or' make-believe and suddenly be
felled by sleep and sprawl where they stood a second before. Sleep
for a while and up again as good as new.
Tailors came aboard to measure customers for suits, finished
within twenty-four hours; vendors, tradesmen of all sorts, moneychangers looking for American dollars' for the Black Market. On
the decks below, the mah-jong tables rattle as the crews wait their
tum of the watch.
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SINGAPORE. Shop window at Christmas time. Artificial snow
swirls about inside, where a landscape with castle and river had been
conspcted. Outside in the tropical sunheat a thick crowd of Malay
cOcf.es, Javanese, Burmese, Chinese, Japanese stand transfixed by this
wonder. There is no suggestion of anything Christian, and yet
somehow I, too, was touched. . . .
I
The shabbiness of the city is quite remarkable. There are beaten-up
oil "drums, once painted white, standing in the streets as traffic
regulators. Bedsteads are parked during the day like bicycles along
bundings, during the night they are placed on the sidewalks and
people who -have nowhere else to go, sleep there. Open sewers run
past every store and every eating place. The odors of Singapore are
-rather overwhelming.
Before sailing time there are hundreds of people on the pier.
. Indians in turbans, in beards, in _.saris, some rather beautiful color
schemes. Shinto priests in saffron garb with drums that looked like
tennis rackets, but covered with skin rather than gut. They drummed
goodbye to one of them who was already aboard. Amongst them
was the prettiest Shinto nun. Too bad she had her hair shaved
off. . . . The pier was covered with all sorts of sacks, bags, elaborately
decorated footlockers made of metal, locked with medieval-looking
locks made of brass. Things, belongings-rolled into rugs, tied with
the flimsiest strings that kept breaki.ng, spilled pans, clothes, fruits,
etc. Bamboo mats, newspapers, rags, pots and pans, coffee canseverything is carried aboard either by the coolies, who have to do
much shouting, or their clients. They all go to the decks below.
These quarters are stunning. All the various castes have their own
kitchens, prepare their own food according to certain- rules,· the
refuse of peelings, vegetable rinds, onion skins, banana peels, rotten
tomatoes, everything combines to give the deck a remarkably slick
and dangerous cover. Yet children race about, in and· out -between
the legs of the sweating coolies, screeching mamas and crew.
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An old man takes his leave from son and daughter-in-law. The old
patriarch, full of dignity, seemingly ignores the solicitations of his
son and puts ~ folded piece of paper money into his son's pocket.
The young man protests violently, the daughter looks aWay, the
papa insists, and finally·· the son pockets the present in an inside
pocket of his jacket.
Many younger people kiss the seam of the clothes of their elders.
There is not much embracing done an~ certainly no kissing at all,
except for a complicated hand-kissing. ~everal Hindus make and
hold certain hand positions, some over their heads; a handsome young
Hindu girl, a child in her arms, stands a bit behind them all. She
wears a beautiful pink sari with a light-blue veil over it. As she
stands there in the background I notice that the tears are streaming
down her face. She makes. no effort to wipe them off, and she and
the child are facing the ship without the slightest movement.

PENANG. Sunday, and the town was pleasantly quiet. Neat, like some
little Mexican port on the Pacific coast. The arcades along the streets
looked cool and clean in the morning sun, but you could see that this
would not last for long and that tIle heat would be upon us again.
Everybody walks in the same kind of sandals I wear, the Japanese
rubber variety, or goes barefooted. The bicycles, too, make no noise.
After noisy Singapore, this is a pleasant surprise.
I shall never forget that old woman of Singapore, she haunts me still.
The story goes that her young son fell to his death from the scaffold of a
high building which was under construction some thirty years ago or
more. Ever since that fateful day she has stood in 'the middle of that
busy street and cursed that building and everything about it.
She still stands there. Old and bent, her voice gone except for a
low rattling bark, there ate n~ more tears, but you can see where they
eroded her cheeks and where hate has fixed a sneer and bared her few
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teeth so that she resembles a living gargoyle. Traffic chums about her
and you cannot hear her strange bark. Only as I went up to her, to look
into that face, did I hear that sound. I can still hear it.
Penang is a charming-island, the town is small, exotic, no motor
cars. Taxis are tricycles with the sweating driver before you. There are
more advanced lands where the driver pedals behind thecustome~
which in the tropics is .the height of consideration.
One can never know what there will be to see arid to wonder about.
For instance today I wound up in a Chinese temple. I had never been
in one. I always am afraid to intrude on other people's gods, but an old
man sitting on the temple steps answered my questioning look with an .
inviting motion of his ann.
The building was rather large and round; a dome-like roof hid a hole
in it which .was the only source of light. A good deal of .blue smoke
filled the room. The worshipers-all of them Chinese-were all about,
some starting incense to bum at a large brass charcoal burner which
stood right under the hole in "the roof. Incense of all types was being
used. The long green taped sticks wer~ used en masse. Great bundles
. of them were being set to burn at one time. It was a pleasant perfume
that filled the air. Some young girls walked around the temple room
swinging such bundles of incense about them in a most vigorous way
so that they appeared within a real cloud of blue haze. Very attractive.
There was the abnosphere of some native restaurant about this room,
which came perhaps from the counters standing about with "clerks"
behind who offered food for sale-however it was food for the gods..
You could buy an offering here and lay it at the feet of the many images
standing along the circular wall. Some were well-carved and many of
them were gil<led over a red gesso ground. Some images must have
been very precious since they were under glass in something resembling
a very ornate shadowbox. I bought a small orange to lay at the feet
of a beautiful female image who- smiled from behind her glass. The
girls came once'more swinging past. I could see them in the reflection of
the glass superimposed over the goddess. Somehow in the haze, that
golden image, the swinging arms, the smoke and the noise about,
seemed to fuse into a beautiful whole. There was no hush, no piety.
Laughs, giggling girls; .shouts. In front of another carved god stood a
small man who held two painted, kidney-shaped pieces of wood hp as
if to draw the attention of the god to himself. He clapped them together and made motions with his arms. He waved and suddenly threw .
the pieces to the floor. He watched and studied their position. He
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walked around them, he bent over them, he rubbed his thin knuckles
as if he were expecting some favorable answer . . . murmering reverently all the while. After some time he would pick the pieces up again
and proceed from the beginning, clapping them together, motioning
his arms to get attention and scrutinizing their falL ... No satisfactory answer seemed to be in store for him on that day. In some sooty
comer of the room men were washing utensils-bowls that must have
held rice for the gods.-A naked man, bending over a basin of copper,
was washing his brown body with a large sponge. In a small yard outside stood an incinerator that had the most remarkable flue in the
shape of a windbag. It was made of baked- clay. Its shape was concieved
by a master. Hot air seemed to be filling that shape. It was a humorous,
true shape such as one sees -only rarely. In another comer of the yard
stood a stick on which someone had fastened a very large hand of the
Buddha. It was made of bronze and haq belonged once to a monumental
statue. Perhaps it served now to be carried in processions. The uplifted
index finger was the size of my lower ~rm and was eloquently warning,
-or teaching or emphasising some point.
On the outside, the temple looked not much different from other
Oriental Buddhist shrines~ A tangle of roofs. A congregation of gods all
in bright pink, some with long mustaches, black, pointing Wilhelm-like
to the heavens above. Temple dogs guarding at the doors, finely carved
of stone in distant days of the past. They had a fresh coat of enamel
paint in stripes. Red, green and white.
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INDIA. Bhuvaneshvar, Majarani Temple. So far this is the most wonderful thing I have seen in all India. Such carvings. To my great surprise
the stone is red, really red, like a baked brick fresh from the kiln. But
harder than our sandstone by far. The temple tower is full of other·
'c;:olors, gray amber tones, and greens from lichens that cover the
weather side. How this enhances the design is beyond expectation.
There is a richness and beauty in the carving that covers nearly every
square foot of the temple, nowhere a shoddy, casual carving. Every bit
of the surface is alive and attractive. The designs are repetitive, but
subordinated to one all-over plan. What surprised me was to find tiny
blossoms pressed into the.carved filigree here and there. Obviously put
there by believers, since most of the temples of Bhuvaneshvar are still
in use-since the thirteenth century.
Bhuvaneshvar, Lingaraja Temple. I have already developed a preference for this temple. Perhaps because the residing holy man is disagreeable-like most Indian holy men. . . . Met five children on the
road to the temple which is close to a river bank. They were going
swimming as I came up to them. What luck: they all spoke English.
There was absolutely no shyness there. The oldest girl, perhaps nine,
offered to pacify the holy man, while I took some photographs of the
sculptures.
The smallest carved figure was just about as long as my index fingerthe tallest, close to four feet. . . . The children all prayed before several
of the side temples. They simply bent forward and started a rapi~
litany that lasted about one minute and ended in a peal of laughter"::"
especially when they discovered that one of these side temples was
unoccupied by the god. . . . Afterwards we aU went to the river and
I gave my first Indian swimming lesson.
I am happy with my driver. He also likes art and during these few
days we have become acquainted and quite friendly. He earns fifteen
dollars per month as a government driver attached to the Government
Rest· House. He is married.to a girl his parents picked out for him.
. She is illiterate and since he can read a bit as well as write, he is bored
·with her. Also she has heavy gold ornaments in"her nose and he scorns
this as primitive. When I left, he said not to give him money as a gift,
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but to send him a dictionary of the English language and some text so
he could learn English. He had never been to any city, such as Calcutta,
had never been to a movie, had heard that there was such a thing as
television and wanted to have an explanation of how it works. Although
he saw many cameras swinging from the necks of many tourists, none
had ever let him look through a viewfinder. In return for the pleasure
of taking his first shots he volunteered to break himself of the habit of
chewing betel nuts which made the inside of his mouth red as if he were
bleeding. Although he never smiled, even when we were both happy·
about something, I sensed th~t he was as glad as I to have made a friend.
pun. On the road we met a group of men who carried a rather large
coffin-like box suspended from a pole. There were three men in front
and three in back. They were chanting as they trotted along at a good
pace. They were carrying a bride to her bridegroom. A sliding door was
slightly ajar and I think I saw a sliver of a dark face.
Konorak. We were up early. The sun was just rising, a big red disk
in a mist. The last mud village with its great number of sacred cows
barring the way. There was the silliest little sign painted on a board
saying "Konark." Even this magic word had to be misspelledl
After so many years of hoping to get here-I was exhausted from
the suspense. Few things are as marvelous in reality as they have become over a long period in our imagination. The Black Pagoda that I
had cQme to see is rather more spectacular than my fantasy had led me
to expect. These were some of the hours where I was really glad to
be a sculptor. This made up for all the agonies suffered in front of
. bronze kings, in parks, near railway stations, or somewhere they should
never be but always are. . . .
The whole temple compound at Konorak is remarkably clean and free
from the usual huts and shacks and people and beggars, although
these were there, too, but not as numerous as in other places.
The color is gray, and it is the same limestone gray to be seen at
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Chartres-incidentally, this, too, was created at that same time. What
intrigues me so is that here and there I can discover an unfinished· piece
of carving. Sometimes only an outline is carved and a few points are
fixed-and somehow the hand that started this never came back to
finish. . . . An then, of course, there are places where a.head is broken
off or a hand missing.
. Little children about, in the arms of their mothers, made-up, eyes
painted and outlined in an almost Egyptian fashion, elongated eyelids
with mascara or black paint. Many have infected eyes that fester and
run yellow ooze. Some skins are bluish black. Again I am an oddity with
my yellow hair, and people follow me around everywhere I go.
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CAIRO. Museum. It seems I walk about ten miles per day in this
museum. After the first week I have become accustomed to the bending, the stretching for a better look, the crouching, the leaning over the
edges of sarcophagi, the walking backwards, and banging my head into
some Pharaoh who stares straight ahead, unseeing.
A guard, standing on a small wooden platform which keeps his feet
from freezing amongst these cold ancient stones. He sings quietly to
himself. Sounds like litany. Could he be praying? I have been told
that the guards are not insensitive to the spiritual aspects of the things
they guard here. But nothing can match their disdain for the tourists.
I wish there were a way to capture those expressions.
What one can overhear when a troupe of group-travelers is herded
past a famous work of art is sometimes hilarious, sometimes shattering.
One ought to have a tape recorder; there is some sort of oracle here.
I went to see the Pyramids. Took a city bus from the Place de la
Republique and for ten cents was brought to Gizeh, where I walked
into a swarm of guides (dragomans). With camels, on donkeys, on
foot, with their walking sticks waving, they jostled one another, pushing and yelling to be hired for the excursion. I simply stuck an index
finger into one ear and flapped my lips together without making a
sound-which means a deaf-mute the world over. What can a dragoman
do with that? .At any rate it worked fine and they let me pass through
a-narrow corridor they had formed. I had to hurry since I' was danger- .
ously shaking with inner laughter. I do not mow whether anybody
else ever greeted the Sphinx with silent guffaws. . . . She smiled a .
battered smile as we faced each other-alone.
Today several rooms in the museum were nearly impassable for all
the cables, wires, electric paraphernalia, lights, reflectors, and what not.
A photographer, with goatee and in corduroy, stalked importantly
amongst all this stuff, directing lights to play on Ramses. A large plate
camera stood before the Pharaoh, a black cloth hung over the plate
holderand was lifted as the maestro ducked under every now and then.
.The shifting lights gave for short moments an uncanny lifelike !Dobility
to that silent, stony gravity of Ramses. I enjoyed this unexpecfed play
of make-believe life, and when the effect was particularly splendid I
blurted out "Oh, hold itl" which poppe4 the head out from under the
black doth and earned me a stare that nearly matched the Pharaoh's.
There are oqe hundred thousand items in the Cairo Museum. After
two weeks of wandering amongst them I have gained a small general

a
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impression of the incredible wealth that has been brought under this
roo£: The building looks more like a railway station built in the Gay
Nineties. It is so utterly unsuitable that a flashlight (forbidden) is
needed, or at least a mirror to reflect light into the darkest recesses
where at times the finest works are hidden away, after they have been
unearthed and put on "exhibit." I am seriously thinking of buying a
flashlight and hope to get permissi.on to use it.
Mer such a visit I always walk towards the Nile. The same boats are
there still that are to be seen on the stone reliefs, the· same air, the
same sky.... A large fawn-colored herd of young camels is being
driven across a bridge. All traffic stops until they pass. Camel drivers
in dark dirty burnooses, wielding long staffs, urge the animals on with
pokes and with hoarse, ugly sounds. As they pass with their soft-whispering shufBe, one feels a sense of the past.

._.-.
--=== .'-"-- --::...
~~
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ATHENS. A nice morning from the hotel window-right opposite the
Acropolis-must wash the window to see better. This air age has its
points. But the illiterate travel bes~ I am sure. I have to wait for my
mind to catch up with my body. Only yesterday, at this hour, I could
look at the Pyramids. . . . Spilled my coffee over Crete and the Minotaur's Labyrinth. Amazing how accurately the island matches its picture
on the map) had in my lap.
The sun is coming up and kisses the Parthenon first; there is that rosy
shine again on the cornices and the columns. What a lucky accident
to have a bit of iron oxide in the marble when you build a temple of
- such magnific~nce. Rose-colored marble blushing in the morningunderneath, green little Hatnesses from where the rocks riSct almost
vertically to merge with the ancient walls, up to the parape~ and the
rock platform on which all temples stand-walls that Pericles already
venerated as ancient. Like a fortress is this temple-mountain, and yet",
one senses the light, the familiar, the personal, the Western coun- "
tenance. The heavy Egyptian ponderousness is past now and we are
getting closer to home . . . homel There is grace and spirit, there
is the touchable evidence of elegant minds, and it is that elegance my
mind is in awe of, not so much just the stones and the proportions and
the entasis. But the minds who dreamed all this into place. . ~ .
I am having my breakfast on this windowsill, looking at the Acropolis, thinking this was the place where the Western human spirit made
its most decisive first point and that nobody was ever again happy
unless this spirit was in power. . . . Who else is as rich and as happy
as I am now?
A cautious cat investigates around a chimney below my window; an
early milkman tosses large noisy cans about on the cobblestones down
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below in the still, dark, old street that winds itself up toward the mountain and the wall.
There are few streets in Athens from which one cannot see at least
a gable or a prediment of the Parthenon. And once again in a little
square, an outdoor cafe, an old Byzantine churchling right at my elbow,
people walking in and out of its candlelit portal. A flower shop over-.
flows onto its apsis and the fragrance of the· many blossoms mixes
happily with the mocha in the tiny 'cup before me. There is a bird cage --;
hanging over a shop in this small square opposite the cafe house. The
bird sings and somehow fills the square with its song. I notice that
nearly all conversation has stopped.
In front of the National Museum in Athens there is a big fat man
who sells sponges from the Aegean Sea. He has an old fish-net over
his coat to which he has fastened a hundred sponges. A spring shower
. . . like everywhere else, short in duration but rich in water. To keep
his sponges dry, he sprints for cover, looking every bit like some sea
monster.
~ There must be people traveling today who· have every stop prearranged, predetermined, and the spots reserved. Do they flip rooms in
a museum, like they flip pages in a book? It takes time, time, and lots
of time to see anything at all. There is Agamemnon's mask in gold and
a horde passes by as if it were a piece of gilded cardboard. I feel like
apologizing to Agamemnon. The fabulous collection of ceramics on
the s~cond floor has hardly any visitors. Not sensational enough-those
old pots. What an imagination the Greeks used to have, seven or six
centuries before Christl They never seemed to· have been "reasonable"
about anything. What tremendous sex force they must have had . . .
and it seems reasonable to imagine that they tried, at least in fantasy,
to mate with every living creature. There are·birds, that have a man's
head, lions with women's breasts, chimeras, and centaurs. In all this
I seem to see a real urge to "create" a fabulous ((creature." Being unsuccessful biologically, the ancient Greek was thrown back on 'his
imagination and opened another world, the first dadaistic world. And in
this world the artist has made Man smile at himself-perhaps for the
first ~e in all the ages that have gone before. Often this is done with a
dog chasing a rabbit, or a nymph being.chase.d by a satyr. The nymph
nearly always looks back as if to judge her speed-not too fast. Of so
it seems to me. . . . Much nameless competence has made so many
beautiful things. Uniquely beautiful, too. There is never even a scratch
of identification mark upon a work of art from that time.
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ROME. A blustery early spring day. On the Via Veneto are primulas
in nice big f10werbeds under leafbarren platanums-fine, green hairs
of grass up from seed, and red dark tulips-around the base of a dreadful,
huge monument. Surprised me, after Athens, where nothing like this
could be seen. In Rome there is always this present that we (the nonLatins) think is bombastic and false and loud. But "this" was also in
Michelangelo, in Leonardo, and came out as Art and is found to be
genuine enough to have lasted us (the non-Latins) for several hundred
years, and without which our, the non-Latin world, would be a naked
and dreary place, I !fear.
.
Only a liar or a fool would ever say that he knows Rome. I have never
seen a street ora house or a portal that has no story.
There are so many young friars in this city. To cut a tonsure, I suddenly realize, is a simple way to prevent a quick change of mind. In other
words, a certain haircut can, under circumstances, be enough to keep
the weak on the narrow path. . . .
A clear-voiced young woman, obviously a Roman, asked me today
where a certain street was. I felt ridiculously flattered, that I knew and
she had. asked me-an obvious non-Roman.
Galeiia Barberini. To look only at what hang$ on the walls is not
enough here. The whole setting, these ancient rooms, the parquet, the
ceilings with their stucco decor, the doors, everything is contributing
to one's elation.' There are so many paintings where another strip of
canvas had to be sewed on. The artist "ran over," like leavened.dough
over a bowt· One can .often notice that the smaller the idea was, the
bigger was the square-footage of some Renaissance paintings.
One is racially handicapped, after all. Next to the masses of Italian
Masters hangs a Holbein, a Masys. . . . It is a bit like walking into a
quiet woods near a carnival. Riotous pandemonium out there and here
this quiet melody. And sometime there is a face in one of these paintings that reminds one of a relative.
After so many yearS in the desert, watc;:r even has an element of surprise for me.. Fountains splash all day and night, every day and every
night. One remembers water bills before one sees beauty.
Looking down on the Piazza Popolo. Evening hour and the Romans
love to look at their city. Young people in belted raincoats, sipping
from tiny cups with no interruption\to their chatter, staccato "repartee.
A silky leg drawn into a car slowl~ before the door slams shut. My
inadvertant scrutiny, appraisal and approval-and i~ acceptance-aIl in
a split second, before the caris off.
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Those wonderful delicatessen stores. Even the eggs have little blue
stamps on them saying Frescissimo. . . . There isa huge red heart for
sale: 18 lire-I5 cents. Perhaps a people shows its own face in its shop ,
windows. I will never forget the row of dusty coke bottles in a shop window ina little town in Arizona, standing on faded, once-red crepe paper,
they emphasized the lonely, forlorn town. . . . Looked through a huge
record shop to refresh my hunger and my longing for some good music.

p

\
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Everybody is there on the shelves, peacefully competing for my attention-which they have. . . . Not one record did I see in all of India.
Few in Cairo, Athens, but here one feels at home again.
Listened to a street cleaner early this, morning as he swung his broom
down the gutter. Whistling. Beautifully in tune he was with a Puccini
aria. I waited to see whether he would allow for a rubato at the endhe did.
,
Went for the first time in my life into the Galeria Barbarini. There
is a Titian, "Venere e Adoni." Wonder if Shakespeare could have
known of the painting. His poem, "Venus and Adonis," is a perfect
match for it. A rather middle-aged Venus tries to hang on to a young
Adonis who wants out, away. His dogs are pulling and he has the most
disdainful expression on his handsome face. Titian saved us the·agony
of seeing hers. Her face is turned away from us, we see only her impressive much~fingered back.
Remarkable how many miles one can walk per day and still walk the
next day and the one after that. During the last eight or nine months.
I have walked more than duringthe last eight or nine years in the .states.
At my pension they still·have the light source smack in the center of
the ten-foot-high ceiling. You write on a drawer bottom from
your desk, while sitting in bed. But in spite of some discomforts of a
minor nature, I have been most happy in Rome. Were I not a Viennese,
I would be just as happy to be a Roman. The city has washed its face
and looks fine now. The shop windows tell a different tale from the
newspapers. There are goods in them, fashions, that make me feel like
some clodhopper from the hinterlands. Have already fallen in love
twice-with a woolen sha'Y1, dark red with little green squares, and with
a suede chamois jacket with a knitted collar.
Went to the Villa Umberto to see a horse show and a jumping con·test. I needed some relief from the galleries.and all that art. Again was
impressed with the way Romans dress. Some rode well, nearly always
the ones with the lesser clothes. But there is nothing to compare with
that setting. A huge field of turf ringed-in by the most wonderful trees,
bushes in bloom, a few Iqtes in the blue sky, the bleachers full of young
people who cheer when their friends have ridden well or oooh when
they fall. There are monocled men with grey hair around their ears and
fine-looking women in furs and riding boots, but you can tell they
never rode. Just for show. . .. .
.
Also went to a bird shop in the inner city. A thousand different song
birds all in different cages, singing like mad. The shop was run by several
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young women who saw at once that I was a tourist and was not going to
buy birds. I told them that I just wanted to hear them sing if that was
all right. It was.
I know of no other city where it is more intriguing to walk in the
streets with no purpose. People, cars, Lambrettas, Vespas, girls, women,
boys all splashing around one-and those musical snatches of their
language. Again it is good that one does not understand everythingjust enough to get the flavor.
Here and there an arresting setting. A quiet square. Dark sky and a
full moon 'so unexpected in that narrow slit between two houses that
stand so closely that their eaves seem to tOllch. Opposite a church,
Baroque, people walking in and out of it. A little further ona brightlylit flower shop. Marvelous colors in -al1 that dark gray night color, of
street and houses. Next door a Brazilian coffee shop, where sacks of
roasted coffee beans stand around on the floor. The aroma comes wafting nght across the square to lure me.
Rainy morning. This is the day I was reserving for the Sistine. Someone, I have forgotten who, told me many years ago, to wait for such a
gray day to see the ·paintings. One has to be there as soon as it opens,
around nine o'clock in the morning. In those days I never could ignore
everything else in 'the Vatican Gallery and keep my date with Michelang~lo. I was nearly always held by someone else on the way. This time
I was firm. I also wanted to avoid the tourists. Masses of them abound
in every comer of Rome-even in springtime.
I nearly ran through the corridors, the library, the vestibules to get
to the chapel in time. There was only the guard. An old man .with a
shawl around his neck, overcoat hands in pockets, pacing up and down
the length of the chapel, never lifting his eye to the walls or the ceiling.
There are no words for what there is to see or to feel. But that short
hour, before the first guided tour arrives, is always filled with awe and
love and pride. Pride that I too belong to the human race, that I too
can feel and be transported by works of art.
Afterwards I would stop by in the library. Middle age has given me
the courage to take a magnifying glass along. Many illuminations are.so
tiny that one Cannot say one saw them~without a glass. The lovely
texture parchment has when it is a thousand years old. There was,also
a lettet;by Michelangelo. I could read these words "Qui me negligeme
pe~d...."
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Now that Harry had decided, he felt better. A terrifying confidence
rushed through him . . . buoyed him up as if it were a draught of
bourbon. He got out of the car and walked across the street and into
the park. He had never felt so sure of himself in his entire life. The
dew had fallen hours ago, and the grass was slippery underfoot. He
tried to make out where he was going, but in the dark all he could
see were his white sneakers in front of him swinging into the static
darkness. He wished that the moon would come out from behind the
clouds so he could see where he was walking. What was it they called
this park? Reynolds Park - that was it. He had only been there once
before. It was last year on a picnic with her. They had found a quiet
spot on the cliff overlooking the river. If he remembered rightly, he
would be there in about five minutes.
The steel bar loomed up in front of him before he could stop. He
struck it squarely with his forehead; the pain made his whole scalp
tingle with alarm. He had run into the structure that held up the
children's swings. Tears filled his eyes. His head hurt so badly that
he almost started to sob. Harry slumped down onto one of the swings
and held his head tightly, waiting for the pain to subside. The blunder
brought back his self-contempt. He had hoped that he would be able
to perform this one final act with some semblance of dignity. He
thought about going back to the car and doing it in some other way.
He could start all over again with a clean slate and . . . he almost
laughed ... most people wish for a fresh start at life. He wanted a
fresh start at death. No, he would go ahead with his original plan.
Otherwise, it would be like cheating at solitaire. Two minutes more
and his head would be fine.
Harry hadn't seen the child who had been sitting quietly in the
last swing watching the whole proceeding. Suddenly, the kid rattled
the chains of his swing to attract Harry's attention. Harry looked over
with a start. All he could see was a patch of white; it was the kid's
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hair. Harry was at once frightened and angry at the intrusion. "Who
is it?" he demanded.
"Would you mind giving my swing a push?" said the kid.
Harry was outraged. "I most certainly will not."
The kid didn't say anything. But presently Harry heard a grunting
sound as the boy tried to get the swing in motion himself. Harry was
at a loss; his plan was gradually being reduced to a farce. The child's
grunting sounds were so disturbing that he got up and gave the kid
a rather gruff propulsion.
.
·"Swing me over the barsJ" shouted the kid. Harry gave him another
push and went back to his own swing. "Thank you, Mister." said the
little boy as he swung boldly into the wann night air. The wind blew
his long, shaggy white hair away from his eyes each time the swing
came forward. Harry could feel the breeze from the kid's swing when
it passed. It felt good.
Well, the attempt was utterly ruined. He had to admit it.
He realized now that the setting of the scheme had been too egotistical
anyway: the park where he had taken her on their first date, the spot
on the cliff where they had had the picnic, and had started to become
fond of each other. It was too· dramatic ... too corny. He should
just get in the car and drive until he found the first bridge; unimaginative, but practical. He got up and walked back toward the car. Yes,
that would be good. The simplicity of the new plan appealed to him
now. It underplayed the importance of the act. .It gave him the
.singular feeling of being a stoic. He felt good now. There was a
powerful feeling in the air. It seemed as though he could feel the
grass and things growing. He felt a tug at his sleeve.
"I went over the bars, huh?"
"Yeah," said Harry, "You went over the bars."
"I wasn't frightened."
Harry took a closer look at the boy. He was about six - short for
his age. He stood very erect as if trying to seem older. His soft white
hair hung in his eyes, and his forehead was furrowed as if he did a
good deal of serious thinking. He looked like a little old man. As they
walked along, the kid was singing softly; something about swinging
over the bars and chimlies being so high. He was limping. .Harry
looked closely and saw that he had only one shoe. ''Where's your
other shoe?"
.
"I lost it," said the kid. As he tried to walk faster to keep up with
Harry, his one-shoe limp became more pronounced. When they
~
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reached Harris car, Harry got in and started the engine. The boy was
watchinganxiously beside the door.
"Whatdo you want?" asked Hari:y.
"Why can't I come?"
,."I've got things to do," Harry said gruffly.
"Whatthings?"
"I'm about to do something very important."
"I want to do something very important too."
"Don't we all," said Harry. He gazed at the dashboard for a moment.
Then he turned sharply toward the kid. "Listen, Brat, I can't have
you messing up my plans again. Just beat it. Go on home and ten
yourmother she wants you."
"She's asleep." The kid looked hurt. He half turned away as his
chin quivered slightly. "I guess you don't want me bothering you,"
he said quietly.
"Well, it's not that .. . .'"
C~ymother says I bother her."
"All right, get in. I'll take you for a short ride." Harry didn't want
to be feeling sorry for the kid. It might distract him from his mission.
He could drive him around town for a few minutes and then drop
him off. Then he could go bridge-hunting with a clear conscience.
The kid crawled in beside Harry and sat very still. Harry put the car
in g~r and. drove off toward the middle of town.
"You come out to play every night like this?" aSked Harry as he
.lita cigarette.
"Yes."
"Whereare your parents?"
"In bed. 1sneak out. I don't like to play in the daytime."
"Why not?"
"Dh, I'm always sleepy in the daytime. My mother thinks there's
something wrong with me."
The clock on the all-night hamburger stand showed twelve-thirty .
as Harry stopped the car in front.
"Whywe stoppirighere?" asked the kid.
"I've got a headache," said Harry. They walked inside through a
warped screen door, on which loitered eight hundred insects. As they
sat down at the counter the kid turned to Harry.
. "Gotany traders?"
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"What?" asked Harry.
"Trading cards, you know." The kid pulled a large stack of cards
out of his pocket with pictures of baseball players on them.
"No, I haven't," said Harry.
"They come in gum wrappers," said the boy. He started thumbing
through them.. He studied every one very carefully, as if he were
seeing them for the first time. He looked qp suddenly. "Gee, don't
you have any at all?"
"No."
"Did somebody steal yours?"
"No~ I lost them," said ~arry.
The kid went through them again, counting. "I've got an extra
Ted Williams ... want it?"
"All right." Harry put it in his breast pocket.
"What'll it bet' asked the counter man.
"A bromo," said Harry.
"I'll have one·too, please," said the kid.
"Bromo on twol" said the man to himself as he walked away.
"What do you want one of those for?"
"I've got a little bit of a headache," said the kid. He was spinning
around on his stool. "Want to hear a joke?"
''Yeah, I want to hear a joke," said Harry.
"What goes NINETY-NINE CLOMP . . . NINETY-NINE CLOMP?"
"I don't know."
"A centipede with a wooden leg," said the kid. The counterman
. came with the bromo. Harry drank his down quickly and made a wry
face. The kid sipped his watching Harry out of the comer of his eye.
"It's good," said the kid. He looked at Harry's empty glass. "I've got
more than you have," he said tauntingly.
"It'll make hair grow on your chest."
"Justlike my father's?"
"Even better," said Harry. "It'll make you look like a sheep dog."
The kid started playing with his bromo, blowing bubbles through a
straw.
"My headache's gone now. I don't need anymore," said the kid
as he noticed Harry watching him disapprovingly. He looked up at
Harry curiously..
.
"What's the matter?" said Harry.
"What's a centipede?"
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. "Abug with a hundred legs." said Harry.
The kid thought for a moment, then chuckled softly, "I wish I
had a hundred legs."
Harry got up from the counter and put some change beside his
glass. The kid looked at him suspiciously.
:~Let's go," said Harry." The kid fiddled with his trading cards as
if he were cQunting money. Then he looked up at Harry as though
he had made a crucial decision.
"Can we go see my sister?"
"Your sister?" snarled Harry. "Why do you want to see her?"
"I haven't seen her for a long time."
"I'm taking you back now," said Harry.
"Nol" shouted the kid defiantly. His trading cards fell all over the
floor. Harry started to pick them up and felt a sharp pain in his thigh..
The kid had pinched him hard. "Leave them alonel" said the kid.
"I'll pick them up myself." When he had arranged them in a neat
little stack and put them in his pocket, he sat back on his stool again.
"Can we go see my sister?"
"Have it your way," said Harry, "but I'll stay in the car."
The kid directed Harry as they drove toward the edge of town.
Harry noticed that the child seemed jumpy as though he were not
so sure that he wanted to see his sister after all. Finally he told Harry .
to ~top in front of a large colonial home on a quiet street across from
a cemetery.
"How old is your sister?" asked Harry.
"Five."
'~Then why doesn't shelive at home with you?"
"She lives with my grandmother."

"Oh."

bumin~

Harry looked at the large home. There were lights
looked to be the living room. He tried to picture the little girl and
saw a mousey little thing with long platinum-blond hair, playing with
a large stack of trading cards~ He heard the car door slam. The kid had
slipped out and was running away into the cemetery. Harry got out
and ran after hini. -As he shouted at the kid he saw his white head. disappear over a wooded ridge. The night sky was now cloudless, and the
tree-and-tomb-studded landscape stood out· distinctly in the moonlight. Harry ran down a slight incline in the direction the boy had
. gone. Then as he passed several pines, he heard someone yell. "Hey,
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I'm over herel" It was the kid. He was 'standing in front of a small
grave behind the pines.
"Hey, Kid, what the hell are you doing overhere?"
"Seeing ~y sister."
Harry took hold of the kid's hand. "Come on, let's go back to the car.."
The kid responded docilely.
"Do you think she's mad at me?'" asked the kid as Harry drove off.
"Who?"
"Mysister," said the kid.
"No/'
They drove in silence until thy reached the middle of town.
"I get the laundryl" said the kid softly to himself.,
"What?';
.
"I get the laundry; it's on my side of the street. You get everything
that's on your side of the street, I get everything on my side. 1 do
this all the time with my sister," said the kid. "Lookl I get the post
office; you can't mail any letters." Harry studied. the buildings along
the street carefully. As they turned a corner, Harry said, "I get the
bank."
"That's okay, the police station will be on my side, and I'll let everyone rob you," said the child, "and I get the movies." Harry saw another
moving-picture house on the comer.
"Well, I'll get the other movie," said Harry.
"No, we tum here, so I'll get it," said the kid.
''You've played this before, 1 see," said Harry.
When they got to the street that ran along the front of Reynolds
Park, the kid told Harry to tum down that street; he lived across
from the park. Harry's mission loomed suddenly, gigantically.
"I get my house and all the houses on this side of the street;" said
the kid. Harry was silent.'I1te kid looked over at him. "Don't feel,
bad; you own Reynolds Park. It's on your side."
They walked up to the kid's house quietly. The kid was an experienced housebreaker. "I'll have to' sneak in the window," he said.
"All right. I'll help you. Which one?"
''The one with the elephant looking out," said the kid.
''Where?''
"pon't you see him?"
"No," said Harry frankly.
"He's there," said the kid.
Harry gavehim a'little boost, which he didn't really need. He watched
,
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the little blond head disappear into the darkness of. the bedroom, and
he heard the kid whispering to himself. He walked· back down the
street to the car. It was still warm out, and the sky was still cloudless.
Harry started up the car and drove slowly. He could just barely make
out the swings over in Reynolds Park. It was funny; it seemed as if
he could see a blond head, reflecting the moonlight, sWidging back
and forth on one of the swings. Harry was glad that he d:wned the
park.
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BEACHHEAD
BY SCHOONER IN THE
.
SOLOMONS: THE SECOND ALLIED
INVASION OF CHOISEUL
"

Choiseul Island lies between Bougainville and Santa Isabel Island
in the Solomons. For the reader whose orientation is based on Guadalcanal, the southeast comer of Choiseul is one hundred and eighty miles
from Cape Esperance, the northwest tip of that famous island. The
topography of Choiseul is like that of any member of the Solomon
"group. Its ninety-by-twenty mile area is a mountainous interior rising
to three thousand feet. The high lands gradually slope off in a series
of jungle-covered escarpments to sandy beaches and coral -cliffs that
outline a long, irregular perimeter. A barrier reef runs parallel to the
northern coast. The southern shoreline contains innumerable coves,
bays, and islets.
Except for a Ctoken landing by Marine Raiders, executed as diversion
"during the Bougainvi1Ie attack in October, 1943,Jhe island saw little
of the South Pacific War. It suffered from the hostile presence of
several hundred Japanese: remnants of the Munda, Kolombangara,
.' Vella Lavella garrisons, refugees who had "£led in "barges to Choiseul
after New Georgia fell to the Americans. Most of" the boats were
strafed and sunk. The survivors ettcamped;,in scattered groups on the
island's southern edge. By spring, 1944, the Japanese moved in separate parties along the beaches to the deserted Australian" plantations
at Cape Alexander, northeast point of the island. There they dug in,
protected from attack by the encOIbpassing land about Choisenl Bay.
Perhaps they hoped to join their compatriots on Bougainville and in
the ShortIand Islands, from which Choiseul was parted by thirtymil~
afopen sea. We heard romorsthat the isolated camp was supplied by
submarines.
Dozens of villages line the southern beaches which the Japanese
occupied. The Melanesian inhabitants took to the mountainous
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interior. Occasiona~y a daring group paddled from Choiseul to the
British Commissioner's headquarters at Munda, New Georgia, to bring
meager information. By July, 1944, Major W. F. Martin Clemensthe 'Commissioner-decided to sail to the island. The mission was twofold: military reconnaissance and native morale-building. The dislocation of saltwater people to the jungle was harmful to the health of the
natives. Major Clemens was anxious to console his uneasy charges..
Thus we undertook "The Second Allied Invasion of Choiseul." ,
I was stationed at Munda, New Georgia, skipper of a small American
naval vessel. One evening over several bottles of New Zealand ale
Clemens discussed his plans. My duties were not pressing, and I volunteered to accompany him. After more ale, I was solemnly appointed
liaison officer between British and American forces, sailing master, and
executive-navigation-communication-gunnery officer. Our invasion fleet
was the ex-copra schooner B. F. Jones, which was built in the Islands
twenty years before.
I examined the Jones the next day. She possessed neither the practicality of our Navy's landing ships-LST's, LSM's, etc.-nor did she
have the appearance of a trim fighting vessel. But the lones had charm
to a sailor's eye: a pretty ship of fifty-five feet overall; black with gray
cabin-houses, black spars; a long bowsprit extending from a handsome
clipper bow, an elegantly-carved handrail around her poop deck. Her
topmasts had disappeared. The only sails were a tattered foresail and
.forestaysail. The main boom served as support for a wooden canopy
over the after part of the ship. Chief propulsion was a "semi-Diesel"an obsolete contraption, started Qy gasoline. This pushed the lones at
exactly five and six-tenths knots.
The wooden roof was' to shelter Major Clemens and myself. The
rest of the vessel to the foremast was rigged with a canvas awning.
The lones ordinarily carried a complement of six natives. We planned
also to take the Major's clerk, Willie Paia, and eight members of .the
Solomon Island Defense Forces. These, headed by Sergeant Gumu,
were veterans with Clemens of the Guadalcanal and New Georgia
fighting.
We originally intended to carry a Lewis gun and one thirty-caliber
machine gun. A native scout paddling from Choiseul brought news
that the enemy still ran two barges. The armament was increased by
twin fifty-caliber machine guns, and one single fifty. The lones now
boasted two stem-chasers and a "Long Tom" forward, all obtained from
the aircraft salvage dump. There were drawbacks. At certain angles of
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fire we risked shooting away the wooden canopy, the -awning with its
flimsy supports, the masts and rigging, and anyone standing in the
line of fire. Major F. H. Smyth, Marine Field Commander at Munda,
sent two sergeants to train the native crew in gunnery. When the time
came to sail, both Goodermude and Hayden were able to get permission to make the trip. ..
On July 27, 1944, we left Hambu-Hambu, a small island on Munda
Bar and· site of Clemens' Headquarters. There was scarcely an inch
of the Jones not occupied by a native or by stores, trade goods, and
ammunition which we spent two days loading aboard. The Major
and I sat majestically on the poop in two large deck chairs, the machinegun mount between us. The small after-cabln contained the radio
transmitter with a half-dozen batteries and cases of canned goods ana
beer. A portable writing desk was lashed to the side of the companionway that led to the cabin. Each Marine sergeant with his bed-roll had
a space two feet by twelve on either side of the cabin. The Major's
cook, Alec, set up his stove beside the main hatch, aft of the engine
room in the ship's waist-a fifty-five gallon oil drum, one side cut open,
fitted with an iron grating, fed from a pile of wood on deck. Fifteen
Melanesians managed to eat, sleep, and playa perpetual card game in
the remaining thirty feet of boat.
The steering wheel and binnacle were amidships. When we pulled
away from the wharf at Hambp-Hambu with the boys on the Jones and
their friends on the beach waving their lavalavas,shouting and singing,
I noticed that the helmsman was facing backwards-hardly orthodox
naval procedure. This was Bokts)Vain Tarevo, who preferred to sit on
the compass than to stand in the conventional manner behind it. He
considered it a useless, although comfortable, piece of equipment. By
sitting on the binnacle he could steer with his hands or with his feet-a
choice dictated by the exigencies of the card game. We came alongside
Munda Pier fifteen minutes later to take. ammunition aboard, and the
engineer displayed similar agility. Jonathan stood in the _engine-room
companionway to get a view of the docking operations, and he kicked
the shifting lever of the engine whenever a change of direction was required and manipulated the throttle with his big toe.
The first -day we threaded our way past Wana-Wana and th~ough
Diamond and Ondonga Narrows. -We then had to cruise seventy-five
miles between New Georgia and Choiseul, of which fifty miles was
sailed in open sea after we left the sheltered water of Kula Gulf between
New Georgia and Kolombangara. The Jones roll~d along in a stiff -
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southeast breeze, the seas off her starboard quarter. The forestaysail was
set more to steady than tQ drive the ship faster, since every time we rolled
with a. particularly heavy swell we flooded the deck amidships and
threatened to drench Alec's stove. The course was laid for the village
of Boe-Boe. Major Clemens intended to send runners to the interior
to inform the district headmen of his arrival. We hoped, without any
positive information, that no Japanese would be that far south.
My navigation was sedentary. I tacked an azimuth circle to the arm
of my chair and lined it fore-and-aft. With a sight bar made of wire
and fishing line, it was easy to take bearings on known points of land
to compute spee~ and position. To change heading meant shouting to
Tarevo, "Stop 'long compass-fella 'long north northeast," and soon the
Tones would slowly swing around to the new course. At first the crew
was impressed by "business b'long compass." 'When Boe-Boe
waS reached on the first day, my prestige as Number Two Master was
high. Unfortunately a sizable compass error arose when the Tones sailed
on an easterly or westerly heading. The next day, steering west-northwest, my armchair navigation sent us ten miles further up the coast than
planned. Henceforth Tarevo accepted sailing directions with polite,
smiling disbelief and steered as he pleased.
With exception of the Major's gun-bearer, Lendi, and two scouts
(bush-people from the interior of Malaita), the natives on board were
saltwater boys from coastal villages on Choiseul and New Georgia:
dark-skinned Melanesians, short and stocky. Lendi was taller and
slighter. A lad of eighteen, he had been with Clemens since the Major's
pre-war days as cadet officer and later district officer on Malaita. Like
most of the bush people he was chocolate-colored. With wooly hair
.dyed red and a perpetual grin, he looked like a Melanesian Harpo Marx.
Whenever we landed, eitherhe or Michael, Clemens' Number One Boy,
walked an exact six paces behind his master, and Lendi carried the LeeEnfield rifle and a bandolier of cartridges. Clemens carried a bamboo
swagger stick. He had been one of three Englishmen to remain on
Guadalcanal during the Japanese occupation in the spring and summer
of 1942; and he had retreated from the northern beaches and Kunai
grass plains when the Japanese landed, after supervising the evacuation
of Europeans from the island. Radio messages to the New Hebrides
and New Zealand made his presence known to the enemy, and they
pursued him with intensity-even using bloodhounds in the jungle. He
eluded his hunters by moving rapidly in the mountains. This was three
t
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months full of narrow escapes: as the Major put it, "a bloody good
show."
, The first day set the general pattern. We talked and.read in our deck
~hairs as the Jon~es dipped in the frisky sea. At noon Alec cleared a
table, spread the first tablecloth I had seen in a year, and appeared with
a leg of mutton, Irish potatoes, and Chinese cabbage. We washed this
down with· New Zealand ale drawn from four- cases piled in the after
cabin. By midafternoon Choisuel lay before us, emerging from an
indefinable bank of clouds on the northern horizon. Soon we could
make out colors and contours: the light green of the tiny yellow-bordered islets around its periphery, the da:rker green of the jungle and the
mountains which blended into the amorphous, shapeless, ever changing
grayness occasionally shot through by flashes of sunlight. We were
aiming for a village fifteen miles from Choiseul's southeastern point.
The conversation ranged from comparisons of English and American
universities, through the merits of the Beveridge Plan, and finally
settled on Shakespeare. I had brought a single-volume edition of his
plays-the rats in the cabin later chewed off the leather cover-and I
found myself thumbing Richard II to steady my nerves. Just when we
were discussing whether the shift in sympathy for the protagonist was
an effective dramatic device, the headlands enclosing Boe-Boe village
emerged from the steaming jungle to shape themselves into beaches and
clumps of palms. We moved to the history plays. "The Major thought
that the Henry cycle was underrated when compared to the tragedies.
.Even as he declaimed with appropriateness Henry Fifth7s speech, "Once
more unto the breach, dear friends, once more; Or close the wall up with
our English deadl 7' the crew stopped their interminable card game
and silently lined the forward rail, peering at the bush which might
be concealing several hundred Japanese. Our two Marines were uneasy.
Hayden stood with one hand on his single fifty near the bowsprit.
Goodermude sat on the cabin house, anxiously eyeing me for an order. I
was sure he wanted to uncover the twin-fifty that stood consolingly
a foot from my chair.
At this point Henry N and East Lynne were one to me. I estimated
. how long it would take to get my forty-five-calibre pistol resting on the
ale cases below. I also wondered whether I should toot my whistlethe signal for General Quarters. The silence was broken by Major
Cleinens' crisp voice. .
.
.
"Alecl" The frightened cook ran aft, stood stiHly at attention.
f
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"Which way 'long tea? You no savvy business b'long you? Bringim
tea number-one quick time. Me cross too much 'long you. Mightie you
catchem sack b'long you bimeby."
I sat with Shakespeare clutched to my nervous stomach. Alec returned with a teapot. The two sergeants watched with amazement, and
their disquietude was not diminished when the Major invited them
to join us. They declined politely. We were now inside the cove.. Except
for short remarks as we sipped tea, there was no sound save the puttputting of the Diesel and the water gurgling in our wake. The jungle
was a huncl.red yards off either beam. We rounded a bend in the channel
between two small islands, and Boe-Boe swung into sight. It was
deserted: no sign of any inhabitants, no children and dogs played about
the water's edge, no smoke arising from the thatched huts.
Scores of Japanese might well have been hiding within peashooter
range. I managed to ask, "Major, should we uncover the guns?"
"Scarcely necessary. Waste of time. Bad for morale. You might tell
Tarevo to drop the hook, or whatever you Navy men say when you want
to anchor. If you don't say something, we run a fair chance of sitting
on the beach." I was reminded that I was sailing master. "Loos'em
anchor, Tarevo."
The chain clattered from the hawsepipe, and the lones' old-fashioned
ship's anchor hit the water with a splash that sent a flock of birds
screaming out of the treetops. I walked forward to supervise the departure of the dinghy for the beach. Two boys pulled the double-ended
boat from the stem. Sergeant Gumu and his seven scouts jumped in
from the port gangway, armed with rifles and the Lewis gun. The two
marines stood diffidently up forward. I hesitated to tell them to uncover our main armament, such as it was, and took recourse to that
vague military command-"Stand by." Later we sent them ashore to
stand guard with Gumu and the scouts.
Gumu and his men landed, set up the Lewis gun with two natives as
a covering force,. and disappeared into the bush. They returned at dusk
to say that they found no natives in a two-mile radius. Concealed
machine gun pits in a few huts indicated that the enemy had formerly
occupied the site, and there had been a recent evacuation. We posted
- pickets on the outskirts of Boe-Boe and uncovered the bow machine
gun.
The waning moon rose early. The high-peaked, straw-colored houses
stood out clearly against the dark background of tufted coconut palms.
One could barely make out the shapes of the gun on the nearby beach,
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the dinghy drawn up close by, the mari~es sitting with Gumuaround
a dim fire. The ship's crew were playing cards on the foc's'l, gathered
about an oil lamp on the fore-hatch. The only sound was the hum of
conversation up forward, the lapping of tiny waves under the counter,
the creaking of rigging as we rolled gently in the swells that reached
us from the sea, the occasional cry of a night bird swooping across the
star-spotted sky. The musty jungle smell blended with the salt air.
Alec set up two canvas cots on the poop. We turned in.
I awoke next morning with the mist rising lazily from the bush.
Alec appeared with a cup of tea while I was still leaning on one elbow
scanning the beach. We had not yet finished breakfast when the dinghy
came alongside bearing Gumu and three Boe-Boe natives. The Tones had
been observed from the heights, and now several headmen and their
people· were moving down the trails to the beach after they decided
we were not Japanese. By nine o'clock a hundred men gathered on shore
"for hearem big talk and business b'long British Commissioner." The
Major stepped briskly from the port gangway where Michael stood
saluting at the rail. After Clemens took his seat in the stem sheets,
dressed in spotless khaki shorts and shirt and bearing his swagger stick, at
a word of command from Tarevo the four boys dropped their upped oars
and gave ,way together like the crew of,a captain's gig from a full-size
man-of-war. The dinghy grated on the black sand beach. Sergeant Gumn
and the scouts, drawn up at attention-the two MflIines also took part in
this miniatUre review-came to a quick "Present Arms." Clemens
jumped from the unsteady boat to be received by three old headmen,
each carrying his staff of office. They bowed. Clemens saluted, then
shook hands gravely. The party walked to the council house on the outskirts of the jungle. From this first palaver we discovered that the nearest
Japanese were no nearer than Vozoi, forty-five miles up the coast. The
position of the enemy on the, north shore was less definite. A week
earlier we might have met with a less-friendly reception at Boe-Boe.
Runners were sent to notify all the districts of our arrival, and to
tell the coastal villages that we intended to pay them a call. Clemens
marched back to the dinghy, leaving behind cases of calico and plug
tobacco. As soon as he stepped aboard-now 1, entering into the ceremony stood at attention-the boys heaved on the windlass, the anchor
and seven fathoms of chain were stowed, the Diesel chugged bravely,
and we slowly left. The crowd on the beach, augmented by women
and "small-fella-pickannin'," waved their colored lavalavas. Alec
opened a couple of bottles of warm ale. I played with my charts, the
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'marines cleaned their machine guns, the card game started again, and
Tarevo broke out three fishing lines and trolled over the stern.
Welaaded two dozen king mackerel during the entire expedition,
and as many bonito, and a species called mera which resembled a large
pompano~ Fishing was conducted with the punctilio of a grouse-shoot
in Scotland. Tarevo would solemnly inform the Major when he had- a
strike; and if we desired sport, we would play the fish and bring it alongside the counter to be gaffed by Tarevo. Except for poisonous triggerfish and several brilliant-red varieties, everything was edible. The boys
dove for oysters in the coral reefs each time we landed.
The immediate plan was to sail east-southeast for five miles to Nagosele Pass, the narrow channel between Rob Roy Island and Choiseul.
A local native pilot squatted on the bowsprit and conned the helmsman
with a wave of his hand. We entered Nagoselle an hour and a half later
to buck an adverse three-mot current-better than half our speed. At
certain points the channel was no wider than seventy-five feet. Thick
jungles arose on either side-green, lush, and impenetrable-and creepers and lianas brushed over the rigging. Save for two mudbanks, we saw
no bottom. The few soundings showed nothing under the keel at ten
fathoms. The Marines and I sat with Owens-guns on the wooden shelter
over the poop, to' try to bag wild pigeons. All we saw were red parrots
and brilliant green parakeets, one or two herons and frigate birds, and
one creature that may have been a quail, and these flew up excitedly
from the steaming palms, banyans, and bamboos before we could
aim. The rain drizzled intermittently. The chugging Jones seemed to
labor against atmosphere and current while she pressed through the
humid, dead air and the heavy, dank decay of the bush-;-a decor one
associates with the rivers of the African Congo rather than with the
palmy isles of the South Pacific.
. The first whiffs of salt air indicated that we were-approaching the sea.
Alec came aft with white tablecloth and silver cutlery. "Bimeby kai-kai
[food] him 'e ready." We picked our way between reefs at the north end
of Rob Roy, and came around to a northeast course parallel to the
beach. A following sea raised the ship's counter, buried her bow in
a restfuJ, rocking-ehair rhythm. Our destination was Nuhatambu thirty
miles up the coast. The already-limited visibility closed in. We passed
through several rain squalls and lightning storms, when the crew
dashed about to lash down the awnings and side-eurtains. Occasionally
a promontory loomed to port on the inhospitable coast. We chugged
along-one very small ship alone in a chaotic sea-with the only setting
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the dull green swells into which our bowsprit clove, the angular and
angry breaking crests abeam, the confused foam behind, the gloomy
clouds scudding overhead. Clemens and I put on oilskins and sat
silently on the poop.
The weather cleared when we slipped into the cove where Nuhatambu, like Boe-Boe, lay deserted. For a second time the rusty anchor
. chain rattled through the hawsepipe. Gumu, the scouts, and the two
Marines piled into the dinghy with the Lewis gun, their bedding
and supplies. After supper a half-dozen natives came aboard in the
twilight from two slender gondola-like canoes. Willie Paia brought
them aft. We both rose from our chairs and shook hands. Willie translated their comments into pidgin English. They reported that the Jones
had been anxiously observed all afternoon. The runners from Boe-Boe
had not yet reached the interior; but after a hasty palaver, the assorted
village headmen decided we were friendly-the British ensign had been
spotted whenever the rain squalls lifted. The people of the district
moved down the jungle paths to Pagoi, ten miles further. The Major
told the group to collect everyone there the next morning to hear "talk
b'Iong guv-man." We shook hands once more. The two graceful
canoes sped for the shore, their high sterns wiggling in t1}.e mild chop
like peacock tails.
The next morning I went ashore with the Marines. We beached the .
dinghy on the yellow sana and walked through Ntihatambu. The jungle
had covered the trails with a thick network of vines and· creepers. The
palm-leaf huts with their intricately thatched walls and roofs were in
a state of decay; the ravages of wind, rain, and dry rot had been aided
by wood'-boring red ants, the sole sign of activity in an otherwise life~
less village. Patches of heayy undergrowth intruded into the once neat
taro gardens and breadfruit, papaya, and cassava gro~es. The air was
heayy with the pungent odor of rotting coconuts and the sweet, overpowering smell of frangipani. We walked with difficulty over dead logs,
some covered with small white orchids. Everywhere were bougainvillea,
hibiscus flowers, and flame trees.
In the empty huts there were a few discarded, broken cooking utensils
and fragments of coconut matting, one badly damaged Singer sewingmachine, and a large chest filled' with Seventh Day Adventist ~cts
.- written in a Melanesian dialect. More sinister were six Japan~e helmets
-why had they been·thrown away?~and as many empty wooden boxes
painted with Japanese characters. We left the land for the sanctuary
of the Jones.
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The good humor of the Melanesians was never more apparent than
in the short play I Witnessed earlier. That morning the watch had
failed to make reveille at six d clock. Clemens assembled the crew before I left to inspect Nuhatambu to call them "bloody fools, altogether
lazy-fella too much, altogether fella all-same pig-pig 'long pig pen."
Later"as I sat on the poop cleaning my pistol-the Major absent ashoreI watched one boy standing pompously on the hatch amidships, a battered sun ;helmet on his lime-bleached kinky pomadour, a stick under
his armpit. The laughing crew surrounded him while he parodied the
Number One Master and shouted "Bloody fool, bloody fooll" They
saw me watching and sheepishly scattered.
That afternoon we stopped at Pagoi for Clemens to address several
hundred natives. Once more the boat crew rowed him smartly to the
beach. At a signal from the nervous headman, the crowd burst into
~'God Save the King." The palaver lasted over an hour, the Major
flanked by Gumu and Michael.
We weighed anchor and sailed peacefully along. Unfolding slowly to
port was a strip of yellow sand, dazzling in the tropical sun. Langt,lid
breakers rolled on the beach to cover it briefly with a creamy sheet of
foam. Behind this border stood a fringe of light-green coconut palms
waving in the breeze. Then-to complete the pro~Tession from movement to stasis-the jungle-eovered hills and mountains sat in the background: dark-green, ageless, reflecting their primordial proximity with
a volcanic past; mist-eovered, cragged, sullen, forbidding. The Jones
crept slowly toward Salamandu by the fringe of the barrier reef where
coral outcroppings manifested themselves in swirls, disturbed eddies,
momentary eruptions of white breakers. We snoozed quietly in our
deck chairs. Suddenly the drowsy lookout shouted "Airoplani him'e
comel" ... and dropped the fishline attached to his big toe. We
jumped up and identified the plane as an SBD-Suzy Biddle Diddle, to
use Clemens' terminology. Still scarcely awake, I grabbed the portable
Aldis lamp stowed -below and clambered up the rigging. l blinked
"Able"-da-dah-to indicate all was well.
The crew was delighted when Major Smyth swooped low over our
stubby masts. They clambered up the ratlines and waved their lavalavas.
Only the helmsman, the two Marines, and Clemens and I were left on
deck. The circling plane dropped two small parachutes and the Jones
turned slowly to pick them out of the calm sea. A half-dozen boys
twitched their shirts off and dove over the side, racing to see who could
capture the prizes. Three minutes later Clemens opened aluminum
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containers and drew out identical messages printed on waterproof silk.
Yesterday four B-'25's had flown low over Choiseul Bay (now· forty-five
miles away) .,The bombers had thonght the Japs to be without antiaircraft weapons. There was an unpleasant surprise when the enemy
opened up with heavy, accurate machine-gun fire. All four planes were
hit. One was forced to make a water-landing near the Treasury Islands,
held by the Allies. We were advised that SBD's would bomb Choiseul
Bay within the next twenty-four hours, and we had better ~tay clear.
The Japs were in better strength than-we had expected.
. A change of plans was imperative. We had to 'give up our original
intention to circumnavigate Choiseul. Clemens decided to sail along
the northern shore to Malaenari, a village five miles from the northwest
tip of the island and the enemy. We would then tum around, retrace our
course, pass again through Nagosele, to undertake a similar limited
cruise on the southern coast. Some fifteen or twenty miles of Choiseul
would not be covered-a stretch of enemy-held beach I felt we might
avoid with pleasure. The Major was disappointed. "It might have been
a bloody good show. ~ . . "
There was a chance that a Japanese patrol could spot the Jones as we
skirted the barrier reef. I was relieved when Clemens agreed to my request to uncover the machine guns.
We passed Salamandu and reached Malaenari at' 5: 30. The Jones
slipped through the gap in the reef, llnd the anchor was dropped when
we rounded up a scant hundred yards from shore. Malaenari was deserted. In the center of the thatched huts stood the Roman Catholic
Mission; a low, yellow frame house with a faded red tin roof and long
verandah. The front door hung askew on one hinge. The shutters moved
slightly in the evening breeze. The Marines and Gumu set up the Lewis
gun on the porch to command both the beach and the paths·entering
the village. After the scouts reported no Japs in the vicinity, Clemens
sent two Pagoi boys to find Father Benois, the aged priest who had refused to leave Choiseul when all Europeans were evacuated in 1942.
The n~ morning the Major landed for his palaver. The crew
swabbed the decks, painted and scraped under Tarevo's watchful eye;
the Marines cleaned the fifties; I settled down -on the poop to read. I
heard a farewelJ. shout from the shore, looked over the rail, and saw
the dinghy shoved from the beach by a dozen wading natives. In the
stem sheets sat Clemens with another European. We lined the starboard rail as they came briskly alongside. A small, elderly, bearded man
-thin to the point of emaciation-came a1;?oard with agility and gaily
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waved aside the hand I ventured to offer him. Clemens followed. All
three of us stood in the waist as introductions were made. First Father
Benois shook my hand1then those of the two Marines1then he turned
to the crew who gathered about us and had the Major introduce him to
each man. A few natives giggled. Two·bowed low and crossed themselves. ("First time I knew they were Catholics/1muttered the Major in
my ear.)
Alec served lunch. While the priest wolfed down a meal of mutton1
Chinese cabbage and boiled potatoes1I had ample opportunity for observation. He talked-or rather shouted animatedly-in almost unintelligible English marked by a strong French ~ccent. I switched to French
at one point. Father Benois was delighted and said he had heard little
French since leaving France in 1922. He laughingly admitted that he
found English easier1 although the only language he could handle
with fluency was the Choiseul dialect.
He was sixty-four. He might have been eighty1 so wrinkled and lined
was his tan leathery fage. He wore a battered gray f~lt hat1a clean and
ragged skivvy-shirt1patched khaki trousers. His thin legs were wrapped
in canvas puttees which barely m~t the edge of heaVY1 cracked1 blackleather, high-top walking shoes. A pair of intense1rheumy eyes peered
from behind thick spectacles.
.
The native congregation deserted Malaenarimission in 1942. Three
of his flock helped maintain·a camp and garden in the mountains1 five
miles away. I questioned him.
"Why did you leave, mon pere?U
"My children were frightened 1 and wanted not to remain on the
coast. And alone I could not run my house. u (He pointed sadly to the
mission building1and I noticed that one of the veranda.hs had collapsed1
termite-ridden). "And the gardens are far from the village. Als01where
my flock went, there I had to go. The Japanese burnt my little church1
anyWay·u
"Why did they leave your house standing1 mon peret'
''"Who knows? They are unpredictable1capricious. Perhaps they once
thought it would do for a headquarters? It is a lovely house....u
"Havethey troubled you?U "
He shrugged his spare shoulders1 gestured phlegmatica.Ily with one
bony, blue-veined hand, and his eyes looked up over our mainmast to
the blue sky. "They have visited me perhaps five1 six times in DIne
months. First time1they took my vestments and crucifix and-comment
dit-on 'ca1ice'? (" 'Chalice'·mon pereU)-my chalice away. They joked.
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One soldier spoke bad English. He asked me now whether I could still
be a priest without my toys. The other visits were not bad. They took
some of my people to work for them at Choiseul Bay. But my people
always ron away. Then-oh yes, I almost forget-then a month ago they
came back. They were angry. My flock, 'they said, was not helping. Had
they not come to free the islanders fran the hateful English? I was
bad: I did not persuade my people to help. So-I think~they wanted to
punish me-they took away what I saved of tinned food and pipetobacco. Still, lieutenant, they are not completely bad, these Japanese.
They are naughty children sometimes. But with women: bad. Even I
cannot forgive what they did to some of my girls. . . . But I think
they are frightened. Dites-moi, Major, are the Allies winning the war?
And when do the British come back to Choiseul?"
"Yes, yes, we're winning. We'll be back soon." Father Benois' apparent objectivity about the conflict indicated a man who saw the
struggle sub specie aetemitatis. "Tell me, what do you know about the
Nips? How many of 'em are there?"
"Oh, there must be four, five hundred. My people tell me that they·
are encamped at the Bay where the old plantations used to be. They
live well off the gardens they have forced my peopie to grow." .
"What about their barges?" Here was a question close to both of us.
I suspect Clemens' good Anglo-Saxon blood thrilled at the thought
of a sea battle with one small English vessel playing a modem version
of Sir Richard Grenville's The Revenge. My own less-heroic mind performed calculations about comparative speed, inferior numbers, and our
small fire power.
"No, the barges do not run. Or so some of my boys have told me.
They lack essence, petrol. They are broken."
Clemens and I reached for our pipes simultaneously and smoked with
relaxation. Clemens sent Alec below to give the priest all the tradetobacco he could spare~ "What-of submarines? We heard the Nips may
be getting supplies from Kavieng."
"No, Major. My people would have told me. They know everything
about the Japanese. The commander, a Colonel, is unpopular. He is
une personne forte sur 1a discipline--a martinet, I think you say in
English. His troops are homesick. He tells them about Hirohito andDai
Nippon. My people say that the Japanese do not listen, or if they listen
they do not believe him any more." For the first time, Father Benois
seemed to be taking sides. He laughed delightedly at the thought of the
discomforted enemy.
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There seemed no longer any reas n to stay at Malaenari. The peaceful scene on the beach, with group of· natives bathing, cooking-fires
relit in several huts and children and uppy dogs playing in the clearing,
made one forget the Japanese a
four miles away. I had recalled
one Marine to the Jones after breakfast, and he stood on the foc's'l by
his single fifty. His colleague was still on the porch of the mission, sit- '
ting with Gumu and the scouts near their Lewis gun-a diminutive
beachhead, if suddenly attacking Japanese swarmed out from the bush. I
climbed the canopy and semaphored for a general evacuation. Our
expedition up the northern coast of Choiseul was complete. The Jones
weighed anchor, Tarevo officiously shouting commands to his amused
crew. Behind us natives clustered about the cases of trading-goods we
had left behind, waved their lavalavas silently and a little sadly.
~The trip to Sisindu was a three-hour iun. The old Jones seemed to
share the general delight of the ship's company as she stuck her stubby
bow into the short chop. Clemens invited Father Benois to return to
Munda with us, and from thence to go to Australia.
"You better come, Padre. Don't know when we'll get back to Choiseu!."
"No, thank you. You are kind. But I must stay. My people need me."
"But you say that your 'people' have scattered. And the next visit the
Nips pay may be less gentle. They must know that you have talked..with
me. They will not like you for the information you have told us. I
think you are foolish."
~'Perhaps, Major. But my duty . . . . You must understand." Here
the-priest smiled at his happy analogy. "You too do your duty by sailing
to Choiseul, you and the young lieutenant and the two Marines. . . ."
"A different matter." Clemens lit another pipe. The subject was
changed. Sisindu hove in sight. The boat crew rowed Father Benois
ashore with a sack of canned goods and tobacco. We waved goodbye
as he walked into the bush with the springy stride of a young man. He
and his native bearer were quickly swallowed up in the green foliage.
The rest of the expedition resembled all that has been related. We
sailed back through Nogosele, laren with fifteen passengers bound for
the south shore. This time a favorable current twisted us through the
jungle at a dizzy eight knots~ There were stops at Susuka, Pagoi and BoeBoe. We crept up the southern coast of Sambi, Nabusasa, and finally
Sasamunga, where as at Malaenari, we came close to the enemy. Thence
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we crossed. the Kula Gulf bound for Munda, spending one night in
Bamberi Harbor on Kolombangara. I went ashore at Sambi to hear the
Major give his speech, and admired his astuteness in convincing a
Seventh Day Adventist non-pork-eating population to break this taboo.
(They had been fish-eating, saltwater people, and the migration to the
bush had seriously affected their health.) They complained wild pigs
were eating their gardens. His answer: why not eat the pigs to regain
the lost produce? Then he resorted to comparative religion, pointing
out that Number One Bishop b'long Catholic allowed Catholic soldiers to eat meat on Fridays: "Altogether savvy fish hi.m 'e no stop 'long
foxhole." He added, with a harmless casuistry, that Number One Bishop b'long Jew also permitted Jewish soldiers to eat pork. Since the
Melanesians were familiar with Old Testament prohibitions about eating swine, Clemens' point was cogent. We heard a month later via
canoe that the Sambi people were eating pig-pig without any moral
compunction.
A thirty-knot squall hit the Jones off Sambi Head late one afternoon.
The dinghy capsized, the steering cables broke, and we almost piled up
on a nearby reef. We doused the forestaysail in time, but the awnings
blew away to leeward. Tarevo jumped over the fantail and sat astride
the small boat shouting "Goddam, goddam, goddam" as he tried to
right it. Finally, he succeeded and bailed it out, just as sheets of rain
stopped to disclose the crests of ugly breakers, green and white on the·
reefs one hundred yards to port. Alec's cookstove overturned, but since
he had resourcefully thrown some logs down the engine-room hatch
when the storm struck-to the indignation of the engineer, who had to
protect his Diesel from this cascade of kindling-we had tea on·
schedule.
Early morning, August fifth, we passed quietly through Hathorn
Sound, Ondonga and Diamond Narrows, and chugged alongside the
wharf at Hambu-Hambu before lunch. Sergeant Esau, left in charge dur.:
ing Major Clemens' absence, strutted down the dock followed by a
~ard of honor: lavalavas freshly washed for the great occasion, mush- room-shaped coiffures newly lime-bleached, one or two young bucks
with· red hibiscus flowers in the hair to sign~ they were looking for
wives. Behind swarmed two dozen small boys, chests stuck· out and
arms swinging in imitation of their older brothers. The Second Allied
Invasion of Choiseul was over.
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The third invasion of the island took place in May, 1945, some ten
months after we had left. By late August the Japanese surrendered. I
am happy the B. F.Jones played a leading role. Lieutenant Sproule Bolton, formerly of the Coldstream Gua~ds and attached to Major Clemens
as a Cadet Officer in September, 1944, wrote me a description of the
last chapter.
-or

\

. . . In May Martin Clemens sent me up to Choyseul and I got myself attached to the A.LB. [Australiart Infantry Brigade] crowd, who then
had 500 or 600 Nips who were waiting to get out. I finished up by having a terrific row with them but mote of that later. They were in the
position of not having a boat and so the B. F. Jones became their demiofficial line of communication between Choyseul and Treasury, and I
the skipper., We had to mn nearly all their supplies in for them, and as
you know the Bougainville Strait is not the best bit of water. The Nips
evacuated Choyseul in June 1945, and on June 27th the R.NZA.F.
[Royal New Zealand Air Force] -damn_them-who had been briefed on
to primary targets in Bougainville, and were given by their intelligence
secondary targets in Choyseul (God knows why) finding their aforesaid
targets clouded over, and having a lot of amunition to spare, came and
shot us up for about 45 minutes, mining a perfectly good wireless set,
and generator, and killing one dog. I later went up to Torakina and shook
the hand of the bastard who had done this gallant deed. . . .
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DIALOGUE FROM A GARDEN
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The time is the most immediate present. The place a Garden in the
suburbs. In its center is a large fecund Fruit Tree. Enter a Man, a
Woman, and a Snake. It is obvious they have just come from a long
tedious journey. The man sets down two heavy cowhide travel bags.
The woman goes to the tree, carrying a pink bird cage in one hand, a
soggy white launchy sack in the other. She looks at the tree fondly,
touches the knotty trunk with gentle affection, then proceeds to hang
the bird cage on one of its low-hanging branches. As she removes the
silken cover from the cage, a yellow canary with a fuzzy-brown top begins to,chirp joyfully. The ,man,meanwhile, sets one of the cowhide
bags on a rock for support and begins to unpack. He hands the woman
a charred kettle. She Dlls it with water from the stream that meanders
through the Garden, builds.a fire, casts about for roots and herbs, finds
them, and stirs up a soup. While this is going on, the snake curls up on
an overhanging leqge at the mouth of the cave in the Garden. It wears
a wisdom-weary smile as it listens to the man and woman speak.
Well, we're home again.
Yes, it's good to be home.
MAN:
WOMAN: That's the nice part of taking a trip, isn't it, Adam? I mean
coming home.
. Be it ever so humble . . . .
MAN:
WOMAN: Still, I did .enjoy the trip. Travel is broadening, don't you
think?
MAN:
If you like to see how the other half lives . . . .
WOMAN:
(Sighs.) I wondeF wh~ther we'll ever be the same again,
Adam?
MAN:
The same?
WOMAN:
I mean there's so much out there and ... well, so little in
the Garden.
Now don't pout, dear. Remember, anything your little
MAN:
heart desires is yours I 'That's the deal I made with Him.
WOMAN:
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WOMAN:

Oh, Adam, you shouldn't have. Eternity's such a long time.
Maybe it was a mistake.
Nothing ventured nothing gained . . . .
I heard you say that once before, remember . . . ?
That was a long time ago. And anyway, I didn't say it. He
did.
(Points to Snake. Snake nods lazily and smiles.)
Oh, stop always blaming things on Snake.
I'm not always blaming things on him, but the fact remains
he did say it. Him and his damned apple I
Maybe we should be thankful to him.
Thankful? I hate the slimy bastard.
We never would have made the trip outside without him.
Well, that's true. Except he didn't have to con us into the
.apple dodge like we were a couple of rubes.
We were, dear.
Were what?
Inexperienced, ignorant, silly children.
I don't know apout that. We got along pretty well before
he came along.
Now, be honest, darling. yve were nothing more than goodnatured animals. Did everything in season-even "you know
whatl" At least now we c;an think fot ourselves, make independent decisions, plan for the future.
You know something, Eve, you made such a sweet, adorable
animal-in season!
(She breaks away.) Now, Adam, do be serious.

MAN:

Whyi

WOMAN:

Because I like you that way. It gives me a sense of security.
Besides, you promised Him you would. It was part of your
pact, wasn't it?
Stop reminding me.
It was, though, wasn't it?
Yes, it was. (Slams down the suitcase. )
How did he actually phrase it?
Must we ta1k about it now? I'm bushed....
Oh, now Adam, you're evading. All I want to know is the
line.

WOMAN:

MAN:
WOMAN:

MAN:

WOMAN:

)

MAN:
WOMAN:

MAN:
WOMAN:

MAN:
WOMAN:

MAN:
WOMAN:

MAN:
WOMAN:

v

MAN:

MAN:
WOMAN:

MAN:
WOMAN:

MAN:
WOMAN:
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MAN:
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MAN:
WOMAN:

MAN:
WOMAN:

MAN·:
WOMAN:

MAN:
WOMAN:

MAN:
WOMAN:
~

MAN:

SNAKE:

MAN:
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All right, for the nine·zillionth time: Knowledge for Res·
ponsibilityl
Atrade?
Yes.
Even up?
I'm not sure.
Who knows for sure?
(Points to Snake) He does. But I can't get a word out of
him.
Try speaking nicely to him. I think you've hurt his feelings.
I will not.
Now, Adam, you're being immature.
Well, what if I am? I don't like crawly characters like him.
You're jealous Qf him, admit it.
Me? Of him? That's a laugh. He's the ugliest thing! ever
saw.
He's much smarter than we are, that's why you're jealous.
(S~e goes to Adam, takes his head to her bosom.) But you
needn't be. I love you, Adam, only you.
(He breaks away.) But it's him you respect! You don't '
really respect me, do you Eve?
I'm trying to. Someday I think I will. Now go over and
speak nicely to the snake. I do so want to know if you made
an even trade with Him.
(The man readjusts the suitcase to its original perch on the
rock, pouts, begins to take out some worn shirts, then shuts
the lid, and walks to where the snake is curled up as if
asleep.)
Hey, Snake, you awake? I want to talk to you. I want to
apologize for poking fun at you. Do you hear me? (Shouts
into Sn~e's ear.) I'M SORRY FOR INSULTING YOUI
(The snake
uncoils, slithers down from the ledge, moves
r -lazily across-the garden and comes to rest on a rock.)
Oh....
"What do you mean, "Ohl" I said I was sorry, you idiot.
Precisely. You said you were sorry. But are you really? (The
woman put down her ladle, turns from the kettle, and ap·
proaches the snake. )
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WOMAN:

SNAKE:

He really is sorry. It's just that he's a bit awkward about
showing it. Try to understand, Snake. He hasn't had knowledge as long as you.
Madame, it is not a question of Knowledge. There is such
a thing as innate Good Breeding.
(The man rushes about looking for something on the
ground, finds a stout tree branch, picks it up and chases the
snake around the garden. The snake keeps evading his
blows, finally scampers up the large fruit tree and hides in

its leaves. )
MAN:
SNAKE:

MAN:
WOMAN:

MAN:
WOMAN:

MAN:
WOMAN:
MAN: .
WOMAN:

MAN:
SNAKE:

MAN:
SNAKE:

MAN:
SNAKE:
MAN:
SNAKE:

MAN:

You see, there's no sense being nice to that damn reptile.
He's got to be squashedl
My dear, Adam, put down that log. Violence ill becomes
you. Not true violence, at any rate. You may concoct
poisons, devise racks, scatter germs, torture minds, but do
leave real brute force to the lions and tigers who know what
to do with it.
Just wait until I catch you off guard.
(Takes log from Adam's hand.) Now how can I ever have
respect for a man who does such things?
Well, I don't care. He started it. I didn't.
Now, what difference who started? Make up, or we'll never
begin to understand.
Understand what?
The terms of your Bargain.
How many times do I have to tell you~ Knowledge for Responsibility! That's the deal, plain and simple.
Nothing's plain and simple where He's concerned.
You can say that again. . .'.
(Mimicking.) "Nothing's plain and simple . . . ."
(Turns, throws a shoe up at the tree.) Quiet. Nobody
asked your opinion!
Maybe you should, stupid.
Smart Snake. Go to Hell!
I've been.
Well, go back, nobody needs you here.
You do, Adam.
Come down out of that tree like a man and I'll show you
how much I need you!
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(Takes the pink bird cage off the tree branch.) Adam, I
can't stand any more of this. I'm leaving.
(Catches hold of her arm.) No, wait. . . .
Well, will you stop?
(Takes bird cage from her arm and hangs it back on tree.)
I was only fooling.
Promise? no more fighting with the snake.
I promise.
(Shouts up to the snake.) You can come down now, Snake.
He promised.
(Sticks his head out of the leaves.) Madame, you have
considerably more faith in your husband than I do.
He promised. Adam never lies. You really can come down.
Please. . . ."
(The snake. slithers down the tree trunk and up upon the
suitcase. All the while he eyes the man cautiously, and the
man returns his cold stare. )
Very well, for your sake, I'll descend, Madame. But do keep
your charming Neanderthal in check.
(The woman goes back to her boiling kettle. )
While you're about it, throw an extra root in the pot. I've
worked up a bit of an appetite.
Now, both of you sit down and' behave. Soup will be ready
in a little while. Adam, take out the plates and spoons, like
a dear.
(With mock politeness the man gestures for the snake to
crawl off the suitcase. ·The snake obliges. Then, the man
takes Olit several wooden bowls. )
No. Take out the good china. And the silver spoons. This is
an occasion. A Homecoming!
. SomeHomecoming.
Now, Adam, you promised. . . .
Let him rave, Madame. His infantilism will pass in time.
(Sticks his tongue out to the snake.) Sticks and stones may
break my bones . . . but words will never harm me.
Don't be so sure of that, Adam. Words have enormous
Power!
Only for creeps like you.
Words are everythingl
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Words are nothing.
SNAKE:
That too.
Now there you go; trying to pretend you're smart. You don't
MAN:
impress me, Snake. Remember, I have Knowledge now.
SNAKE:
And Responsibility!
MAN:
Aword.
SNAKE:
A promise.
A
word..
MAN:
SNAKE:
Apledge.
MAN:
Aword. •
SNAKE:
Abargain for Eternity!
(Throws up his hands.) All right, damn you, but it's the
MAN:
meaning not the word that counts.
SNAKE:
It's the word that gives the meaning.
MAN:
You should have been a lawyer.
.SNAKE:
He wanted me to be a snake.
MAN:
Why?
SlfAKE:
He had his reasons.
MAN:
And you accept them?
SNAKE:
I am a snake.
Yes, that's true. But more than a snake ... something I
MAN:
can't quite understand . . . yet.
Eureka! It begins to think.
SNAKE:
Tell me, Snake, are we different, you and I?
MAN:
SNAKE:
Ina way, yes.
MAN:
How so?
SNAKE:
That, you must discover for yourself.
MAN:
But why?
SNAKE:
Because it is in the finding that there is the difference.
I don't understand.
MAN:
SNAKE:
It is in your Knowledge thatyou do not yet comprehend the
difference between us that you are different.
WOMAN:' (Walks over and interrupts.) Talk, talk, talk. Adam sometimes I wish you had never made that Agreement with Him.
(She pours out the soup.)
SNAKE:
It is a decision you will often regret, Madame. Still there
are compensations.
WOMAN: (Sets hot soup plates on suitcase.) Compensations ...
what good are compensations? Come, eat the soup!
(The man, woman, and snake eat the soup. )
MAN:
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.Ahhhh. You haven't lost your touch, Eve. (To the snake.)
Now, here's something I fully comprehend. Warm soup
rushing down a rumbling belly.
SNAKE:
Madame, permit me to compliment you. Your flavoring
is excellent.
WOMAN: It needs a touch of salt, but it has got good consistency,
hasn't it?
SNAKE:
Indeed it has, Madame, and that is a rare virtue these days.
WOMAN: Flatterer.
MAN:
You speak in riddles, Snake. Speak plain and to the point.
SNAKE:
That is not my profession.
MAN:
What is your profession?
SNAKE:
Being a snake.
MAN:
More riddles?
SNAKE:
No. Actually there is only one real riddle.
MAN:
And that is?
SNAKE:
That is . . . the one you must solve.
MAN:
The Bargain I struck? With him?
SNAKE:
Precisely.
Tell me Snake, just between us, will we ever be Happy? I
MAN:
mean Eve and me.
. .
SNAKE:
Happy. It is a word. Words are unimportant, isn't that
what you said?
MAN:
But Happy is a meaningl
SNAKE:
Are you sure?
MAN:
I think I am sure.
SNAKE:
Then you are uncertain.
Of the meaning, perhaps, but not of wanting to be Happy.
MAN:
SNAKE:
Are you sure?
MAN:
Everyone wishes to be Happy, isn't that so?
SNAKE:
It isa goal.
MAN:
But not the goal; is that it?
SNAKE:
I did not say that.
MAN:
Is it wrong to seek Happiness?
It is wrong to let your soup get coldl Finish it, Adam, and
SNAKE:
let me finish mine. Then we will pursue our shadows. . . .
Then you will· help me to find the answer to the Riddle?
MAN:
I shouldn't, but your wife's soup is irresistible. Pour meSNAKE:
another plate and we'll see. . . .

MAN:
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(The man eagerly pours ~he snake a second helping, then
anxiously paces about the garden as the snake slowly sips
the soup. In the meanwhile, Eve starts to string a crude
clothesline across the garden, anchored to a tiee branch on
one end, a rock ledge on the other, then, proceeds to hang
out some wet wash she pulls out of the white laundry bag. )
Hurry, Snake, so we can talk.
Talk can wait, m 'mpatient friend. Hot soup can't.
Stop making m ·ms. I want to know the Troth I
(The snake finis· the soup, then crawls back to his rock
ledge. The man follows him with his. eyes as if hypnotized.)
So that's it. The Troth. Are you sure you would recognize
it ifI pointed it out?
'
I am not stupid. He gave me Knowledge, Snake. ~ can judge
for myself. I am a Man.
Yes, you are not stupid. You have Knowledge. You can
judge for yourself. You are . . . a Man.
Well, then....
You wish the Troth?
Yes.
That is the Trothl
What is the Troth? More riddles?
No. The Troth is you wish to knoW) the Troth. That is what
makes you different from the rest. '\
How different?
\
They are content simply to Be. You\pnce were, Adam.
And now. . . .
"
Now, you must Know. That is your T~.
Butwill I be Happier than they? .
Ah, that word again. Happy, Happy, Happy. Say it, Adam,
let it roll off your tongue like champagne bubbles.
Happy, Happy, Happy . . . .
Are you Happy now?
No. I'do not think so.
What would make you Happy~
I am not sure. I feel long ago I was Happy. But I can't ~y
for sure'why. . . .
Close your eyes, Adam. Think back.
(Adam shuts his eyes, concentrates, slowly the brain-strain
melts, and is replaced by a stupid smile of wistful delight.)

\
\

%

SNAKE:

MAN:
SNAKE:

MAN:
SNAKE:

MAN:
SNAKE:

MAN:
SNAKE:

MAN:
SNAKE:
MAN:
SNAKE:

MAN: .
SNAKE:
II

MAN:
SNAKE:

MAN:
SNAKE:

MAN:
SNAKE:
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MAN:

SNAKE:

MAN:

SNAKE:

MAN:
SNAKE:

MAN:
SNAKE:

MAN:
SNAKE:

MAN:
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I remember waking up. Seeing the sun dance hotly in my
eyes. I remember the sweet smell of the 'garden. The cool
wetness of water on my face. The tangy taste of fruits. The
bright chirps of birds playing rainbow symphonies in my
ear. I remember Eve. The feel of her springtime breasts.
The smell of her moistmtting body. The pure taste of her
laughter on my tongue. The absolute innocence of her
pink-white nakedness. The black bottomless eyes that
opened int9 a million delightful unknown :worlds. The
gentle cradling softness of her creamy dreamy belly . . .
and all the hills and valleys and mountain peaks we discovered together. I remember. See I do remember, Snakel
You do, Adam. And now?
(Gradually the smile disappears. ) And now, I am not sure.
I am not even certain about those fond memories. Whether
they were real, or just an echo from the beginning long beforeII1e.
I see.
What do you see, Snake?
That your Bargain with Him is being kept.
Am I always to be plagued this way? •Will I never know
Happiness, or at least the certainty of Unhappiness?
Who can say? I merely make riddles for you to solve. That
is our Agreement with Hi~. We are opposite sides of the
same mirror, always reflecting. Together we may grow
wiser. The rest is ...
What?
Conversation. Chipped glass. Tarnished silver. Come now,
Adam, let us resume our Eternal equilibrium, before the
answers tum to questions once more.
(The man opens his eyes. He sees the snake sticking its
tongue out at him.. He picks up a srnal1 stone and hurls it
quickly at the snake, which scampers for cover behind a
rose bush. )
,
You are a fraud, Snake! All along I knew it. You can fool
others, but not me. I have Knowledge, Snake. I am a Man.
I hate things that crawl and are slimy. I walk this earth on
my own two feet, and I have a thumb . . . see, a divine
thumb .. . to grab hold of rocks with and throw them at
the likes of you. Like this! And this! And this!
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WOMAN:

WOMAN:

ADAM:
SNAKE:
WOMAN:

ADAM:
SNAKE:
WOMAN:

ADAM:
SNAKE:
WOMAN:

ADAM:
SNAKE:

ARTHUR R. ROSS

(Peeks out from behind a cactus plant.) Psssst. I'm over
here, you silly jackass. When Will you learn. . . . Oh, why
dId I ever agree to this job? This isn't a Garden. It's a Refuge
for Incompetents, Nincompoops, Faustian foolsl
(The man, emaged, picks up the soup kettle and chases the
snake until he comers it up the large fruit tree. He swings
inefIectively at the snake, but succeeds in ripping down the
woman's clothesline. )
(Seeing the clothesline coIIapse.) Oh, no. . . . I The
whole day's work ruinedl
(The woman picks up the soggy laundry sack and strikes
the man. 'He feebly defends himself. FinaIIy, in desperation,
he scrambles up the fruit tree. The snake uncoils and gives
the man a boost as the woman continues to pummel them
both.)
Go ahead. Run. Hide. I'm leavingl This time for goodl
(Weakly.) I didn't start it. He did.
Madame, permit me to apologize for your husband's ridiculous outburst.
(Collecting her' scattered laundry and thrusting it hastily
into the laundry bag. )
I don't care who started it.
But, Eve . . . where will you go?
You won't have me to guide youl
l don't care where I go, so long as I get far away. This is no
place for a decent woman to raise a Familyl
A Family?
A FamilyI
Yes. A Family. And I won't have any children of mine
growing up in such an ill-tempered environment. Always
bickering, and shouting, and fighting . . . over nothing.
But we were only fooling. . . .
.
No. Eve is right, Adam. (He winks slyly to the man.) From
now on, there must be no arguing. Leave that to the politicians, the philosophers, the priests outside. All must be
peace and harmony in the Garden.
(The woman finishes packing her laundry, ties the bag together with a string. Then, she throws the cover over the
bird cage and lifts it ofI its tree perch.)
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WOMAN:

• ADAM:

SNAKE:

More of your old tricks, eh Snake. Well, they won't·work
anymore. (The woman tucks the bird cage under one arm,
the laundry bag under the other. She starts to exit the
garden.)
(Slithers down the tree followed by the snake.) Eve, please
don't go. I need you.
Yes, Madame, he speaks the truth. We both need you.
(The woman wavers a moment, then turns and starts off
again. As she does so, the bird in the cage cliirps nervously

oHkey.)
ADAM:

SNAKE:

.

I'll never be able to keep my Bargain with Him without you,
Eve. Please stay.
Don't be foolish and proud. Leave that sort of behavior to
your husband, Madame. Come back..
(The woman lets the laundry sack fall, then turns
about to face the snake and the man, huddled together sad
and limp. She hands the bird cage to the man. He accepts
it, and returns it to its tree branch. The snake slithers over
to the laundry sack and drags it back into- the center of the
,Garden. The WOman walks to the fruit tree·and helps her
husband remove the cover from the bird cage. The bird begins to chirp happily once more. )

CURTAIN
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.

(for Vincent GaroHolo)
I

When through the'acres of his life
my friend went down, his handsome heat
was doused, the rocks of his vision
lay pelted, filling the dirt.
His fields ran dumb with his absence
and he was the stiffness moving in place,
making a place of empty pain.
His shoes in their eyes and creases were clear
as never before.'They said he is here.
His room breathing warm and quick with his smells,
mirrors and tables real to his mind
were soaked with his pause and smile.
They said he is only a moment gone.
Then a film stilled over them all
and in crept the ink of thinking pain,
. sending him off from everything here,
heavy and new in his absence and strange
to the trick ofthe eye of the heart that misses
the wink of a beat and races ahead
to trace his presence away,
dimming his print in the brain.
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I heard this sleeper roll apart,
unravel nerve from bone,
silencing his blood,
drenched residue let go.
It snowed all night to fill the world.
I looked. The moon shone dry.
No lick of wet on leaf or stone.
Burning cold the moon tore down
his landscape red and brown.
Light went out to find his blood
the night I heard his bright world drown.

m
Pale at ease, the water stood at home
in tumblers, buckets, earthen jugs.
Not frozen, more or less alive,
collecting nothing, waiting hard
and still, a something willed, forsaken.
Outside a stream ran lavishly,
mashing pebbles, thinly whirling on
and slowing in the moving mesh,
draped lavender by night,
by daylight sliding gold.
Nowhere but at home I stood by,
trembling by that stream
for all uselessness.
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Nowhere but at home I came to count
in dumbest meadows of the sky
three ways to live, to die.
They would be mine alone.
Mine the sheerest kniving water
breaking stone; mine the moon
that hammered on his blood; and mine
the world that did not budge
but was at home, a boulder on his jaw.
Three ways to live, to die, always
behind the packed and brazen sky,
by shadowed hand, whorled eye, mind's hoard.

v

Next day I saw green heat divide the hill
where dawn rose foamin~ breakthrough
of burly shine come burrowing
stiff ocean air, a buoying up
of drifting flesh and salt.
Narrowed to my cylinder~f bon~
I swept the house of earth
from room to room, from roof to porch,
and trickling with my joyous sweat
lay down, a weight as light
as parting breath, and slept.
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FOR A SEA GULL
I would not care to touch a common seagull

From gray and greenbrown spotted egg to full
And final fluttered feather. His obscene call,
That grated kee-ah, makes my ears crawl.
I ~ too repulsed and delicate to name the smell
Of an offal-feeding gull. And I rebel
Against watching his face or gait. I will,
Of course, not think of eating one. Until
The gull reaches a different perch in the protocol
Of nature, my knowing senses must extol
Only the non-gull. (But, oh, the white
And pearl perfection of his senseless flight. )

JAMES WORLEY

NO TO OCTOBER
When must I lie with the earth again?
When leaves eddy and geese depart
And the blood of the swamp tree wells from the wall of the woods?
Will I leave an October world, mad with windy color,
Where mist and mystery tuft the morning lake,
And maples, fall's forsythia, bloom at sunlight?
Will I be cold and mold in the smoldering month
When blown leaves scamper like chipmunks,
Or rock down to drift with the ponds?
Will I melt in the mouth of oblivion
While the bitter acorns violate th~ earth,
Arid the trees of fall shout Glory!
As spent leaves flicker about their trunks?
OUI seasons, are they iterant?
Oh wheel, year-re-coil yourself!
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The Ninth Annual U. N. M. Research Lecture
DR. THOMAS MATIHEWS PEARCE delivered the Ninth Annual Research
Lecture at the University of New Mexico on April 27, 1962. A member of
the English faculty of the University since 1927, Dr. Pearce has been
. widely recognized as a scholar and teacher in linguistics and the history of
the English language and as an authority on the literature of the Southwestern United States and the Renaissance period in England.
A native of Kentucq, Dr. Pearce received his B.A. degree at the University of Montana'and the M.A. and Ph.D. from the University of Pitlsburgh.
He has studied at the Universities of Chicago and California and at the
Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, D.C. Since coming tq New
Mexico as an assistant professor, he has risen to the rank of full ptQfessor
, and served as chairman of the Department of English for a twelte-year
period.
.
His publications are numerous. In addition to more than one hu~dred
articles which have appeared in such, journals as the Modern LangUage
Quarterly, American Literature and The Explicator, he' has written or
edited ten books, the best known of which are The Beloved House, a llterary
'l'biographyof Mary Austin, and~n anthology, Southwesterners Write. His
articles include scholarly works on Marlowe and Shakespeare.
Dr. Pearce is a member of many professional organizations, among them
the Modem J!.anguage Association, the American Folklore Society, an4 the
Renaissance Society of America. He also has served in the past as president
of the New Mexico Folklore Society, the American Name Society, and as
- vice-president of the College English Association.
"
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THE LURE OF NAMES

I

Il\

Names are so familiar to us that they take on the aura of the common\ place. Everyone and everything is. named. We are sometimes given
our names before we come into this world, and if we earn fame the
names linger after we are gone. Names are the clue to all meaning, however lasting or temporary. We· hear both personal and object names
before we know what they represent. Yet few of us ever exhibit much
curiosity about the origin; history, association, significance or even pertinence of names to the things they identify, including ourselves.
The theory has been advanced that given names influence the character of children upon whom they are conferred, and that a short onesyllable name is likely to shape an extroverted character which will
dominate in the world of sports and outdoor life. A polysyllabic, multirhythmed name may contribute to an introverted personality likely
. to be listed in learned societies and college catalogues. Plural patterns
of· decorative names often appear in the art galleries of the world.
Furthermore, names might produce negative vibrations as well as posi~
tive, causing protest in a child and contributing to crime and delin.quency. These are all possibilities not to be overlooked.l
Whether naJ;lles have anything to do with the shaping of character
or the conditioning of attitudes, they are essential to identification and
therefore indispensable to communication. The origins of naIIles like
the Qrigins of speech go back to the earliest adjustments of human
sounds in expressing physiolomcal and psychological needs. Proper
names, though specialized in reference, have the same linguistic origins
as common names, both of.which point by sound to recognizable
shapes and forms. 2 Even cries of pleasure or pain become symbols
1. Wilbur G. G~ey, "A Potential Influence of Given Names on ChaIacter and
Occupation," Chicago Sun-Times, Vol. 12, No. 284 (December 30, 1959), p. 1, col. 1.
The newspaper account of this tongue-in-cheek paper (read at the meeting of the American Name Society in Chicago) furnished illustrations which are omitted here for the
sake of brevity. The reader perhaps can supply his own data.
2. Sir Alan Gardiner, The Theory of Proper Names (1954), p. 5: 'Dionysius Thrax~ a
pupil of Aristarchus who lived ·in the second century B. c. wrote on this point "/\ noun·
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naming physical reactions. All language stems from the naming process.
But the psychological impulse and the physiological capacity to name
are problems for the glottologist rather than projects in onomastics,
that is, name study. A vast corpus of nomenclature is extant without inquiring into its origins. Name lore is so vast that we can indulge only
in a general survey of its elements, supported by illustrations to justify
the title "The Lure of Names." We shall try to show how personal
names separate themselves from· the general stream of language and
how place names may be classified according to their semantic content.
We also wish to refer to a new area where naming is active, that is, in·
the regions of aerospace.
.
The author of the book of Genesis in the Holy Bible writes that
after God formed every beast of the field and every fowl of the air,
he brought them to Adam to see what he would call them. To quote:
"And whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that was the name
thereof." 8 The Scriptures thus afliqn that Adam gave names, but nowhere does the author of Genesis state how Adam acquired his own
name. One might assume that God, as described by the Hebrew writers,
spoke with man immediately after he created him and told him his
personal name, but one might also believe that when Adam learned
that he was formed, as the Scriptures say "from the dust of the ground," 4
he transferred the name for "earth" to himself as that sound-symbol
had been evolved by long repeated associations with meaning. In Hebrew, the name Adam means "ground" or "red earth, the earthly element,"ti Though the Scriptures say that God breathed into the nostrils
of man the breath of life and a living soul, the name Adam r~minds
or name is a declinable part of speech signifying a body or activity, a body like a 'stone'
and an activity like 'edttcation,' and may be used both commonly and individually; com. monly (koinos) like 'man', 'horse' and individually (idios, 'privately') like 'Socrates'.'"
Gardiner, p. 7: "Of the two terms ('word' and 'name') 'name' is far the older•..•
When we speak of 'name' we imply that there exists something to which a certain
sound-sign corresponds, something that was the fons et erigo of the name, something that
supplies its raison d'etre."
•
.
3. Genesis, 2:19-20, King James text.
... Ibid., verse 7.
S. Jewish Encyclopedia (19°1), I, 178; Hebrew, adamah, "the ground," Catholic Encyclopeclm (1907, 1913), I,· 129:.ha-adamah, "the ground," "to be red, applied to a dis·
tinctively red or ruddy race"; Assyrian adamu, "to build, construct," Encyclopedia of
R~1igion and Ethics (1922), I, 84: adham, "of the dust of the ground"; Assyr. adum,
"child, created"; Hebrew root 'elm, "red." Each of these sources points out that the word
)saIsousedas.a generic for "mankind," and may serve both as a proper and a common noun.
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Man of his origin from the womb of earth, a belief held in common with
Iridian creation myths of the American Southwest.6
Whatever the interpretation~of "Genesis," these eady names differ
as to the act of naming. One falls into the category of descriptive naming, as Adam identifies elements in man's form, and the other falls into .
the category of incident naming or happening, that is to say, Eve, the
event of birth. Thus the earliest of Hebrew writers recognized not only
that names began at the dawn of consciousness for mankind, but that
sense impressions plus actions were the two broadest areas behind
naming events. Some seven centuries later than Genesis, the Greek
historian, Herodotus, described a people in North Africa who llalone
of all known nations," he said, were destitute of names. This group as
a whole was called the Atarantians but individuals in the group had
no personal names to separate them from others.7 Such a phenomenon
was striking enough to be retold in the first century of the Christian
era by the Roman naturalist Pliny. Confusing the Atarantes with
another group which Herodotus called the Atlantes, Pliny condemns
them as a lower order of mankind, because they lacked onomastic
identity.s
By contrast to a primitive society in which one name or even no
name at all could suffice in the r~e of living, the Roman people discovered the need for three names, ~e representing the gens or dan;
a second, the individual by a praenomen or given name; a third the
family by a cognomen or surname. Thus, a name like Gaius Julius
Caesar marks the individual as llGaius," a member of the Caesar family,
which is related to others in the Julian gens or clan. The Latin noun
caesaries meant l10cks, head of hair," emphasizing a descriptive feature
probably outstanding in the founder or first members of this family.
The fact that most of the Caesars appear to have been skimpy of hair,
even bald, cannot belie the category of the cognomen. Another Roman
surname chosen for a physical characteristic is that of Caecus} which
means l~lind." However, by the time Appius Claudius Caecus used the
cognomen, the term was meaningless. This particular gens classification
means
also springs
from a descriptive category since Latin claudius
.
,

--6. '~The Story of the Emergence," Navajo Creation Myth, recorded by Mary C. Wheel-

wright, Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art (Santa Fe, 194z ), pp. 39-56.
7. The History of Herodotus, tr. by George Rawlinson (19z8, 1947), p. z6o.Herodotus,
4847-425 B.C.
8. Natural History, Bk. V, Ch. 8, Sec. 45. Cf. Herodotus loco cit. Pliny the Elder, Roman
naturalist and author, z3-79 A.D.
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"lame." But Roman cognomina were drawn not only from physical
pecularities but from characteristics of temperament, as Martins, "warlike"; Justus, "upright, just"; Sapiens ;'discreet, judicious." Family occupations and offices, too, were represented, as in the name Publicanus,
which means "one who works for the people/' though this sometimes
also meant "tax collector," an ambiguity if there ever was one. Cognomina could name the localities from which people came, as Macedonius pointed to the country from which the family came, and Sabina
identified a woman whose family were Sabines. The .gentilicia or clan
designations came later than the cognomina and borrbwed som~ of the
surnames for clan terms. Both cergnomina and gentilicia had more
variety and were more numerous ~a~ the praenomina or given names.
It is said that not more than a score or two of given names made up the
total used in Roman times. Given names today in all European
languages are much more limited than the family names.
An additional Roman naming device developed in time. It was the
agnomina, a kind of nickname, which frequently commemorated a
significant achievement in man's life. Publius Cornelius Scipio, whose
family name meant "stafF' or "walking stick," added Africanus to his
previous three names in order to commemorate his defeat of Hannibal
at Zama in North Africa in 202 B.C. and to distinguish him from his
father, whose name he bore. The elder Scipio was also a general and a
foe of Hannibal. In fact, Hannibal had defeated and slain the elder
Scipio in 211 B.C., nine years before his son avenged the defeat by
victory at Zama.
The resourceful Roman patterns disappeare.d.during the Dark Ages
when the Germanic tribes overran central and southern Europe while
Mongolian hordes conquered the eastern empire. Roman institutions
were replaced by the less formal social alignments of semibarbarian
ethnic groups. Among them a single individual name frequently sufficed, and such identifications as we are familiar with in Anglo-Saxon
or Celtic culture appeared.9 The first Germanic invaders of Roman

a

...

9. Dr. August Fick in 1874 (Die Griecmschen Personennamen, etc.) pointed out that
most of these names cOnsisted of two members, an adjective and a noun, in the fashion
of older Indo-European names: Demo-sthenes in Greek "the people's strength"; Atare
Data in Avestan, "Sacred-fire"; Sanskrit, Bhrad-a~va, "Great-horse," contracted or fused
for economy of sOund: George Davis Chase, "The Origin of Roman Praenomina,"
Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, Vol. VIII (1897), p. 103. A number of the
classical names in this paper were suggested by Dr. Lynn B. Mitchell, emeritus professor
of clasSic languages, the University of New Mexico.
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Britain in 449 were two Jutish chieftains who were brothers. Their
names7 Hengest and Horsa7 meant "stallion77 and ''horseman. 7710
Bpth names doubtless refer to the high mettle and rash quick action
associated with a war-horse. Today such names as Hinks; Hinkson 7
Hanks7 Ross and Horsley keep these names alive in memory. Twenty- .
eight years later another chieftain a Saxon named Ael1a invaded
southern Britain. His name is probably derived--from ael, "fire/7 and
is perpetuated in names like AIison E11is, EIkins7 and E11iot. In
sequence other Anglian7 Saxon7 and assorted Germanic leaders7 all with
single names7 each carrying a symbolic meaning7 established kingdoms
among the Picts Irish and Welsh of Britain.
Later Saxon names, such as those in Wessex were evident compounds although still appearing as single names. The grandfather of
King Alfred the Great was Egbert or Ecgbert7 the name meaning
''bright edge/' in referen'ce to a sword, and doubtless intended to
influence the hoped-for character of the boy~ The name of King
Egbert's son Ethelwulfing meant "noble son of the WOlf,77 combining
three patterns of name formation: an abstract concept7 "noble77 ; a
clan concept "wolf,77 based upon kinship to animals or totemism;
plus a linguistic morpheme -ing, used both as a Germanic diminutive
and patronymic. Patronymics are an ancient device showing father
descent. In Anglo-Saxon, the name Hastings meant "son of a man
named Haesten. 77 In German, sohn as in Mendelsohn meant "son of
Mendel77; in Old Norse, son appears in Johnson or Johannson, and
in Old Swedish sen as in Swensen or Jensen. Patronymics in nonGerman groups are Scotch Gaelic mac and Irish Gaelic 0 in MacDougal and O'Brien. The Latin patronymics are fitz in French from
Latin filius, as in Fitzwilliam and Fitzgerald; Spanish and Portuguese
es ana ez as in Sanchez or Lopez. Slavonic languages, such as Polish
and the other Balkan tongues have wicz and ski, as in Sienkiewicz and
7

7

7

7

7

10. Letter, 28 March 1962, from C. L. Wrenn, Pembroke College, Oxford, .England:
"A minority of place names, of course, such as Hin1csey in Berkshire must go back I think
to Hengest as a ·stallion'. . . . Horsa I think should properly mean a 'horseman: a rider
on a horse, and is masculine." Note, also, Robert Ferguson, EngIisb Surnames (1858),
p. 145: i'The names of Hengistand Horsa, the traditional leaders of the first Saxon
invasion of England, are both derived from the the horse. Mr. Donaldson (Cambridge
Essays) has an argument to prove that Hengist and Horsa are two myths-that the former
is the Frisian and the latter the Anglian term for hors~ndthat, the white horse being
the ensign of the invaders, the names of these two mythic leaders must be taken as a proof
that this first invasion was a mixed one of Frisians and Angles."
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Stokowski. Great Russian has vich in the masculine Ivanovich and
ovna in the feminine Ivanova. The Greeks, in a name like Priamides,
show that the man is the son of priam and in Priamis indicate that
Priam had a* daughter who bore his. name. In the Semitic language
groups, Hebrew ben serves as a patronymic when a boy is named in
the synagogue: Moshe ben Avraham, uMoses, son of Abraham"; in
Arabic the form is ibn, as in Ibraheem ibn Sa'ad. Even American Indians have such forms, illustrat~d by Navajo be, uhis," plus gay, 4lson":
Denae Nez Begay, 4lTall Man's Son," and Dijolie Begay, "Round Man
Like Bead's Son," that is to say,' "Short Fat Man's Son." Where
patronymics were widely employed they became a substitute for family
cognomena.l l
In primitive social groups single names were often qualified by adjectives or nouns as "Father Jonn" to distillguish him from a son John,
or "Long John" to mark a taller man from a shorter one with the
same name. Sometimes given names were strung together as in "HanslToni-Sepp's" house, meaning the hoose of grandfather Hansl and
father Toni, now owned by grandson Sepp. A father might instruct
his son to take uKathi-Hani-Mirzi-Margaret" to a party, meaning
"Take Margaret, the daughter of Mirzi, whose mother and grand~
mother were Hani and Kllthi."12 In this manner, everyone involved
was identified, but of course only for those who knew Mirzi, Hani,
and Kathi. Furthermore, signing a document with such a lengthy
string of first names could become as much a trial as reading some
of the lists of begettings and the heads of houses in the Old ~estament.
Therefore, in the Middle Ages a man frequently came to be known
for his occupation, as a German named Paul might add Holzer to his
name for the occupation he followed, that is, "Woodsman," and an
Englishman. whose forerunners were French might discover that his
.name "Chaucer" meant "shoemaker" or "hosemaker" although his
. family at that time were vintners. It is said that the longest American
surname is that of a Pennsylvanian who lives near Philadelphia. The
name is Wo1feschlegelsteinhaus~nbergerdorlf,' thirty-five letters, and
11.

Ernst Pulgram, Theory of Names (American Name Society, Berkeley, California,

1954), p. 16. Cf. also, R. Ferguson, English Surnames (1858), Ch. xiii; and The Ency·
clopedia Americana (1961), vol. 21: "Patronymics." I am indebted to Mrs. David O. Shor,
Dr. Zubdi T. Faruki, and Mrs. Arthur J. Newcomb of Albuquerque for suggestions re-

garding Semitic and Navajo names.
1~.

E. Pulgram, loe. cit.
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it means "Wolf-slayer who lives in the stone house in Bergerdorff." 18
As population increases, we may find it necessary to imitate the
Romans and resort to agnomina or supplementary names to amplify
our baptismal and family names. In fact, one wonders if, to a degree,
we have not already done so, for some prominent news media. have
begun to add descriptive words or phrases to the names of prominent
individuals by referring to conspicuous incidents in their lives, those
that have drawn public attention. In a recent issue of a well known
weekly journal, the chairman of the Federal Communications Commission was called Newton' ("Wasteland") Minow, and a former
governor of Alabama campaigning for the post he once held was referred to as James E. ("Kissin' Jim") Folsom. A former President of
the' United States will always be known as Dwight David ("Ike")
Eisenhower. Sir Bernard Law, Viscount Montgomery, who ,will be
remembered chiefly for his great victory at El Alamein in the Second
World War, could justifiably sign his official papers, Sir Bernard Law,
Viscount "Monty" ("Alamein") Montgomery, which would give him
one praenomen "Bernard," two cognomens, "Law" and "Montgomery," and two agnomens, "Monty" and "Alamein."
We have spoken thus far of personal names as identification limited
to individuals, families, and gen~logical groups. Such names have
also been extended to every known type of landmark and settlement.
This leads us to the field of toponomy or the nomenclature of regional
anatomy~ In the study of place names as opposed to personal names
one finds not only genealogy and personal history but also local history,
pride, faith, even humor. A place name becomes a miniature mirror
in which, if no other records were left, one could learn a great deal
about the culture in a given area. Along with others, I have been
working with the place names 9f..New Mexico. From them one gains
insight into the divergent character of the ciVilization introduced by
three colonizing groups in this state.
From the Indian place names we learn that mountains, mesas, pools
and canyons served as places of worship along with hogans, kivas or
, tipis. In testimony thereof is the ceremonial site of Taaiyalone, twentyfive miles south of Gallup, the name meaning "com mountain" for
the sacred character of com meal used in Zuni Indian ritual. The place
is called "Thunder Mountain" in Frank Cushing's translations of Zuni
'-

13. T. Wallace McMullen, The Bethlehem Globe-Times, October 10, 1959, p.
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folklore and is described as the place to which the Shalakos, messengers
/ of the gods, return after their visits to the pueblo. Another out-of-door
shrine is the Navajo uSacred Mountain of the South" named in English
Mt. Taylor for .Zachary Taylor, twelfth president of the United States.
But the Nayajo name Tzil Dotlizee means "Turquoise Mountain," and
is associated with the color on prayersticks and on ceremonial masks
made from pulverized turquoise, a sacred stone used in medicine
pouches, rattles, and to mark the cradle of a male child. a A Pueblo
Indian plaza where ceremonial dances were held was named uPlace
of the Twisted Com Husks," and a spring thought to be the home of
the homed and plumed serpent, symbol of water and fertility, was
named "Avanyu Point." 111 A giant feared by the people of San Ildefonso,
Pueblo was· located' at the descriptive place "Hole in Spotted Mountain." If place names thus became a kind of religious directory telling
where certain rites were held, the Indian names also showed where food
could be located, thus becoming a kind of early shopping index before
newspapers or television. This is illustrated by such names as Quail
Place, Chokecherry Canyon, Turkey Mountain, Cottontail Rabbits
Assembly. Other names marked the sources of water: Drink Water
Place (Pojoaque); Crystal Water Flows Ouf (Navajo, tqunltsili, Crystal); Between Rivers (Navajo, tqo tqua, Farmington); Place Where
There Is Water (Pecos.). Localities where lumber or medicine or fire
flint or cutting stone could be found were shown by the names:
Timber End Town (Abiquiu); White Spruce Mountain (Chuska);
Tobacco Place (Jakona); Osa Weed Place (now Spanish, Gallineros) ;
Flint or Flaking Stone Mountain (now Spanish, Pedernal Mountain).
Even spots used for games had their locations marked by the names:
Here They Have Wrestled (Chama, "Tzama"); Shove or Kick Stick
Creek (now Spanish, Rio Oso) and Sliding Stone Mountain (Zuni).
Many Indian names, however, like those in English or Spanish, have
no utilitarian purpose but are merely descriptive. Such ~ere Very
Spotted Mountains (Black Mesa, Santa Fe County); Mocking Bird
Place (San Gabriel, yong g~ay); Flower Mountain (Santa Fe Baldy);
and Lake That Smfdls (Lake Burford, in English "Stinking·Lake") .16
~

14. The religious associations of turquoise are described in An Ethnologic Dictionary of
the NavajctLanguage (1910), pp. ;6,68, 136,222, 389, 399,402,4°4,410,414, 46<b 470.
15. "Some Indian Place Names of New Mexico," Western Folklore, X (July 1951),
pp. 245-47; also New Mexico Place Name Dictionary, Third Collection-Committee
Report, May 12, 1951. Mimeographed by the New Mexico Folklore Society, Albuquerque.
16. Ibid. Zufii: Towa-Keresan, soon-yee ongwee, "casting place" or "rock slide pueblo."
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One can summarize the Indian place names by pointing out the
absence of any cult of personality, and also of names recalling specific
historical events. Fame and commemoration seem to have been less important in this early world, and the time clock or. calendar less omnipresent By contrast, both Spanish and English place names celebrate special occasions, particular individuals, and public institutions; When the
earliest Spanish colonists entered New Mexico in 1598, they moved
along the course of the Rio Grande and on July 11, the feast day of
St. John the Baptist, they entered a pueblo just north of the confluence
of the Chama and Rio Grande rivers. The Indian name of the pueblo
had been "Hard Metate Pueblo" (okay-ongwee), but the Spanish
christened it San Tuan de los Cabal1eros in honor of the saint's day
and also of themselves as conquistadores. This type of name falls into
the category called calendar names, as it records the fact that someone
was at a particular place on a particular day. Calendar names are a subclass under the classification of incidents.1'l'
In 1601, when the Spanish moved to the east side of the river and
occupied a second pueblo, which had the name "Down Where the
Mocking Bird Sings," they rechristened it San Gabriel. So the evangelism of the Franciscan Fathers identified many of the Indian pueblos
with specific Christian personal or religious names. These fall into the
category of commemoratives. The generic term San for "saint" appears
152 times in The New Mexico Place Name Dictionary, honoring fortyone individual saints. Santo and Santa add some fifteen more sacred
references in titles which are applied to both communities and topography. The Virgin Mary as Nuestra Senora appears under fifteen
different identifications. The only San in The New Mexico Place Dictionary which is not named for a saint is San Jon. There is no Spanish
saint named Jon. The name may be taken from Spanish zanj6n, which
means "gully or dry ditch." An early Anglo-American postmaster max
have thought the place name.referred to a saint and divided the word
into two parts, capitalizing each.
Professor George R. Stewart, of the University of California, author
of Names on the Land (1945), has made a study of Greek and Hebrew
attitudes toward place names. He·points out that the Greeks tended
to associate places with personalities, whereas the Hebrews tended to
17. George R. Stewart, "A Classification of Place Names," Names, II (March 1954),
1-13. Also T. M. Pearce, "Spanish Place Name Patterns in the Southwest," Names, III (December 1955), 201-09.
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associate localities with events occurring there. He cites a Greek book
of the first century A.D. in which twenty-five rivers are named for persons associated with those places.1s By contrast, some forty place names
which Professor Stewart analyzed in the historical books of the Old
Testament were named in terms·of the happening, as a spring was
named "Bitter Place" (Marah)· because the people could not drink
the water there; or a tree was called "The Oak of Weeping" (AIIonbachuth) because a family servant was buried at the spot; or a place
became ''The Well of the Oath" (Beer, "spring" and sheba, "oath,"
also "seven") because Abraham and a .neighbor swore beside these
waters to keep the peace.19 In sol1'1e instances of conquest, the Jews
named the places for the conqueror, but the practice was less prevalent
than among the Greeks.
The earliest English place naIhe in the Rocky Mountain region may
.) be a commemorative. On November 23, 1806, the explorer Zebulon
Pike reported in his journal that he planned to ascend "to the high.
point of the blue mountain" by one day's march in order to lay down
the position of the country from its pinnacle.20 Pike's account was first
published in 1810 and his name was applied to the eminence shortly
thereafter, although Pike never scaled the peak. A decade later other
early English place names were associated with the founding of the
Santa Fe Trail. They include descriptive names like Walnut Creek,
Wil10w Grove, Point of Rocks;, incident names like Council Grove,
which George C. Sibley in his Journal of 1825 says was named when
the United States Border Commissioners and Surveyors held a council
with the Osage Indians "to negotiate a treaty for the road."21 Commemoratives both personal and social appear, like Fort Osage, Fort
Dodge, ~nd Pawnee Rock. Later travelers and traders were to christen
Bent's Fort, Wagon Mound, and MagofIinvi11e, a trading post settlement nimed by and for two merchant brothers. It was to grow into the
present El Paso.
Time will not permit in this brief discussion of "The Lure of Names"
the illustrations at length of all the naming categories, even in such a
region as New Mexico. Some of the commemorative, descriptive, and
incident categories have been referred to. But there are also groups
18. uAnd Adam gave Names," Names, VI (March 1958), pp. 2-7.
19. Stewart, op. cit., pp. 7-10; Cf. also, Exodus 15:23-25; Genesis 35:8,21 :31,26:18-33.
20. Expedition of Zebulon Pike (1810, 192 5), pp. 76-77.
21. Kate L. Gregg, The Road to Santa Fe (195 2 ), p. 33.
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of possessive names, those that identify a locality with persons or wild
life living there: Adam's Diggings, "where Adams prospected"; Coyote
Valley, "place infested by coyotes"; sentimental or euphemistic designations: EI Porvenir, "the future"; Cloverdale, "where clover grows";
manufactured names, i.e., initial letters or acronyms and blended syllables: Jal, "John A. Lynch Ranch"; Gamerco, "Gallup American Coal
Company"; transfer names: Madrid, from Spain; Des Moines from
Iowa; humorous or playful names: Quien Sabe? ("Who Knows?")
Creek; Belly Ache Mesa, where a cowboy cook warmed ov:er some
soured frijoles.
However, since I mentioned the Indian and Spanish religious toponyms, the English religious names will offer interesting comparisons,
perhaps contrasts. In northeastern New Mexico there is a hill with a
deep depression in it, causing the height to resemble an open book:
the result is Bible Top Hill (Union County), which was once a lookout for the Comanches. Church Rock (McKinley) resembles a church
with towers. Graveyard in the Sky (Harding) is a stone formation
where the pioneers climbed to make a cemetery, and Twin Angels
Peak (San Juan) was so named by the stockmen in the region because
of two small points on top resembling figures that must have flown up
there. Wedding Cake Hill (Union) is a round mound rising about
three hundred feet from the floor of a canyon near the Oklahoma line.
The grass covered slope is topped by red, white, and brown layers of
.sandy rock, giving the mound the appearance of a big layer cake.
There. are also topographical features which may be associated with
Specters and Spirits. Arch of the Devil (Luna) is one of these, a peak
in the Florida Mountains of southern New Mexico, but this natural
windowlike opening in the mountain was first so named by the Spanish.
Devil's Creek (Catron) and DeW's Lake (De Baca) are two more
designations commemorating the chief of all specters. Devil's Race
Track describes a high igneous dike in the caprock of southeast New
Mexico, resembling a low track worn presumably by the hooves of the
devil. There is a Satan's Pass (McKinley) in the nQrthwestern part of
the state, and a Spirit Lake at the head of Holy Ghost Creek. The
Phantom Banks are in the southeast comer 9f New Mexico near the
.Texas line.
A leader of the Mormon Church, Luther W. Burnham, is remembered in the name of a community in San Juan County, near the Utah
border. Saint Ann's Mission (Lincoln) is an Indian community sponsored .by the Protestant Episcopal Church. Venus (Santa Fe), quite
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obviously a stranger ill.t,the Southwest, was sponsored not by paganism;
but by a mercantile company which conferred that name upon an erstwhile community. A Roman Catholic commemorative of importance
and interest is that of Lamy (Santa Fe), named to honor the first American bishop and later archbishop, John B. Lamy, who entered New
Mexico in 1851, three years after the territory had passed into the jurisdiction of the United States.
One of the most distinctive names of religious import is that given
to the lonely site on the White Sands Provil.lg Ground where the first
atom bomb was detonat~d on July 16, 194.5. Prayer services for peace
are held at Trinity Site annually by worshippers of Protestant, Catholic,
and Jewish faiths. According to Dr. Robert Oppenheimer, past director
of the Los Alamos laboratory of nuclear physics, the name was inspired
by lines of John Donne, who during a period of illness wrote:
As East and West in all flat maps-and I am oneAre one, so death shall touch the Resurrection.
("Hymn to God, My God, in My Sickness") 22

Although this name was originally a "code' name" for a vast scientific
undertaking, it has assumed a symbolic meaning for those who were
present and for those who Will remember it in the future for its awesome consequences.
\
Although toponym conventionally applies to a field name or a settlement, today it seems likely that man's new world for place names lies
in aerospace. When men land on the moon or on Mars what names
will they bestow upon the new continents, seas, and islands they discover outside the &arth? Today the space ships that travel on this new
ocean of air present a challenge to onomatologists. The rocket boosters
on which they ride follow many of the old categories with which we
have become familiar. I would like to coqclude my survey of "The Lure
of Names" with reference to the designations of objects in aerospace.
The direction and control of rockets and ballistic missiles sent into
the space belts arouna the earth have provided new limits for space
names. The solid rocket projectiles were the first objects to call for
naming, followed by the ballistic missiles with their greater range and
speed, thus carrying exploration into the two outer zones beyond/the
22. Letter, March 9, 1960, ~om Dr. Oppenheimer, Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, New Jersey. Dr. Oppenheimer calls the name the "code name" which became
the place name. July is the season of the Trinity in the calendar of the Christian year.
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earth's atmosphere. In the development of nomenclature, both intellectual scope and imagination have grown as scientific progress has
opened up these broader areas for exploration and conquest.
The twentieth century has something in common with the sixteenth
century as a period in which new worlds were being founq. Columbus
and Cabot and Vespucci crossed an ocean barrier. Titov, Gagarin,
Shepard and Glenn have crossed space zones. As the Susan Constant,
the Discovery and the Godspeed were the three small ships which carried the first English colonists to Jamestown, Virginia, in 16°7, so "
Bold Orion, Project Mercury, and the Dyna-Soar may be the type of
vehicle which will cross air-space to put later day English explorers on
some unknown planet in the year 1967. The Susan Constant would
seem to have carried a personal name into the New World. The Discovel}' bore the name of an abstract concept, presupposing the search
for something in existence but not previously known. Godspeed, the
third ship, was also named for an abstract concept, based upon the
contraction o( "God speed you," that is "God give you success," a
phrase based upon religious faith. 28
As I said previously, in the development of nomenclature for aerospace objects, the first single-stage~ rockets were. given less imaginative
names than were the later ballistic missiles or the satellite and spaceplatform objects. They fall chiefly into categories of descriptive names
and personal commemoratIon, such as the Dart, a U.S. Army lowaltitude missile, wire-guided and directed at enemy tanks; or the Red.;
eye, a bazooka-type projectile with infrared guidance for use against
aircraft; Wagtail, an Air Force missile launched from airplanes at surface targets, the Sidewinder, a Navy and Air Force antiaircraft rocket,
and the White Lance, an Air Force missile to serve fighter bombers.
The Davy Crockett is a light battle rocket with nuclear capacity,
assigned to artillery groups and, presumably, performing for the modem
Army what the Davy Crockett long rifle did for the frontiersman more
than a century ago. The Marco Polo i~ a research rocket named for the
thirteenth-century Venetian explorer' whose trips into Asia and the
•

f

23. The United States Navy was instructed by Act of Congress, March 3, 1819, to
name all ships of the first class "after the States of the Union, those of the second after
rivers, and those of the third after the principal cities and towns." This act was amended
subsequently to schedule battleships for states; cruisers for cities; destroyers for deceased'
persons in various categories; submarines after "fish and denizens of the deep"; minesweepers after birds. H. L. Mencken, The American Language, Supplement Two (New
York, 1948), pp. 584-85.
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Near East charted much of that terrain for European travel. This rocket
is also known as the Viking, named for another type of explorer.
When rocket engines began to lift ballistic missiles preliminary to
fJoosting satellites into orbit, the name categories began to draw upon
the history of c~mbat and fighting men. They even entered into the
world of myth and legend, indicating that as their potential for the
destructiQn or the salvation of mankind grew, human imagination became correspondingly stirred. These ballistic missile rocket machines
are called the Black Knight, the Corporal, the Sergeant, the Matador,
and the Minuteman. Moving into"the sphere of mythology, ballistic
rockets assumed such names as Atlas, for the Greek demigod condemned to hold the earth upon his shoulders; Jupiter, chief of the
Roman gods; Thor, the Norse god of thunder and power; and Titan,
the primeval deity who founded a race of rebellious gods in the Greek
pantheon and personified the sun among the Romans. Other rockets
carrying ballistic missiles have been named the Nike-Ajax, the NikeHercules and the Nike-Zeus: Nike, as the Greek goddess of victory,
becomes a worthy mate to the warrior Ajax, conqueror of the Trojans,
and comrade to Hercules and his father Zeus, the greatest luminary in
the classic heavens.
One of the ambiti~us projects for the defense of the United States
in the case of an attack by intercontinental ballistic missiles has been
named the Argus project, for the Greek god who was equipped with
one hundred eyes. Only two of these eyes were said to sleep at anyone
time. What better symbol of watchfulness could have been bestowed
upon a defense project? One trusts that the designer who named the
Argus project recalls what happened to Argus. Jupiter was in love with
10, the sister of Argus, and he transfoniled her into a heifer to avoid
detection by his wife, Juno. The latter placed Argus as a guard, but
Jupiter sent Mercury in the guise of a shepherd, and Mercury played
upon his reed so sweetly and told stories at such length that all the eyes
of Argus were closed when Mercury ceased. Then Mercury slew Argus
and released 10 from her captive form. 24 There is an apparent moral
here: any defense will collapse if the defender is lulled to sleep by music
and stories. The Argus project calls for the discharge of radioactive
particles in order to burn up incoming missiles, and thus provide a
24. Greek and Roman mythological accounts in this paper are drawn from C. M.
Gayley, The Classic Myths in English Literature and Art (Boston, 1893, 1911).
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protective shield for the country. But ninety-eight of the eyes of Argus
must ever be kept open.
On the 12th of August, 1960, a communications satell~te balloon was
launched from Cape Canaveral, Florida. This balloon was enclosed
in the nose cone of a missile, but once in orbit the balloon inflated to
the height of a ten-story building. Then the inflated surface acted as a
sounding board for voices or signals broadcast from the earth. The name
chosen for this satellite was Echo, who in story-lore was the beautiful
nymph chattering so constantly that the goddess Juno condemned her
to the loss of her voice except for purpose of reply. Spurned by the handsome youth Narcissus, the nymph fled to the caves and hills where
nothing remained but her voice. In the instance of the communications
satellite Echo I, the voices heard may become full-podied, for it may be
possible to relay television images· along with the sounds from the balloon satellite, resulting in a world-wide communication system. 25
King Midas, of the fabled golden touch, was not a god, though
he was bequeathed certain godlike powers, such as turning everything he
touched into the most precious of metals. None of this, however, seems
to be involved in the naming of a project by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency, which orbited a Midas satellite on May 24, <196o,
aimed at detecting the launching of other satellites. The name is an
acronym developed from the initial letters of Missile Defense Alarm
Satellite. The acronym process can produce provocative combinations,
as in the case of Tiros, a camera-eye satellite orbited on April 1, 1960,
when it began immediately to send back space-pictures showing the
boot of Italy, the Straits of Gibraltar, the Suez area, the eastern Mediterranean, and the southwest coast of Europe. Thousands of pictures have
been sent by this television satellite, many of which have helped to
improve weather forecasting, as they show cloud-cover over various
portions of the earth. Such satellites as Tiros will also help to remove
the curtains from all national borders, for they will be all~seeing eyes.
But does the name signify omniscient over-sight? One thinks of Latin
tiro, CIa recruit or a beginner," and concludes that this satellite was the
beginner or novice of a series planned to provide continual inspection
of aerospace. But then he learns that the name is devised from the
initial letters of "Television Infrared Observation Satellite." One won25. Since this paper was written, the comunication Satellite Telstar was orbited on
July 10, 1962, thus fulfilling the prediction following the launching of Echo J.

.
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ders, however, if the phrase was not designed to make the name, because the words could be arranged just as easily in a way that spelled
something else. Another of these acronymic names used for a satellite
is Oso for Orbiting Solar Observatory, a complex space machine which
soared into orbit on March 8, 1962. Oso is designed to probe the mys- .
teries of the sun, how the sun controls conditions on the earth and how
soiar Hares may imperil space travelers in the years.to come.26 There
have been fifty-one satellites and one spacecraft thrown into aerospace
by the United,Shites. Russia has put up eighteen. Of the American
satellites the names were Atlas, Courier, Discoverer, Echo, Explorer,
Friendship, ~reb, Lambda, Mercury, Midas, Oscar, Oso, Pioneer,
Ranger, Transit, Tiros. Some of these names have been used more than
once, as Discoverer, five times and Explorer seven. Thirty-six American
satellites and five Russian are still orbiting, not including the rocket
parts, of which some fifty objects are also whirling around the earth.27
But ~atellites alone do not tell the tale of mythology worked into the
story of space objects. There is to be an instrumented vehicle called the
Jovian probe which, manned or unmanned, is designed to approach
close to the planet Jupiter. Although the Jovian probe is still to come,
a Jupiter rocket has been the booster in the Explorer satellite series, and
the Jupiter C rocket is also called the Juno I research rocket and both
have joined, or will be joined, by such other members of the ancient
Olympian household as tIre ApoIIo spacecraft, launched by a Saturn
engine; the Mercury man-in-space program, and the Veuus probe.
So, in a measure, the Age of Greece has returned to rule the space
age. One of the early projects at Cape Canaveral was called Hermes, an
alternate name for Mercury. An antimissile once under development·
was named Plato. I presume that the wisdom of Plato was being called
into its composition. Even the' Greek alphabet has been called into
play, for in numbering and dating the satellites in each year, the first
is called Alpha, with the year date prefixed; the second is called Beta
with the year date prefixed, and so on. Sputnik I, for instance, which
the Russians tossed into orbit on October 4, 1957, was also called
"1957 Alpha" by the International Geophysical Year scientists. Sputnik II, which followed on November 3, then became "1957 Beta." The
26. Albuquerque Journal, Vol. 331, No. 67 (March 8, 1962.), p. A-I. r
27. This was on January 2, 1962. The satellite which carried Lt. Col. John Glenn in
orbit for three times around the earth on February 2.0, 1962., was a Mercury capsule number
thirteen, but Glenn had giyen it the name of "Friendship." Ranger IV, intended as a
moon satellite on April 2.3, 1962., did not orbit but struck the moon surface on April 2.6.
It is called a spacecraft.
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first American satellite in orbit on January 31, 1958, became "1958
Alpha." Explorer III and ExplorerN, orbiting in 1958, were "1958
Gamma" and "1958 Epsilon" respectively.
The riches and the variety of name lore have just been touched upon
in this paper tonight. Wherever one looks, the names of objects, animate and inanimate, inspire curiosity and research. The address at the
banquet of the American Name Society on December 29, 1961, was
called "Names in the Derrick's Shadow" and dealt with the picturesque
and historic names used in the oil industry. It has been said that the
most-named, indeed most over-named animals in the country are racehorses. "A racing form provides a study in exuberance unmatched in
other realms of onomastics."28 The owners of stables are in a very different position than the parents naming a child. Not" only must the
namers in both cases eXpress their hopes and aspirations for their
starters in the race of life, but the names sought for prizewinning horses
must be unique for each animal. They must also be sonorous, flamboyant, and memorable, beside indicating, if at all possible, the horses'
genealogies. In every line of human activity, professional, occupational,
industrial and educational, names play their part in identification and
communication. Perhaps this inquiry into personal naming attitudes
and place name patterns will produce increased interest in this audience
for a most rewarding avenue of investigation.
Walt Whibnan paid tribute to the "litness ... the strange charm
.of aboriginal names. . . . They all fit. Mississippi . . . the word winds
with chutes . . . it rolls a stream three thousand miles long." 29 Stephen
Vincent Benet affirmed the investigator's delight in names that are
themselves one-word poems:·
.

The sharp names that never get fat,
The snakeskin-titles of mining claims,
The plumed war-bonnet of Medicine Hat,
, Tucson and Deadwood and Lost Mule Flat.so
The lure is ever there in the search for names, making the road, however thorny or rough, always easier because of the enrichment which
comes with the revelation of long forgotten truth.
28. Ernst Pulgram, Ope cit., pp. 19-20.
29. Walt Whibnan, American Primer (18,,), p. 18.
30. Stephen Vincent Benet, "American Names," Yale Review, 17 (October 1927).
63-64. Reprinted in Literary Digest, 95 (October 8, 1927),36: also in Ballads and Poems

(1931).
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REMEMBERING RUINED CITIES

I walked along my street. A moment before,
It looked so proper, everything in place:
The innocent tree, the guiltless house and door,
All interviewed as by an honest grace.
The sunlight flattered all the lawns,and grass.
Pavements relaxed as in a soft release,
Succinct:as seen through stereoscopic glass.
Indeed, the light congratulated peace.
Then something happened. The street began to change.
Sunlight became theatrical to mock
Familiar objects that were bulging strange.
Shadows began .to caricature the block.
Upon this scene, stained with a frightened look,
The horror of some other far-off street
Was superimposed, as, in a picture-book,
Yellow and black almQst, but not quite, meet.
Time was unraveled. Primitive wildness crashed.
Down poured debris of ages. I could see,
Over the rubble, limbs, and mirrors, splashed
Runnels of red and guilty history.
Suddenly faded that insane deceitlThe tangled ruins vanished with no traces.
Pavements sprang back into ~ proper street,
With houses unalarmed, with smiling faces.

My street now suffers often from far places.
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SUFFER THE LITTLE CHILDREN

Revivals always filled the choir, but on this last SllIlday of the revival
the rows of seats behind the pulpit were overflowing with fervent
singers. Backed by the organ they were chanting:
I

Hallelujahl Thine the glory I
Hallelujah! A-men!
Hallelujah! Thine the glory!
Revive us again!
The bass singers blasted out '~Hallelujah," and the sopranos shrilled
"A-men" or "Thine the glory" in answer. Then the whole congregation joined in:
Revive us again!
Revive us again!
Hallelujah! Thine the glory!
Revive us again!
Over the voices of seven hundred singers could be heard the baritone
of Brother "Ike" Kitts, the visiting song leader.
The small boy was suffering acutely. His normal sensation in church
on Sunday morning was strong mental and physical discomfort, but
this particular day his distress had·turned to anguish.
,
His name was Robert Edward Lee Alexander, and he was a living
refutation of Mr. Walter Shandy's philosophy of names. With other
ten-year-olds he was eager but inept. A poor guard and a mediocre center
field, possessor of a certain dexterity at shooting marbles, he was an only
child, and his great joy was reading. With accurate irony his friends
called him "General." In the presence of his elders, in crowds, and
. among women he quickly collapsed into trepidation. In his only attempt
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at public speaking he marched onto the stage, looked at the audience,
gulped, forgot his speech, and raced into the wings. Neither the tears
of his mother nor the blandishments of his teachers could induce him
to return.
The boy bad waked up early this Sunday, even before his parents,
and he was about to rush out to the front porch for the Sunday comics
when the realization struck him that this was the Sunday, the Sunday
he lIad been dreading for six weeks. He considered the possibilities of
getting to stay home from church. He knew that his only hope lay in
sickness. A great longing for pain came over him; thoughtfully he examined himself. From his stomach-normally a highly unreliable organ
-came not the slightest twinge. He felt his brow. It was cool with the
chill ofa May morning. He sat up. At once he felt a pain in his shoulder.
He sank back with a sigh, but the pain ceased. Slowly he raised himself
up. He felt his shoulder, rubbed it. He flexed his arm muscles and rolled
his arm in -its socket. He could not induce the slightest pain. Hope
departed as suddenly as it had come.
Sorrowfully he reviewed the steps to his unhappiness. The trouble
had started this spring just as it did every year. First, the Reverend
Hayes casually mentioned a revival. The' next Sunday he prayed for
a revival. The following Sunday he preached a revival and prayed at
great length for the quickening grace of the Holy Spirit. On the fourth
Sunday Brother "Ike" Kitts arrived, and the revival got under way.
Every spring the boy would hope that the prayer would not be answered,
but it always was. This day, the final one of the revival, he was in a horrible predicament. He was the only member of the Sons of David
Sunday School Class who had not been saved. All the other members
of the class had yielded to the saving power of grace, had been born
again, and ~ow were well on their way to the New Jerusalem.
They were all Christians except him. That is, they had all made public
confessions of their sins, had all been duly baptized, and now were all
full-Hedged members of the Resurrection Church. Everybody knew
that they were all Christians except him. His Sunday School teacher
knew it and talked about him. publicly. The superintendent of the
Junior Department knew it and gazed at him sorrowfully. The fact.
was passeq, on to the Reverend Hayes, who came to the boy's home
and prayed over him mournfully while his mother wept. And he knew
that a supreme effort would be m~de on the last Sunday of the revival
to convert him and bring to him the joy of salvation. He felt slightly
bilious at the thought and jumped out of bed to get the funnies.
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"Ma," he asked hopefully at breakfast, "Ma, can I stay home from
church this1Dorning?"
"Of course not! Why, I never heard of such a thing. Of course, you
can't stay home from church."
The boy glanced at his father for support. His father looked solemn.
"Aw, please, Ma, just this once can't I stay home?"
"No, you can't, and I don't want to hear' another word about it.
Now, eat your breakfast before you're late for Sunday School."
Sunday School had been just as he had anticipated. His teacher was
a pinched-in lady; she talked about her deeds of Christian charity incessantly. The lesson ~s on Jesus and the children, and the other
boys, the saved ones, basked in the glow of their respective conversions.
At the end everybody prayed. Robert repeated a prayer that never
failed him on these occasions.
"Dearest Heavenly Father, we thank Thee that Thou hast permitted
us to come to Thy House once again this beautiful Sabbath morning
to worship Thee. Forgive us our many sins. We ask it in Jesus' Name,
Who loved the little children. Amen."
The Reverend Hayes came for the closing exercises of the Junior Department and gave a short talk on the necessity of public confession.
"Oh, my young friends, it grieves my. very soul, it wrings my heart
when I look over these bright, young 'faces and know that some of you .
are not saved, that some of you have never felt the divine love and
grace of our Savior, Jesus Christ, that some of you this morning are condemned to everlasting damnation. Oh, it pains me to the very foundations of my being. I know that some of you think that your sins are not
grievous ones. But, my little friends, in the sight of God all sins· are
equally grievous."
.
The boy had been consoling himself that his sins were not especially
bad, and the words of the preacher cut even this poor defense from
under him. He felt that Brother Hayes was speaking directly to him.
He blushed and cringed.
"Only this week," the minister continued, "I was in a fine, Christian
home and talked with a fine, Christian mother. But, oh, my friends,
that mother has a little boy who isn't saved, who has never known the
healing love of Jesus Christ, who at this. moment is headed for eternal
hell-fire unless he repents."
Robert shrank into his chair. He felt sick at his stomach. His heart
began to pound and the .hot sweat to ron down his face.
"And there are others, fine young people, in the same predicament.
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Is there one here this morning who will come forward and confess that
he has sinned, that he loves the Lord Jesus Christ, that he wants to be
saved? Won't you come, young sinner, won't you come? May we sing
one stanza of What a Friend We Have in Jesus! and while we sing I
pray that the Lord will work a miracle in your hearts and that those of
you who have never confessed Christ will feel 'the power of Jesus'
name' and will come forward. May we sing?"
Glad of any refuge Robert hid his face in the hymnbook:
Oh, what a Friend we have in Jesus,
All our sins and griefs to bea,r!
What a privilege-

The boy next to him leaned over. "Why don't you go? You're not
saved. Go on.. Why don't you go?"
The voice of Reverend Hayes could be heard, chanting, "Come,
come;come, come. Oh, why won't you come? Come to Jesus, my
young friends. Come, come, come, come."
Robert tried to force himself up ft.Q,m the wicker bottom of the chair.
Desperately he tried to summon a eonviction of sin. He just sat there.
The singers came to the end of t1}e stanza:
-because"we do not carry
Everything to God in prayer.

A great sense of relief came over the boy as the closing exercises
ended, and a corresponding foreboding immediately followed when he
remembered the preaching service yet to come.
Waiting with his father and mother for the service to begin, he
speculated on what would happen. He knew exactly what was coming.
Only a week ago his sole remaining companion in sin had fallen weakly
into grace and had been received for baptism. He knew that now his
Sunday School teacher and her weepy sisterhood were free to concentrate on him. He knew that Reverend Hayes would call for one stanza
after another of the invitation hymn and that in the middle of the
second stanza his Sunday School teacher would leave her seat and come
to him and put her arm around hUn and whisper in his ear about the
marvelous love of Jesus. He knew that the girl who had taught him when
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he was a Sunbeam would also come and in a whisper urge him to go up
the aisle. He knew that Reverend Hayes would stop the hymn and ask
for the names of those who wanted to be prayed for and that his Sunday
School teacher would call out his name. He knew that his mother
would be crying. "Why don't they leave me alone," he thought, "why
don't they leave me alone?"
,
Brother "Ike" Kitts came forward. "Shall we sing number one hundred and twenty-three?" and Robert joined the congregation in singing

Revive Us Again.
"Shall we bow our heads in prayer?" asked Reverend Hayes. "I'll ask
Brother Peterson to lead us in prayer."
Brother Peterson sat just in front of Robert. Brother Peterson was
a deacon and an ordained minister. His Sunday morning prayers were
marvels of exactitude. Now he heaved up his grey-clad bulk and began
to pray. For the hundredth time the boy noted the red, beefy neck
covered with heavy, crisscross wrinkles and cleanly shaven up to a
straight line running from ear to ear. He looked around at the bowed
congregation. Gratefully he closed his eyes.
When the prayer ended ten minutes later, the boy slowly opened
his eyes and blinked. Suddenly a brilliant thought struck him. He would
excuse himself, go downstairs to the toilet, and just not~ome back.
"Ma, may I be excused?"
"No, you may not."
"But, Ma, I gotta."
"Didn't you hear me say you couldn't? It's halfway through the service. Now, sit up straight and be quiet."
"Shall we rise and sing hymn number seventy-eight, There is a Fountain Fil1ed with Blood?" asked Brother "Ike."
Robert rose and sang. Suddenly his hands, his feet, his lips, all
seemed superfluous. He looked around. Everybody knew the song and
was singing lustily. Everyone seemed· to be looking at him. He placed
one hand carefully on the pew in front of him and firmly grasped the
hymnal he was sharing with his mother in the other. The congregation
was enjoying itself. Finally, they reached the end:

Lose all their guilty sta-a-ain,
Lose all their guilty stain.
And sin-n-ners plunged beneath that flood
Lo-o-se all their guilty stain.
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As everyone settled back, Reverend Hayes rose to make announcements. Robert reached for a fan and scrutinized the bright-colored
picture of the old, rugged cross. On the other side was the legend:
Sexton Funeral Home-"Tact Combined with Solicitude." Robert lost
himself in a fury of fanning.
"Up to today," said the minister, "seventeen people have been saved
and have joined the church. In addition, nine people have joined from
other churches. There will be a baptismal ceremony next Sunday night
for all those who are candidates for oaptism."
Robert looked up; his eyes met the minister's. Furiously he tried to
keep down the blush that he knew was coming. The blood began to
pound in his ears. His eyeballs s~~med to bulge, and the sweat ran into
them. Suddenly he realized that he had forgotten to fan.
The offering was being taken. Since Robert was not a church member,
he had to place his dime in the collection plate unenclosed in one of the
iPlall, blue envelopes that the members used to cloak their offerings.
As the plate approached his heart began to thump. "What if I should
drop it?" he thought, but he watched his hands pass it carefully to his
mother.
.
Brother "Ike" stood up. He was dressed iii black with a black tie.
Brother "Ike" was a big man, with huge body, monstrous hands and
feet, and a great, pale horsy face. He began to sing The Holy City. The
boy searched the faces of the choir. Suddenly he found himself looking
at the face of the superintendent of the JuniorDepartment. Reddening,
he made hjs eyes dart over the choir, finally to find safety in a golden
crown set in a purple panel high in one of the yellow-colored windows.
Reverend Hayes began to deliver his sermon. Dr. Hayes was a very
highly educated man. He could read the Bible in Greek and Hebrew,
and frequently in his sermons he discussed the derivation of such words
as love and sin. He was a handsome man with black hair and an erect
carriage. This morning he was drdised in a pearl-gray suit with a blue,
polkailotted tie. He spoke clearly and strongly and used many gestures.
The text was the passage in Galatians that lists the works of the
flesh and the fruits of the Spirit. Reverend Hayes dwelt on each of the
sixteen manifold sins of the flesh, beginning with fornication and ending with revelings. Robert wasn't quite sure what fornication, lasciviousness, and factions were. He tried to think of his own sins. The awful
thought came that he would have to have sins to confess if he ever
came to be saved, but he couldn't think of any. All the other people
r
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must have been great sinners, he thought, or they wouldn't be so joyful
over being saved. He searched his past for sin. There was the time he
had cheated on the arithmetic examination. Once his father had caught
him smoking a cigarette. Just last week he had been whipped for talking
back to his mother. His attention shifted back to the preacher.
He was shocked to find that the sermon was more than half over. The
catalogue of sins had been exhausted. The perils of hell had been explained, not vehemently, but calmly, with frequent quotations from
Revelations. Now Dr. Hayes had reached his peroration on the fruits
of the Spirit, love, joy, peace, long-suffering, kindness, goodness, faithfulness,. meekness, self-control, but Calvin and Knox couldn't have diverted Robert from his panic: he knew what was coming at the end of
that sermon.
Reverend Hayes began to talk of his own conversion. He went on to
speak of the people he had loved who were now dead, his parents, his
baby girl who had died of typhoid. He spoke of seeing these dead in
some life to come. All at once he expanded his image to include the
whole audience. The crowd became very quiet. The boy glan.ced at
his mother. She was crying. He Hushed and looked around him. He
saw that his father looked very serious. Reverend Hayes was repeating
the words of a hymn:

o that with yonder sacred throng
We at his feet may fall;
We'll join the everlasting song,
And crown Him Lord of all.
The words stirred Robert inspite of his fear.
"May we rise and sing number two hundred and thirty-four, Savior,
Like a Shepherd Lead U5, and if there is anybody here who wants to
confess that he's a sinner, that he feels the Lord has saved him, I want
him to come forward while we sing."
The boy stood up. He noticed how cramped his legs were. He looked
fearfully down to the first pew where his teacher sat. He wondered
where the Sunbeam teacher was. Feeling his mother's eyes, he gripped
his hymnbook with both hands.
"Blessed Jesus, blessed Jesus, Thou hast brought us, Thine we are,"
sang the congregation.
The first stanza was finished. Brother Hayes raised his hand. "Won't
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you come, lost sinner? Won't you come? Come to the arms of Jesus.
I'm praying for you. Oh, why don't you come?"
"Blessed Jesus, bJessed Jesus, Hear Thy children when they pray,"
sang the congregation.
An arm encircled· the boy's shoulders. Terror-stricken, he looked behind him. There st00d the Sunbeam teacher. She had been laying for
him all through the service.
"Oh, Robert," she sobbed, "why won't you go? Has the Devil got
his awful hold on your heart? Oh, why don't you make your dear
mother's heart glad? Why won't you go?"
Suddenly the perfume of his Sunday School teacher enveloped him.
While his attention had been diverted, she had come up the aisle and
taken his parents' place in the pew. She put her skinny arm around him.
"Robert," she whispered, "you don't know how many nights I've laid
awake praying to the Lord to §!lve your sou!. Remember how.the Lord
suffered and died on the Cross for you. Don't be ungrateful for the
great sacrifice the Lord made for you. Why don't you go?"
Brother Hayes raised his hand. "I'm praying for you, lost souls, I'm
praying for you. Is there some lost person who wants me to say a
special prayer for him while we sing the third stanza? Just raise your
hand if you do, lost sou!."
The boy felt his Sunday School teacher's hand leave his shoulder and
go up into the air. "Brother Hayes, Brother Hayes," she cried, "Robert
Alexander wants you to pray for him." .
"Thou hast pro~~ed to receive us, Poor and sinful tho' we be," sang
the congregation.
.
The boy heard his mother sobbing in the aisle. He saw the preacher
looking at him. He saw the preacher getting down from the platform.
He saw the preacher walking toward hi~. He gave a sob.
"Lemme out. Lemme out."
"I knew you'd go, myboy, my boy," he beard his mother say.
He ran down the aisle into the arms of Brother Hayes.
"Do you feel you'rC1 a sinner? Do yOll repent of your sins? Do you
feel that the Lord has iaved you? Do you want to give your life to Him?"
the preacher asked.
Dumbly the boy nodded.
"Blessed Jesus, blessed Jesus, Early let us tum to Thee," sang the
congregation.
"My friends," said the preacher, "I think the greatest verse in the
Bible is 'Suffer the" little children to come unto Me, forbid them not,
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for of such is the kingdom of God.' Here is little Robert Alexander
come to give his heart to Jesus. What will you do with his application?"
The boy stood looking at the floor.
"Move that he be received," bawled the superintendent of the Junior
Deparbnent.
"Second the motion/' called Brother Peterson.
"All in favor say aye," said the Reverend Hayes.
"Aye," said the congregation.
"All opposed, no. The ayes have it and so ordered. There will be a
baptismal service next Sunday night. Now, after the service everybody
come by and give Robert the hand of fellowship."
Reverend Hayes stretched out his hands. ''We thank Thee, Lord,
that Thou has brought us so bountifully through this revival season.
We thank Thee for the soul of this little boy which Thou has so mercifully saved. Go with us through the week to come~ and forgive us
our sins, we ask in the Name of Thy Son. Amen."
Robert stood before the pulpit. The long line passed slowly before
him, each person stopping to shake his hand. Gradually the church
emptied. He saw his parents waiting for him at the door. Suddenly he
knew that he couldn't stand to have his mother touch him, kiss him, cry
over him. He walked quickly up to them.
"Please, Ma, I can't go home with you. I got to stop by a boy's
house."
.
He turned and hurried out the rear door. The sun was hot, and he
. took off his tie. He trudged up the road. He picked up a rock and threw
it at a tree. His mouth tasted sour. Sadly he thought of the baptismal
service.
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HANDS
.
"Sometimes," said Dad, ''I'm the only guard the cash register's got."
It was true that somebody wastalWaYs fiddling with the till. Of a
morning, when the bakery-boy came by, and the milkman made his
deliveries, and the candy salesman left his lot, and there was a string
of credit customers passing by, it seemed' as if the cash register was a
sort of dispensary. It stood open all the time, while the manager paid
out.
And the sight of an open cash register drawer always made Dad mad.
He would be sta'bding by the vegetable-rack, talking to a salesman, and
happen to hear the bell ring. Then when he looked over and saw the
manager nuzzling about among the bills, his neck grew red and his
tiny blue eyes shone like stilettos. There was nothing he could do, of
course. At least while he was watching, all the disbursements were
justified. So he hitched up his trousers and stretched to ease his gaspain, and as soon as possible the manager slammed the drawer shut
and started arranging tobacco.
In addition to the store manager we worked a cousin of mine, a tall,
long-chinned handsome fellow named Chris, who was rather large in
the hips. Once a decade later I looked at Chris's figure and found that
his hips were no bigger than anybody else's. I guess it was the way he
used them. Often, when I sacked for Chris~ they seemed to stand in the
way of business. I could never get around in the checking-stand; I was
always reaching around or peering past or getting out of the way of
Chris's hips. And I can remember, when business was slow and Chris
was doing the checking and the sacking and the carrying-out, how he
would load himself up with a townswoman's sacks and follow her out
to the car, and all the way through the door and across the sidewalk
his derriere carried itself modestly but a bit obtrusively, and while she
opened the car door and stood aside to let Chris put the sacks in the
back seat she always found herself nudged, fo~cefully though innocently,
by Chris's large friendly rear.
Chris was quite ~ blade, in our little town, and at his age he always
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. needed money. He ran around with some of the tellers at the bank,
all gay young men, and while I never knew where they went, it was
apparently expensive. For Chris was often at the till too. He was
scrupulously honest, and always left an IOU in the cash register,
but over the years he had accumulated quite an advance on his salaryso much in fact that, whenDad sat down to figures one night, he came
up with the sardonic conclusion that if Chris·stopped drawing his salary
and started paying the same amount back on his debts he might be able
to payout before retirement.
In the meantime Chris was a great help in the store. He was a hard
worker. He had endless energy and a hearty laugh, and our store had
almost a monoply on the trade of eligible young women-who, Dad
noted sourly, seemed to live off potato chips and lettuce.
Chris wasn't the only young man in the store. In the market we had
a butcher named T. J. Like Chris, T. J. was handsome and virile, but he
moved in a different set. His was the high-school crowd. They seemed
to use money too, and T. J. was always. hard up. He was more softspoken and less flamboyant than Chris, but-it would seem-essentially more dangerous. He had a soft voice, and what someone once
called missionary eyes, and of a morning the high-school girls would
come in and walk back to the market, and for a long time they stood
at the counter in a dulcet sort of communion with T. J. He and the
girls would stand and look into each other's eyes, and while it was
impossible to sort out the words one could hear T. J.'s low gentle voice,
rather like a chant; and after five or ten minutes the girl walked out
.
looking as if she had been absolved.
Like T. J.'s voice, low gentle rumors eddied about concerning T. J.
himself, and from time to time one of the high-school girls who had
attended the service at the meat-market counter moved to California,
and soon there was news that she had married and had a baby, while
the women of the town took note of the rapidity of the sequence.
I never knew whether T. J. was as scrupulous in his transactions with
the till as was Chris. A time or two I missed some change which I remembered putting in the drawer, and on rifling through the IOU's
found an old one of Chris's, but nothing on T. J.'s. And of course T. J.'s
.
salary was lower than Chris's.
The young women after potato chips and lettuce, and the communicants at the meat-market rail weren't our only steady morning cus·
tomers. Besides the salesmen, the delivery boys, and the women who
came in for a loaf of bread on credit we always had Juvenal Jackson.
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Texas is g~tting away from names like Juvenal now, but in my day
there was a vestigial admiration for the classics that found its outlet in
some startling nomenclature. Often the names were misspelled ( I knew
a Cisero) and often it was clear that the parents weren't sure of all the
implications, like the barber who named his daughter Lesby Ann.
Often the front name and the back one alliterated, so that, deceived
by the magniloquence of the first name and tripped up by the alliteration, one arrived rather dolorously at "Jackson."
Fate had mistreated Juvenal Jackson in more ways than nomenclature. He was cross eyed. Moreover his parents, showing the" same sensitivity that led them to his name, made him wear black hom-rims,
enormous things that almost hid his flat little head,and magnified his
eyes ul;ltil they looked like craters on the moon. Whenever Juvenal
glanced at you it was as if something great and dark-a sort of black
beacon-light-had turned in your direction. His parents were irresponsible people who lived in South Texas, and Juvenal had been farmed
out with relatives in our village. Nobody was quite sure who the relatives were; they kept quiet, and Juvenal was down on Main street each
morning by the time the storeS opened, and the last thing we clerks
did at night, before we locked up, was drive Juvenal out of the toilet.
Juvenal was no trouble to the village except for a little stealing. I
think that, in this hobby, his eyes were an asset. Clerks who didn't know
him would be so intrigued trying to figure which eye to look at that they
failed to notice what his hands were doing. The rest of us, however,
weren't so easily taken in. I would be at the cash register, busy with a
customer, and sooner or later I would grow aware of Juvenal's two telescopes, glowering over the penny candy. We always kept penny candy"
beside the cash register, hoping a customer,would spend his change on
it, though in reality we were lucky if some of it sold before the clerks
ate it all.
At any rate Juvenal stood beside the penny candy h\r0 or three times
every day. He never had a cent-he merely savored the propinquityand stood quietly looking, as if somebody might give him a Snicker if
he waited long enough. I grew used to the sight, and thought nothing
of it at the time, but in memory he is ~till clear: fronted by the display
o~ candy, as high as his neck, with his small flat head rising above it, and
the two great black circles of his glasses, out of which his enormous
eyes stared, one of them vectoring toward the north.
Juvenal and I would stand there, like a fakir and his cobra (or T. J.
and a novitiate), and while time silted away, Juvenal and I would both
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become aware of one tiny movement in the store: Juvenars dirty little
fingers creeping over the side of a box of Baby Ruth.
I think the thing that made Juvenal's thievery so exasperating was
the lack of sublety: he always stole while you were looking at him. He
and I would be held in this ocular trance, and all the while his little
chocolate fingers crept gently up and over the edge of the box and onto
a Baby Ruth (which crackled for help), and then I said "Put it down,
Juvenal," and Juvenal's hand uncoiled, crept backward over the side and
down out of sight, and after one final black glare from his glasses he
turned and left.
Chris and T. J. and Juvenal come together in my memory like the
three graces, though at the time Dad and I were more deeply concerned
with other issues: the chief of which was the store's obscure disease,
which festered and pullulated, so to speak, without our ever discovering
the wound. We should be making money, we kept reassuring each other.
While Texas was in the midst of the Depression, and while our little
village looked hardly more prosperous than a Bedouin encampment,
still there was money around. And we worked hard. We opened at 7 in
the morning, and stayed until 8 at night (12 on Saturdays) . We
watched our purchases closely. We were kind to the customers ... but
still the store lost weight and put on a kind of pallor. Its failure seemed
to lie in some unfathomable depth, and Dad andJ never came up with
a cure.
But the failure came later, and has little influence on my memory
of the way things were. My memory of the store is more,detailed, more
minute and insignificant (the way memory is) , more'like a movie-strip
halted for a moment, when all the actions are stilled.
One afternoon in November, for instance, the store was dark and
crowded; my mother was on duty at the bakery counter, and my sister
stood watch for thieves. Dad and the store manager checked, I sacked,
and" Chris and T. J. were busy at their posts.
Chris had spoken to Dad about something, and leaned over the
counter making out an IOU. Up from the market, T. J. had also had
a word with Dad, and been given a nod. And, as usual, Juvenal stood
beside the candy display. _A customer came by and laid down a quarter and I l~ned around
Dad to the cash register drawer. But I found there was company. Chris
was busy among the fives, T. J. among the ones, Dad among the halves,
and I in the small change. And out of!he comer of my eye I saw Juvenal
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jackson's fingers creeping, like a measuring worm, up and over the Baby
Ruth box.
Dad looked down and took it all in. His face grew red and he
stretched to ease his gas-pain, and as I remember that was the day he
first knew he had an ulcer.

It must have been only a few months later that we closed. Things
never did get better. Like Juvenal's eyes, our liabilities looked in one
direction and our assets in another, and within a few months the crisis
came. Dad called the creditors in and made a reconciliation. Then he
sold the stock, disposed of the fixtures, and locked the doors.
And that was when, at last, he dismissed all hands.

,.
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ROSAMOND FIELD

CURRANTS AND FERNS

Unnatural for me,
It feels like craning my neck
To recogniZe an absolute.
In the old ~rchard the other Sunday morning
I'Saw what looked like oneAcircle of light inside my eyelids
When I closed them-a white
That moved away as if to disappear.
I wasn't trying for absolutes;
I just happened to close my eyes that tight
Because pulling ferns out of the currants
Is hard work.
When we first moved to this garden,
The ferns were green, tropical, high like palms,
Mediterranean jungle flown feathers
Flocking this far sour soil
Where unnoticed currants grow.
Someone said that years ago
This was a man-high fern valley
Where persons walking through fell,
Faint from the sweet heavy odor.
But no one said we would wake seeing
One morning not green but rusted fronds.
July had burnt brown like fall.
And it was also said that ferns have
A special kind of not true root.
Whatever they have latches them down
Into the dirt.so hard it takes
All my full grown weight on the rake
To pry up and tear them out.
Not only weight, but slow skill
To get the whole clump up without
Parts broken off.
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When the great wad of fern comes suddenly unclung
.Spattering my face, I wipe
'
And watch for worms
Unhoused on the turned over underside,
And this confirms what I suspected-that
The serpent came up out of the ferns,
Not down from the trees.
For the trees are, in myoJd orchard,
Still the place of angels; their rope knotted,
They climb their unseen voices
Out to the farthest branch of the branch,
Swinging down or lying there
Giving the signal to blast off.
Tests, dangers, countdowns
Rolling out of the trees
In sounds blossoming the air,
Like petals down onto grass.
Now that we have lived through all the seasons here,
I can hold aside fern and find the red gems,
Hidden, where the value isThe light and dark ofliquid beads
Veined, clustered, lighter than,
On the Christmas table half a year away,
The tart currant abstract
, of sun
And green and air, made firm.
When I finish digging, and before
I spread the lime for sweetening,
I plan sitting down under an apple tree
(One preferably not with angels)
To close my eyes to try to glimpse,
Slow drop by drop, the. rare red seeping through its doth
Into its bowl, there
Absolved of greens, restored
From seed and shade and aboriginal weed,
Ready to be t:emade, sealed
And stored away, like wine.
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THE MASKS
I walk and grow overwhelmed.
On thelittered streets, a wind
blows trash and the tin beer
cans in the gutter.
The wind and the rain
obscure some of the anxiety in
faces. That is best;
if all our own tragedy were known to 'Us
the revelation might
UDQO us; naked, the masks might
dissemble, fall away. Here, drunks
fall off the curb, against themselves.

CAROLKUO

CLARITY OF CANDLES

how
the dim stones pressed
themselves into the lurking
wall, as a quick gust, .
frightening the candles into
flutter, woke the dragon
from the dust of tapestry
and shook him, scarlet as he
scaled the clumsy wall,
into imagined fury.
Was it wind, the afterbreath of skirts, or a soft
sigh that stirred the dragon
into rage, then left him
quivering and impotent,
and blew out all the candles?
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ADAM
And Adam drew great courage from the world,
assized his strength by forests, fields that grew
lush grass-and herds, and by the blue
sun-swinging heavens a thousand wings unfurled.
And he perceived he was not dust, pale, dry,
but ruddy with rich rivers runningthrough
and leaping fish, and he could rise unto
whatever mountain he might wish to try!
And he sprang to the topmost peak of all
and stretched his arms forth with a mighty cry:
"I am by earth, by sky and sea convinced!
Made in God's image, 1stand strong and tall!
Yea, 1am great as God-save only 1
am not so wise as God!" he said. And winced.

"
HELEN HARRINGTON

EVE

Slowly, then Eve stirred, opened her eyes
and saw the darling world curved rich and deep
with hills and trees around her, and the skies
-beautifull-and Adam, near, asleep.
-Most beautiful of all! AnCls.harply dear!
Eve thought: this is my love and I must keep
all things for him as I see them.hereeaseful in Eden! Dh, 1will lead his sleep
with singing down to streams I 1will employ
myself in loveliness and all I tell
shall bring him sweet beneficence and joy.
I will do to him all things well!
So thought Eve-and with light fingertips
drew apple bloom across her darling's lips.
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THE SNAKE
Adam knew him, sometimes called his name
melodiously upon the evening breeze
or in the dawning, and the serpent came,
walking upright, graceful, through the trees.
And Eve had heard his voice. Through bloom
of apple trees and pears it softly reared
promises enticing as perfume
before he sharply coiled and disappeared.
But he was always strange. . . . Later, they recalled
they looked for him behind when grasses stirred
and thought to leap away! Perfection palled
on him, they thought, and they referred
to himas devious-one who had long been fumbling
for word, or reason, to send Eden cmmbling.

WILLIAM o. HECKMAN

AT KIOWA

J

The sun untarnished, minted new, we thought
Had just been flipped, sent arching up above
The patient sage. It seemed a coin that Fould
Be spent, but not too soon, in some strange way.
We let the heat heap up upon our backs
And all our eyes drank so much light we swore
That black was found no longer in their rings.
Untold, we let the beads of sweat go drown
In marshes on our arms. There hairs were reeds.
The phoenix soared and quite forgot to die.
Then I with spinning heart found us a rock
And strock it with my pen. In times there was
This babbling brook of words. We laughed. We heard.
I hope it chants forever, "Limbo's light!"
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NOISY SPIDER

I listened at the door of
A grey spotted spider
Onlywith my eyes,
Making up sounds.
So soft and rasping as
He scrapes on threads;
The air so whistles softly as
He swings to the other wall.
In h~ dark comer,
Holdint!9gether walls and ceiling
By tiny cords,
He sits, humming,
Testing his work.

HERBERT MORRIS

TUNE'S LETTER
We have a little cactus
that, for one day this week,
opened a desert flower
before us, struck a second
start that we come'to mornings
naked and in bare feet,
hoping it, too, astonish.
How do you tell a son,
barefoot, impending, patience?
Here, we have bread, cool wine,
plums, and stars on the roof,
a candle for the nights
when a rain laps the moon
or if it be too deep
and soon we fall to sleep
to hear the stars above us
in their long light and choir.
How do you tell him waken?

EX IZABETH

HUMERICXHOUSE

FLAMINGO

Upon
A coral reef
Of spiral rock there stood
Abfd like silence chiseled in Rose quartz.
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Herb, dear, you should know sons,
home, and the alien cactus
slamming its heat and~ce
through the dense thorn and choir
into our naked mornings
so that it one day suffer
flame and articulation,
then tum, ready for desert,
the year's dark milk, itself.
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HERBERT MORRIS

BRAZILIAN HAPPINESS
Stars of the South Atlantic, as with women
sweet in the hair and dark I sleep'with you,
white nights of sugar ports and moon-lapped beaches
worn to their salts beneath surfs stunning questions
endlessly repeated briny asking,
long on the Trades prevailing, salutation's
probi~g and thrust here, waves begging the headland
answers, or one coast staying their solution
rather than sundered, nightly the withdrawal
but a few grains before it, continent
awaiting, like great fruit's quite acid genius,
being addressed, the fcillingto that rhythm
tears from the breakers' throat, lives in the blood.
Time, like the tin medallion of Our Lady
Blackened by Light and Blessed of Pure Crossings
beaten out by the sea and string-suspended,
how long is it we wear you at our necks
or, with that graCe so Latin, have you wear us.
Yes, it is very long: time as the ocean
asking what it must ask, but still unanswered;
time as the routes from Africa and Europe
plied by my father or my father's father,
slaves from the Gold Coast or those Lisbon sailors
mad on the quince and mango skipped their ships;
time as the light that battered and the weather
wizened and stained me into recognition
out of a mix not lashed enough for bread;
and time the \Wy of coming to a man,
learning the n'ets, the sails, the breath, the body,
ready for tasks, for life, taking a woman,
my own young ones, in time, some coastal shanty
crumbled and poor but waiting in my name,
if I shall have a name, and I can read it.
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And continent: America, I swear it,
south of the Gulf of Mexico, breaks landfaIl
fiercer than most and sweetest of those hells
d3zzl~ the littoral ~nd fever held to
all the white nights welay dreaming white havens,
home as the place we started from still youths,'
unturned by what the sun wrought and the voyage,
the heathen coasts, raw salt, the passion islands.
Continent, it is you we wear this evening,
still with the day's heat trapped against the chest,
.snaring the moon and by a breath suspended .
worn by the sea beyond a string's clean semblance,
Our Lady Sheer of Hemisphere and Losses.
And joy, I tell you: earth frOq.l which are wrested
flowering jacaranda, should we will it
(even to have its name within the mouth,
somewhere a language fitting bougainvillea,
pride and astonishment of the Brazilian);
jasmine, acacia, all the wlld-blooming, breath
in the lungs at the day's end enough to lie here
stricken with our Latinityand dreaming
(or do they faIl here) ,stars like a tropic snowplum
streWing i_~seed and essence on o?r heads
where the ~ights end and where the capes go down
infinite, vexed with question, Lady, gifted.

ALAN GROSS

LANCELOT
He, wholly a lover, half a friend,
Defeated now, turns back to Camelot,
Where, indolent with rain, a lonely king
Mounts his stonn-dark stallion and sinks into the wind.
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HERR BAUER
I first met him at a party in Nice in those hectic and uncertain days
shortly before the war when the majority of the foreign residents of the
French Riviera were bent on making the most of an agreeable way of
life which was bound to come to a sticky end in the near future.
A few of the German and Jewish refugees who could afford it had
drifted down to the south of France. They told grisly tales of police
brutality and persecution, but Bauer, though he let it be known that
he, too, was a refugee, never indulged in sensational revelations. This
conservative attitude was in keeping with his judicious and well-balanced
personality. He was one of those rare people whQ radiate confidence
in better things to come, one of those people whose alert countenance
suggests broad knowledge and varied interests.
There is something immensely gratifying about an intelligent face,
especially when softened by the light of humor. Bauer had such a face,
a face both keen and kindly, devoid of any signs of prejudice or meanness. His outward appearance, enhanced by faultlessly tailored suits,
elegant neckties and expensive shoes, was that of the continental
gentleman.
Everyone knew and liked Bauer, and Bauer was very fond of people.
In the circumstances, no one was surprised to find him at every genial
gathering up and down the coast. He had beautiful manners and spoke
fluent French. When called upon to entertain, he never failed to tell
an amusing story~ A,mong his most endearing characteristics was a warmhearted generosity. He was always ready to help, always ready to give
encouraging"advice to those who asked for it. He never came to anyone's
house empty-handed; never, that is, without a bouquet of flowers or
a bottle of rare vintage wine. There were those who abused his kindness,
who kept borrowing money from him and called him a bit daft into the
bargain. But he "appeared unaware of this. He merely chuckled when
someone warned him against opportunists. The only fault one could
~d with Bauer was that, now and then, in the middle of the wildest
gaiety, he would retreat to a dark comer and remain by himself for the
rest of the evening in melancholy meditation.
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The party at which I first met him took place in the residential section
of Cimiez, above Nice, in a pink villa with a breath-taking view of the
Bay of the Angels. The host and hostess, Mr. and Mrs. Weinstein of
Berlin, received their guests near the bar by the swimming pool under
a bright full moon and rows of twinkling Chinese lanterns. They were
gentle people, patrons of the arts. I knew most of their friends: Rankin,
the American biologist on sabbatical leave; Van der Holst, the Dutch
sculptor who fashioned monsters out of bits of wire, fabric, string and
driftwood; Ostrakhov, a dispossessed cattle baron from the Ukraine;
Rollo Deering, the Englishman who had irrefutable proof of a vast
treasure in Brazil and who assured us that "all it takes to find it is
money." There was Anette, the model; Sigrun, the poetess; Gupta, a
Hindu from C~lcutta who was plotting the downfall of the British
Empire. Also present were a number of perfectly respectable but dull
people, and Gibson-pronounced Teepsong by the French contingent.a veteran alcoholic of the Cote d'Azur.
I was talking to Anette when Bauer came up to the bar. She asked
me who he was but I didn't know at the time. 1 Maria Weinstein introduced us. He immediately turned on the charm and before I knew it he
was' doing as smooth a tango with Anette as I had seen this side ,of
Monte Carlo. Watching.them was stich a pleasure that I didn't mind
biscutting in. When they returned he urged us both to join him for a
drink. His current lady-love came tripping up and linked her arm into
his. We all made ourselves comforta~le among the cannas- and the
~ a .

''What a lovely gardenl" Anette commented. "Imagine all the work
that has gone into itl"
_
"Yes," said Bauer, "it reminds me of the man who was digging and
weeding in the neglected garden of a vicarage wnen the vicar came by
and said: 'It is wonderful· what the hand of man can do with a piece
of earth with the aid of Divine Providence'-to which the gardener
replied: 'Sir, you should have seen this place when Divine Providence
had it all to itself~'"
"Sillyboyl'i Jibed Bauer's paramour-who could not have been more
wrong, for Ba\1er was anything but silly. The mere fact that he never
talked about himself indicated a high degree of intelligence.
Since it was not the custom to ask personal questions, no one knew
anything about Bauer's bl:!ckground nor what, precisely, he was doing
in the South of France. This led to gossip and speculation. What some
interpreted as secretiveness, others lauded as discretion. Curiosity,
'-
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rather than ill-will, prompted the gossip. The amiable Bauer could
hardly be suspected of leading a double life. If there was anything
shady about him, then he, of all the adventurers who lived by their
wits, certainly was the most refined. He readily entered into the spirit
of any amusing absurdity and delighted in discussing subjects and
personalities that were tabu in Hitler's Germany: Schonberg, surrealism, Hermann Hesse, Palestine. . . . He steered clear of politics. He
never got into those heated discussions over insoluble issues which
leave one with such an empty and hopeless feeling. He was out to
enjoy life, and, judging by the number of ravishing girls who flocked
to his side, he succeeded very well.
When Gupta's wife, Ashvani, appeared at the edge of the swimming
pool to dance, Bauer knew all about the ancient legen.d of Hanuman,
the Monkey God, who ordered his hordes to bridge the gap between
India and Ceylon in order to aid Prince Rama in the rescue of his
beloved, Sita, from the clutches of the demon Ravana.
Ashvani danced the theme with subtle mastery. The contrast of the
graceful movements of her lithe and sensuous body with the fierce
monkey mask she wore created a sensational effect.
There was much drinking, lively conversation and delicious food.
The Weinstein party was a succes fou.
Bauer and I became good friends. He was well-informed about the
arts and cultural history and talked with ease about all aspects of
civilized life without being in the least pompous. Nor did he show
.~ any of the petty caution which makes some people hesitate to indulge
in the more abandoned phase of a party in the small hours of the
morning. His natural inclination was to devote himself to a night's
carousing to the dizzy end.
The girls adored Bauer. He had the patience to listen forever to
their nonsensical chatter and to take seriously their little daily tragedies
while be observed the tantalizing attributes-the painted eyes, the
softly pouting lips, the little lies and phony gestures-that make
women eternally fascinati~g.
Bauer and I met at the casino, at parties, concerts, exhibitions. He
always had somethingiiltelligent to say, he was often full of enthusiasm
abouf an obscure book, always good for a laugh. There was nothing
more stimulating than an afternoon in Bauer's company. He had the
ability·to reassure one of the importance of nonutilitarian interests,
of the value ofwit and imagination, knowledge for its own sake, irony
and conversation. His money, wherever it came from, was not a power
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in his hands, nor a m~ns to impress people. He spent it freely, as
freely on his comforts as on charities and whims. In the presence of
his kindliness and his brilliant mind one never dreamed that there
was a darker side to Bauer. And yet there were those moments of
depression. How could they 'be explained? I reasoned that they were
none of my business, that the most logical explanation was a woman
in his past. On the other hand, his present associations with women
were utterly devoid of desperation and did not suggest that he was
trying to forget any of them. Perhaps his sudden moods were no
more than momentary reflections upon the short duration of life, the
frailities of human existence. Perhaps they were merely hangovers.
One morning as I walked down Boulevard Victor Hugo I caught
sight of Bauer a short distance ahead of me. My first impulse was to
catch up with him~ Then I noticed the woman by his side. There was
nQthing unusual 'hbout seeing Bauer in the company of a lady. What
struck me was that. she was not his type. He was deferential toward
her in spite of her thick ankles,. and he walked beside her with an
unmistakably sheepish air. Now, I had seen Bauer help a dishevelled
old woman cross the street with the utmost gallantry. This one seemed
neither in need of help nor attractive. I couldn't imagine where, she
fit in.
Five minutes later we met at the bank. Bauer greeted me cordially
as I joined the queue at the window next to his. By the time it took
him to stash away the money he had withdrawn I judged it to be an
inordinately large amount. His line had moved faster than mine. He
waved goodbye to me with some embarassment, I thought. He had
not introduced me to his companion.
The next day he came to my place, bearing a bottle of Veuve Cliquot.
"What is the occasion?" I asked. "Your birthday? Or Peace For Our
Time?"
"Nothing of the sort," said Bauer. "I feel lowe YQu an apology.
I realize that I was frightfully rude when I saw you yesterday. Too
. preoccupied with worldly affairs, I am afraid. Please forgive me."
I got the nearest thing to champagne-glasses I possessed. He Bopped
the cork and w~ drank his favorite toast: "Over the hot sands."
Bauer bubbled over with amusing small talk while we lowered the
bottle. Before he left he made me promise to meet him at a party
later that week. I put away the glasses and wondered why he had not
said a word about the woman who had been with him in the bank.
.>

I
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Not that I was seriously concerned. Bauer was my friend. I had no
reason to suspect that he was engaged in anything secretive or illegal.
Then Gupta put that flea in my ear. I had run into him on the
Promenade des Anglais. We rent~d a couple of deck chairs and sat in '
the sun, facing the bay. Presently, Gupta said in his whiny, humorless
way: "You are seeing lately' a lot of Bauer"-adding, with a slow,
cunning look: "I advise being careful."
"Careful? What do you mean? Why should I have to be careful?"
"Perhaps you don't know these things," Gupta said. "Living in
perpetual uncertainty, as we do, one becomes more observant of imminent danger."
,
This still didn't answer my question. I asked him: "What in the
world are you talking about?" ,
Gupta shrugged his shoulders and spread the palms of his hands:
"This Bauer, he is outwardly all smiles, but yesterday I see him
with another man, not smiling, sitting in the back at the Cafe Royal"
"So," I said, "what's unusual about that?"
Gupta looked pained.
"Unusual is the other man/' he emphasized, as one would with an
idiot. "Bauer's superior, I presume. He is German, and very angry,
and Bauer, he is very pale."
I didn't believe a word of it.
"Gupta," I said, "for ,Shiva's sake, are you trying to tell me that
Bauer is some kind of a spy?"
,"I am not saying anything," said the Hindu.
I was furious.
"Not saying anything? You have just about demolished Bauerl"
I took my lea've and called Anette to come and have a drink with
me around five:
She looked lovely in a falsely, casual cocktail dress. After a routine
flirtation of ten minutes I asked her pointblank: "What do you think
of Bauer?"
Her long lashes fluttered briefly.
"Bauer?" she repeated, as if she couldn't recall the name, then:
"Oh, yes, I like him. Don't you? I think he is very amusing."
I wasn't quite satisfied with her bland attitude. I stroked her wrist
and tried again.
"You haven'~ ever had a funny feeling about him?"
Innocence is the condition which all women can convey most suc-
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cessfully with the least effort. Anette was no exception to this rule.
Shelooked at me wide-eyed.
•
"A funny feeling? In what way?"
I told her about my conversation with Gupta. She listened with
growing interest. When I had finished, she said: "Perhaps I shouldn't
tell you this, but one day last summer I had to go to the Prefecture de
Police. I had lost my birth certificate and they gave me the old runaround from one office to the other. It was hot and I was tired.
Anyway, I was going down a long corridor and there, coming out of
one of the private offices, was Bauer. I am sure he saw me, but I had
the impression that he did not wish to be recognized. He looked
worried, perhaps because he was with Raymond d'Alancourt, the head
of the local Croix de Feu. I haven't the slightest idea what business
Bauer had with a man of Raymond d'Alancourt's political affiliations.
All I can say is that he didn't seem tQ be happy." .
For the first time a shadow of doubt crossed my mind. Could it be
that Bauer played some sort of a double game after all?
I next saw him at a Bohemian affair in Van der Holst's studio. Some
of the SCUlptor's "monsters" hUQg from the ceiling. The walls were
covered with e~vagantpaintings and the shelves crammed with
books in five languages. At one end of the room stood a huge table
laden with exotic dishes and a great bowl of rice. Several of the guests,
male and female, were improvising,dances to the African music which
emanated from a phonograph in the sink. In the darker recesses of the
studio se~i-nudes reclined on colorful pillows among bottles and
incense. Rankin was softening up Sigrun with barely veiled biological
talk while two newcomers exchanged ~otes on their escape from
Germany. The dancers swayed to the jungle rhythm and Jeepsong
wandered' hither and thither among the crowd in an advanced state
of be!ltitude.
"Ah, mon cheri" Bauer hailed me from his corner. "Welcome to
this bacchanalian feastl I can highly recommend the rijstafe1 Van
def Holst has made for us. Help yourself and come on over."
It seemed incredible that this carefree fellow had been hobnobbing
with political extremists; incredible that there should be anything
questionable about a man who so obviously loved life, good food and
cheerful company.
. The party lasted until four in the morning. In the measure in which
inhibitions were shed,.hidden opinions and observations came to the
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surface .It was while Ostrakhov was doing a kasatzka with Bauer that
Abie Reichmann; the painter, came up to me to whisper in my ear:
"Stay away from that friend of yours. He is a dangerous character."
Bauer, a dangerous character? I turned to Reichmann.
"What kind of a dangerous character?"
.The painter didn't hear me as he strode away.
Following Van der Holst's party the rumor spread that Bauer was
a German agent. I felt sick about the whole thing; sick because suspicion .:... unjustified in my opinion - had gained ground so rapidly;
sick because so decent a fellow as Bauer had become the victim of a
vicious whispering campaign.
Did he know what was going on? I had no way of telling. He was
as f#endlyas ever towards me, but he didn't look well and some of
his natural gaiety was missing when we met. I debated with myself
whether to ask him outright if he knew what was being said about him.
In the end I decided to let things take their course. Little by little
Bauer was dropped by his friends until he found himself completely
ostracized. But now it hardly seemed to matter. The soc:iallife of the
C6te d' Azur was petering out. A pall of fear descended upon the playground of Europe. Many of the foreign residents left hurriedly for
their respective homelands. Hitler's armies invaded Poland. Soon,
Holland and Belgium were smashed. Northern France was occupied,
leaving the Maginot Line in the rear. Like a man-made plague, years
of terror and brutality darkened the world.

It was some time after the war before I had an opportunity to return
to the south of France. The turquoise Mediterranean had not changed,
but there were ugly pillboxes among the orange trees, the cost of living
had gone up and people were less cordial.· I was wary of going back
to my-()l~ haunts, cautious. even of inquiring about my old frie~ds.
They had undoubtedly changed, even as I had in the intervening years.
I sat in this mood of inde9ision on the terrace of the Hotel Negresco
when someone came up from behind me and placed a ·smaU hand
against my cheek. Out of the comer of my eye I recognized a· familiar
figure.
"AnetteI I am so glad to see youl"
She sat down beside me, the same as ever, perhaps even more beautiful than before now that she had become a little more mature. For
a few minutes we just looked at each other, happy about this sudden
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encounter after the war years. With the help of several drinks we
revived the bright days and the reckless nights we had enjoyed together;
the picnics in the hills near Roquebilliere, the outings to Villefranche
and Cannes, the carnivals in Nice, the endless parties.
"Did you know that Rankin's system worked? The biological
approach, I mean? He and Sigrun got married," Anette informed me.
"And Ostrakhov; do you remember him? He went to Australia to raise
sheep. The Weinsteins have settled in England, and Rollo had a windfall and organized an expedition to look for his treasure in Brazil. Of
course, no one has heard from him since, but I am sure he will tum
up again one of these days."
"\¥hat ever happened to Bauer?" I asked Anette.
She didn't hesitate th.is time. She remembered him very well, with
a guilty feeling, as I did.
"That's a sad story," she said. "Bauer was among the first to be
singled out by the Gestapo at the pme of the Occupation. He was
shot without trial. You see, Gupta was right. Bauer was a German
agent, assigned to furni~h data on refugees. But he began to appreciate
good company, and the easy life of the Riviera undermined his Nazi
orientation. Instead of giving harmful information about the people
he encountered, he learned to love them. This, the Gestapo could
not condone. He had ~led in his mission, and he was forced to pay
the penalty."
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R€VI€WS
OF: POETS AND MARKETS
A Mixed Bag of Little Magazines
This past year, the Quarterly received a small card headed "Memo
from Harper-Atlantic" stating: "It just isn't true that magazines spend
all their ti~e in destructive criticism of each other. See, for example,
the delightful compliment Newsweek 'paid the Atlantic's April issue."
While it is a little sad to read how happy "Harper-Atlantic" could become through recognition' by Newsweek (Richard Rovere calls N ewsweek the magazine of the policy makers, a position which The Atlantic
held even after the editorship of Oliver Wendell Holmes in a more
literary era) the sentiment of the card seems sincere and incontestable.
There are many brave new magazines deserving a salute, even if but
ave et vale-chief among them, the little magazines publishing poetry.
NMQ regrets having to turn down good verse simply because of space
restrictions and is honestly deligpted that there are new outletS for
poems. Fortunately, there is a burgeoning 'renaissance in the world of
poetry, and no town-gown clash between scholars and poets. Universities welcome the bards with their choicest bays and laurels, and perhaps more to the point, with salaries; a novel form of night club
entertainment has been the reading of verse in coffee houses; and almost
every week in the past year has 'seen the birth of a new little magaz~ne
. featuring verse. Many of these are born to blush unseen, to die after an
issue or two when the little money and great enthusiasm run low, but
some hardy few find their niches and struggle to the light among the
thorns.
A trio of little magazineS in New Mexico which have not wasted all
their fragrance on the desert air are Inscape, Targets and Quicksilver,
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the first two published in Albuquerque, the last and latest in the state,
so far as we know, in Taos. Radio is increasingly featuring poets reading
their own and others' work. Robert Creeley, for example, rapidly gaining recognition as a major modem, supplemented his lecturing schedule
at the University of·New .Mexico with a radio program on KHFM,
Albuquerque FM station, where several noted poets read.
What impulse creates the poetry magazine? Joseph Ferguson, one
of the poet-founders of Inscape, has this to sayabout his Own experience:
When I was an undergraduate majoring in English I wanted to
start a poetry magazin~. I went to a poet friend of mine who had won
some priZes and suggested that we undertake the project together, but
he would not listen; there are too many magazines already, he said,
with nothing between their covers. I thought about it and decided he
was right.
Every month nowadays a new poetry magazine is born and an old
one is resurrected. This unique population explosion threatens the
survival of good poetry instead of encouraging it. In the wilderness of
published poetry, how many good poems go unnoticed for every one
that is discovered? To be sure, the good poems are there, widely scattered
on a multitude of biased pages, but how many serious readers stiIIfind
it worth the candIe to look for them? Yet each little magazine justifies
its position by explaining that there is more good poetry being written
than there are pages for it. Actually, the reverse is true.
And those bigger magazines with the solid reputations which publish
poetry are not innocent of the literarY chaos which exists. Blessed with
more intelligent readers than the smaller magazines could ever hope
to have, they offer thek 4udiences truly fine poems like Robert Mezey's
"Late Winter Birthdaytf and Robert Berkowitz's "Girlie Magazines,"
and then on the same pages they print senile and insipid verses because
they bear the name of Robert Frost (who did write some good poetry
once) or Edith Sitwell (who never did) or her brother. Then, to add tQ
the confusion, the haughty and academic "literary" magazines grind
out their quarterly grist. of poetry which is not only haughty and academic,but "literarY" and heartless. These magazines, no less than those
brewed in the coffee houses, have cluttered and muddled the contemporary poetry scene.
Having said this much, I confess that two years ago, with the aid
of three friends, I start~d my poetry magazine. We founded our maga~
zine without illusion, not because the world needed another one, but

I
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because we wanted it. In spite of the fact that there are too many poetry
magazines, there are not enough of them that can discriminate without
prejudice. Too many bad poems are in print; some good ones are overlooked. While Archibald MacLeish and Carl Sandburg and the Sitwells
are fixed before the public, we think discriminating readers may justly
wonder why then Winfield Townley Scott (whom Dame Edith has
never heard of, according to her) and Charles Philbrick, to name two,
have written better poems; and in Robert Creeley, Tom McAfee,
Lucille Adler, and John Pym we feel we have published poets who are
more interesting, to say the least.
We· do not pretend to be unique in any way; in another relatively
new journal, for example, I discovered Jerome Rothenberg's "Please
a lyric as has been published
TeII Love for Me," which is perhaps as
in the last decade. Neither do we pretend that our value judgments are
not, like all the others, subjective; but at· least they are considered
judgments, not biased by nervous creeds or intimated by sacred names.
Finally, experience has convinced us that there is a wealth of fine
poems to be discovered, even if there are rio giants among the really
contemporary poets. We feel .that the search for a good poem is'
infinitely more important than the search for those comparatively trifling
things. that seem to absorb all civilization, such as hundred megaton
bombs.

fine

The Quarterly asked Robert Creeley, representing the radio,.to tell
us who, in his opinion, were the really good contemporary poets, say four
of them. He generously mentioned more.
I think those poets now most useful are Charles Olson, Louis Zukofsky, Robert Duncan, Denise Levertov, and Edward Dorn. All, with the
exception of Louis Zukofsky, are to be found in Donald M. AlIen's
The New American Poetry (Grove). Books by Zulcofsky are 44A":1_12
(Origin Press) and Barely and Widely (C. Z., Brooklyn). He is for me
the extension from Pound,' in his technical quality; as are also Olson
and Duncan.
Means continue to be my own concern, and~ do not see 4'subject" .
as other than a personal choice and/or environment. Allen Ginsberg
is equally useful in that he extends the emotional range. of the poemliterally to a wider audience. He enlarges the term of possibility.
All this has to do with the writing of a poem. Readers otherwise like
what they will. But in either relation some concern with clear definition
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and responsibility for statement is necessary. Anything can happen, but
a choice can nonetheless -be made.
Creeley, too, is represented in that milestone anthology he mentions
and his favorable opinion of Ginsberg is returned. In an interview in the
Village Voice, Greenwich Village neighborhood paper, recently reprinted-in the anthology, The Village Voice Reader, Ginsberg stated,'
"Robert Creeley writes the small, tight little poe~ that you dig."
Again, reviewing Kerouac's The Dharma Bums for that publication, he
includes Creeley with the "great master innovator," calling his poetry
"perfect." (Poets aside but not quite, Village Voice will be remembered
fondly for Feiffer, greatest writer of cartoonists.)
Targets is a handsome little publication, square in shape only, published on a dilatory basis and when last seen, sold for half a dollar. It
was all verse except for some striking pen-and-ink designs and drawings.
The verse is of consistent quality although it may not be unkind to state
that perhaps none of the sixteen poets published in the last issue to
appear (in 1961) are very widely known as yet. At least three, Ferguson, '
D. M. Petinella, and Howard Smith, Jr., have published in the
Quarterly.
'
Quicksilver is a newcomer to 'New Mexico but not to poetry. This
quarterly was founded in 1948 in Tyler, Texas, moved to Fort Worth,
and finally, with its present editors, Mabel Kuykendall and Grace Ross,
to Taos. It is offbeat if not unique among the little ones (there is still
Evergreen) in that it is sold nationally on newsstands. Poets are paid
with copies pf the magazine and compete for a half dozen annual,prizes
offered by the magazine to its contributors. Recent issues, possessing the
great virtue of coming out on time, have been attractively printed on
deckle-edge tinted rag paper. The last one contained verses from thirtyone poets.
While Quicksilver prides itself on its international contributors and
subscribers, a more truly international magazine, a new one, is El Como
Emplumado, a title nostalgically reminding one of the twenties with
overtones of Th~ Plumed Serpent and Hound and Horn. The magazine,
published in Mexico City in Spanish and English, has rich Albuquerque
associations. Prime mover on the staff is Margaret Randall, a young
p.oet; and listed as sponsors are her father and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
John P. Randall, music director in the Albuquerque public school
system and graduate student of Spanish respectively; the painter, Elaine
de Kooning, who taught at the University of New Mexico a few years
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ago; Connie Boyd previously of the art faculty and her husband, Blair
.
fonnerlyproduction manager of the Quarterly.
The "Plumed Hom" looks healthy, carries advertising, has produced
two seasonal issues-the second fatter than the first. It is largely a magazine of verse and there seems to be considerable translating back and
forth with Spanish verse Englished and vice versa, some verse in the
original languages, and some in both. Robert Creeley and Allen Ginsberg translated in Spanish-Ginsberg's "Walt Whitman in -the Supermarket" (-en e1 Supennercado). Margaret Randall writes in both
English and Spanish, and her mother, Elinor, who has translated
Ram6n Sender, contributes a translation of a poem by Cesar Vallejo
and recently an entire issue was devoted to her translation of Bartra's
Marsias & Adila. Artwork in the 135-page edition No.2 is different
enough to deserve mention. There is an interesting 'foldout of a Rorschach test, a less symmetrical but somewhat similar ink-blot study by
Elaine de Kooning, some calligraphic designs including several pages
composed by medium of the typewriter, and, some hideously effective
photos of assemblages featuring decay.
It cannot be gainsaid that so far this magazine seems a little selfconsciously the inheritor of the expatriots' mantle-the iconoclasts of
The Sun Also Rises-though reeking less perhaps of the fumes of alcohol than of the aroma of coffee houses. Final facing pages in both
languages seem to carry the editorial, "Manifesto," which begins, "We
are fed up with the pretentious imposition of logic ana reason, of functionalism, of decorative mathematics, and of the chaotic pornography
of individualism, of the glory.of the day, of the fashion of the moment,
of vanity and of ambition, of bluff and of the artistic joke, of conscious
and subconscious egocentrism, of fatuous concepts, of the exceedingly
tedious propaganda of the isms and ists, figurative or abstract. Fed up
also with the preciosity of an inverted esthetic." They list quite a few
other things in this vein they are fed up with but finally inject a positive
note: "We recognize, more and more, the importance of a service ...
-the cultivation of an orchard, the fulfilling of a professional duty, or
the education of a child." It might have been stated more succinctly,
"We are against everything but labor-both kinds.." Then, if it must be
bilingual, "Arriba trabajo y parto." Somehow all this reminds one
slightly of Dwight Fisk's "Clarissa the F1ea," who "D~came so international she didn't know what language she was speaking or whom she
was biting."
Another bristling manifesto comes from The Second Coming (title
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from Yeats) out with number one in March, 1962. Edited and published in New York by a staff, all under twenty-five, mostly Columbia
alumni and students, the large, well-printed magazine is intended to
present to a wide audience "the original, serious,responsible and provocative kind of writing" that is usually "lost in the innumerable 'little'
magazines." This big little-magazine with contents covering a wide
range of artistic, literary and political interests consists of commentary,
short stories, poetry, portfolios of drawings and photos, and essays inspired by recent books. It's distributed nationally on newsstands.
Not brand new but still new enough, and richly dese~ng of comment is The Sixties edited by William Duffy and Robert Bly, published
"occasionally" in Odin House, Madison, Minnesota ($3 for four issu~). These are handsome little books at least sometimes printed in
Ireland of no uniform format. (Their "Twenty Poems of Georg Trald"
was hardback.) Verse translations are featured. Number five is a
paperback anthology, "Fourteen Poets of France," a rather arbitrary
selection covering two centuries beginning with Nerval and ending with
Nobel prizewinner St. John Perse and Bonnefoy. Most of the trans'"
lations are by Editor Bly who also contributes an essay, "Some Notes
on French Poetry," which distinguishes between French and "recent
American poetry." The former Bly finds congenial to the unconscious,
with qualities of ''kindness and gentleness" completely lacking in Eliot
and Pound as in their "followers": Tate, Winters, Lowell, and, oddly
enough, in Ginsberg, who might be surPrised to find himself castigated
in this company. While in its prose criticism, The Sixties passionately
champions ~ts heroes such as Whitman,its villains are deep-dyed. To
Robert Penh Warren and Cleanth Brook, for example, goes "The Order
of the Blud Toad"- which is allegorically described in heraldic terms:
The Tqad, wearing A. E. Housman's moustache, is ... turning a
meter ~achine with its left foot, and correcting tenn papers with its
right. J\bove its head- is the motto: The Ghost of Criticism Past, and
under abanner that reads: VOrE FOR CALVIN COOIJDGE.
Western Poet, a semi-annual from Reno, produced an impressive
Volume One on good papefillustrated by young Iowan artist, Harold
E. Boyd, and, with the exception of a few little ads and head notes,
publishing ex~lusively. poems, perhaps half the work of outstanding
people such as George Abbe and Babette Deutsch who have published
~in NMQ, X. J. Kennedy, Howard Nemerov, Bonnie Parker, Tracy
Thompson, Louis Turco and.others.
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The Dubliner is another impressive big little-magazine printed on
coated stock in Ireland. It too was angled for an international audience
and carries advertising. Its first editor, Donald Carroll, who proved his
internationalism by interviewing T. S. Eliot for'Quagga, published at
the University of Texas, has these sane observations to make:
In recent introductory editorials, the editors of two literary magazines (one English and one American) proclaimed their new publications to be, respectively, "the one gamble really worth taking" and "a
risk well worth assuming." Looking further, one is rather surprised to
find most new entries in the world of periodical letters bearing a similar c'FragiIe" stamp. But unfortunately we are never told precisely
what the risk or gamble is, except that it is indubitably there spoiling
things for everyone. There is of course the risk of immediate extinc-.
tion, but it is a risk we all face from the moment we arebom' and it
does us little good to be reminded of it. Every adult is expected to take
certain precautionary measures to prevent what we call, in a remarkable phrase, ccan untimely death," whether it is his own or that of an
enterprise for which he is responsible. Beyond that we must ignore
the threat of history. In these editorials the only real risk which I am
able to infer is the risk of doing what is already being done, and doing
, it less well.
This is a sizeable risk, and the only way I see of triumphing over it
completely is by surrendering to it completely-that is, by broadening
the scope of the magazine to include the especial quality of each of
as many other magazines as possible. In one sense editing is.as creative
as writing: the writer works not towards a new language, but towards
a new configuration which makes the most of the language he has;
likewise the competent editor does not bother to wait for the entirel}!
original contribution (it is invariably bad when it arrives), instead he
arranges the best of what is available in such a fashion that it will appeal
to the taste of the reader he is aiming at. The DubHner is designed for
an eclectic taste or, more hopefully, for a wide range of special tastes.
It will be something of a clearing-house for articles both, of limited
and of general belletristic interest.' There -wiII be poems in each issue
and probably one or more pieces on the theater and' its practitioners.
However, the only predetermined "regulars" will be the book reViews
and ccObservation Deck," a cowardly but perhaps slightly more readable
substitute for an editorial.. . .
Ever since the Irish and American.s renovated England's lang{
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uage, men of letters on both sides of the ocean have taken a lively interest in each other's work, and there have been a number of successful
transplants during the past year alone. The surface has been scratched.
But there remains in each country an appalling ignorance of creative
and critical activity in the other English-speaking countries. It is my
hope that The DubIiner will be able to contribute to a greater awareness and appreciation of that activity.

Issue number one of The Dubliner, besides poems by Silkin, Nemerov, Montague and Turner, contained an illustrated article of Southwestern interest, ':Taos," by David Hayman, author of Mallarme. et .
Joyce (Lettres Modernes, Paris ).
Apparently, this international formula either did not work or was
unappreCiated, because a still more recent issue was in not only a new
smaller format with matte paper but an attractive cover of Kelly green
and included a pointed paragraph on the editorial page soliciting Irish
material. Four out offive of the books reviewed bore the imprint of
Irish publishers, and Carroll's name had been dropped from the masthead. Moreover,the American price had doubled, understandably, to
two dollars for six issues-still a bargain if you like Ireland.
To'return to the Southwest, the Quarterly received a new little magazine called Lynx which contains verse exclusively and will be published
semiannually in Plainview, Texas. In its first issue, among two dozen·
poets, several of them previously published in book form, is Edsel Ford,
whose stories and verse have appeared in these pages.
Henry Chapin, a graduate student of the University of New Mexico,
has taken a little magazine in embryo to his new post as instructor of
English' at the University of Kentucky. He has received some manuscripts, largely poetry and criticism, from well-known writers but will
welcomemore, especially controversial articles and experimental fiction.
Chapin is a published poet and his criticism of Aiken's poetry will be
remembered from a recent Quarterly. His new quarterly, titled Blue
Grass, came out last summer.
Perhaps too big and important to be called a "little" magazine is a
national Catholic literary journal Ramparts, published.in Menlo Park,
California. Elaborate prepublication promotion stated that its inception "has grown out of the acute need to publish bold imaginative fiction, poetry, criticism and essays reflecting those positive principles of
Hellenic-Christian tradition which have shaped and sustained our civilization fOr 2000 years and whic~~re,still required to guide human beings
;l.
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in an: age grown increasingly secular and afraid." But they emphasize
that no special slanting will be welcome. ~~We demand that our authors
preserve the intellectual integrity that is their most valued possession
and that they will pass this integrity on to their audience." The published issues have surpassed the advertised promises in both content
'andlayout.
The Chat Noir Review is an interesting little magazine coming out
of Chicago, subtitling itself rather grandly "A Literary Revival." The
first three issues were attractively illustrated with pen-and-ink sketches,
roughly-representational, some of them overprinted with text.,Nothing
is explained or very carefully separated; the reader is plunged into the
middle of things,. Offset allows the publisher to reproduce, for example,
an old lady's charming New Orleans notes in her own frail hand and
the use of a bewildering variety of type faces for other text. In issue
number three, there are eighteen poems, a short story, the notebook
mentioned, and three short chapters from a novel mnning serially. There
.was no editorial but an urgent plea for a part-time advertising manager
willing to work for little money.
A rougher but seemingly sturdier product in spite of its lisping title
is TISH, which comes regularly once a month, mimeographed on foolscap, from Vancouver. While single-mindedly devoted to poetry, frontmatter airs poetic. The poets of British Columbia are active and homogeneous enough to be called a school. Perhaps their ranks will be
bolstered by the addition to the faculty of their university one whom
they confessedly admire, Robert Creeley of New Mexico, in a special
chair of writing created for him- there. In sharp contrast to the casual
appearance of TISH are TISH books, attractively letterpress-printed
paperbacks fathered by the periodical. The one collection theQuarterly
has received is editor-in-chief Frank Davey's D-Day and Mter, poems
of fresh immediacy printed by the Rattlesnake Press-a name we shall
have to add to Sixshooter Canyon in our colorful list of Western publishers. Editors contributing to TISH are James Reid, George Bowering, Frederick Wah and David Dawson. Latest addition to the line
is Motion which styles itself "a prose newsletter" and aspires to be the
prose counterpart of TISH.
In Brooklyn, Menke Katz and Sol Karp were launching a new poetry
quarterly called Bitterroot. Richard Dokey, West Coast Editor, claims
the response from poets has been overwhelming-over six thousand
poems submitted for the first (fall) issue.
Not new, certainly, since it was founded in 1909, but on a new series
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with a new editor is the English quarterly, The Poetry Review, one of
but half a dozen periodicals of the English speaking world to have more
than one poem included in the thirteenth annual issue of Best Poems
... BorestoneMountain Poetry Awards, 1961, a compilation of original poetry publi~hed in magazines in 1960.(The New Yorker led with
seven, but in the edition covering poems of 1961, The New Yorker
doubled its winning number to fourteen published poems; Poetry was
second with nine, and Poetry Review had two represented.) The editor ,
is John Smith, whose A Letter to Lao Tze is a title reminiscent of
Aiken's "A Letter to Li Po." Besides work of a dozen poets, the spring
issue contained a generous excerpt from Francis Berry's Poetry and the
Physical Voice tRoutledge &Kegan Paul Ltd., London) discussing the
pros and cons of r~ding aloud versus sight reading verses. There is
also a transcript of a symposium on the subject "Why Publish Poetry?"
with five of B-ritain's leading publishers on the panel.
An American counterpart of the symposium idea appeared in the
January 19620 issue of the Wilson Library Bulletin, a professional library
magazine. "The PQet as Patron" is a symposium in which· established
poets-and critics act as "patrons" to their juniors, each discussing one or
more young poets whom he feels to be of particularly high promise.
Contnoutors to the symposium, intended primarily as a guide for librarians in the selection of contemporary poetry, were Babette Deutsch,
Richard Eberhart, Robert Hillyer, Sir Herbert Read, LouisUntermeyer,
John Hall Wheelock, Marianne Moore and Robert Lowell. Such a
guide was needed, the Bulletin believes, because "much contemporary
poetry is not reviewed at all, or is reviewed in a peculiar kind of subjective and imprecise jargon that conceals any relevance it might have
for ordinary readers."
-Richard C.Angell
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FOR LOVE, by Robert Creeley. New York: Scribner's, 1962. 160 pp. $3.50.
And there to disCourseoflove • . .

"E quivi ragionar sempre d'amore," the line goes in Dante's sixth sonnet.
To which Robert Creeley in an early poem, not included in the canon of
. For Love, refers directly, taking his title from Dante's. first line-"Guido,
vorrei che tu e Lapo ed io," which he translates in the opening of the poem:
Guido
I would that you, me &Lapo
(So a song sung:
~
sempre d'amore • • • )

There is the common usage of "me" in the nominative case, evidence of
Creeley's care or ear for the natural eloquence of the vernacular, a primary
in his aesthetic which he shares with Dante. "Instinctive feeling," so Jespersen
inhis Modern English Grammar On Historical Principles tells us, seizes upon
the similarity or rime oithe nominatives we, ye, he, she so that me and thee
follow where the influence of sound governs: '1ikeness in form has in part led
to likeness in function." So, 4 l Guido" leads to "me" and reinforces the
natural tendency. For the poet form and function are always at playas -one,
and Creeley can delight to catch in a jargon the peculiar syncopation of
feeling as a song. So, in the poem The Man, he can invert a syntax too to
sing:
He toes is broken
aD he foot go
rotten
now. He look

I don't have to establish the excellence of Creeley's art in poetry here.
Others over the past decade have given clear testimony. "The subtlest feeling
for measure that I encounter anywhere except in the verses of Ezra Pound,"
William Carlos Williams writes. Donald.Hall more carefully remarks "colloquial speech with accuracy and a fine sense of proportion.~'
Williams' superlative does not clarify. Not only Pound, but Williams him..
self in The Wedge (1944) and The Clouds (1948) gives the young Creeley
. his challenge ofwhat form in poetry must be and defines, more certainly than
Pound, the particular mode or convention of the common-speechsong with
set two, three or four line stanzas, highly artic1ilated to provide cl~se interplay and variation, which Creeley is to speciaIizein and to develop towards
his own poetic voice. Yet in the opening passage of the poem For Love, as
late as 1960, Creeley's voice is close indeed to its. modal base in Williams:
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Yesterday I wanted to
speak-of it, that sense above
the others to me
important because all

that I know derives
from what it teaches me.
Today, what is it that
is finally so helpless

His articulation of the line here follows Williams in its phrasing, counter
to the facilities of statement,.a structure ready to register minute shifts in
confidence, emotionally telling in its hesitations. The juncture between
"to" and "speak", defined by the line, expresses in the raised pitch of the
terminal "to" and the increased stress of the word "speak" the exact contour
of a searching consciousness that will not take "to speak" for granted in its
ready formation but must find its way. So, Creeley speaking at once of instances of love and instances of form (poems) in his Preface to For Love
has his sense of "the misdirected intention come right . . . wherewith a man
also contrives a world (of his own mind)." Williams is, in this, Creeley's
master-not his superior, but his teacher. Given the invention or development of the articulated line (appearing in Williams' work as early as 1916
with the poem March), a variety of lyric and dramatic forms have been
derived. Louis Zukofsky, Charles Olson, Denise Levertov, Paul Blackburn,
Larry Eigner, Cid Corman and myself, as well as Creeley, have all taken over
directly from Williams the operative juncture, the phrasing of a composition
where the crisis of the form is everywhere immediate. "It is the UNE,"
Olson gives the dogma in his Projective Verse essay of 1950, "that's the baby
that gets, as th~ poem is getting made, the attention, the control, that it is
right here, in the line, that the shaping takes place, each moment of the going." It is the fact that no pattern can be taken for granted as a given procedure but that every measure means decision, immediately carries the crux
of the form, that demands the subtle feeling for measure, the accuracy and
fine sense of proportion characteristic of Creeley's art.
Given the decade 1950-00 defined by For Love and the specific form
of the speech song with its highly articulated line and its set stanzas, Creeley
has no superior but he has peers. Williams in this period no longer writes in
stanzas but detelops a three-phrase line in The Desert Music and Tourney to
Love that can be compared to Creeley's. more traditional three-line stanzas.
Zukofsky in Some Time and Barely and Widely or Olson in certain poems
like O'Ryan and the Variations Done for Gerald van ·de Wiele have surely
equaled Creeley's achievement in For Love.
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Then there are poems of Creeley's-The Warning, The Hero, The
Flower, The Hill, The Cracks, The Rose-that take their place in my mind
with poems of Denise Levertov-The Absence, With Eyes At the Back of
Our Heads, The Goddess, or The Park-where moving images of a psychological process appear. We have to do in our appreciation of Creeley's art
riot with a lonely excellence or an idiosyncratic style but with the flowering
of a mode, a community in poetry. Just as Dante's art has company in Guido
Cavalcanti's and Lapo Gianni's (in De Vulgare Eloquentia Dante relates
his art also to that of Cino of Pistoja), so Creeley's art belongs to a movement in the language.
It was not only in order to trace Creeley's style that I referred to his concern with Dante's sonnet addressing Guido. I had in mind also Creeley's
continued association of the poet with the Tuscan tradition and, further,
his ever-retuming subjects-the hero and love-with the cult of Amor, for
Creeley relates his work in For Love with a tradition in Poetry.
The Spirit of Romance, Pound called the tradition, tracing it from The
Golden Ass of Apuleius and the Pervigilium Veneris of the second century
A.D. through to Dante and Guido. One of the key reiterations of the tradition in our time is Pound's rendering of Cavalcanti's great Donna Mi Prega
in Canto XXXVI:
A Lady asks me
I speak in season
She seeks reason for an affect, wild often
That is so proud he hath Love for a name

which Creeley echoes in Lady Bird:
A lady asks me
and I would tell

what it is
she has found the burden of.

The "Lady" then of Air: "Cat Bird Singing", even of the rueful Ballad of
the Despairing Husband, and certainly of later poems-The Door, Kore,
Lady in Black, The Cracks, The Gift, or The Wife- is a power in women
that D~nte once knew in Beatrice and that, before Dante, troubadors of
~rovence addressed in their love songs and petitions. "The lover stands ever
iri unintermittent imagination of hi~ lady (co-amantis)," Pound quotes
from a chivalric code of the Courts of Love.-For the poets of the Provencal
movement romantic love was adulterous love, the Lady was not to be the
Wife. Dante, who was married, -as a poet'"has no wife but ador~ a lady,
virginal in his mind, though she was the wife of Simone de' Bardi. And
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Rossetti, who revives the tradition in English poetry in the nineteenth
century, adores the woman he is married to as a lady not as a wife. But at the
turn of the century, Hardy in the woman addresses both lady and wife in
one, and D. H. Lawrence continues. The pathos and strength of Williams"
later work, the personal immediacy and the communal voice, springs from
his concern with these powers of a woman. ForCreeley too the Lady is both
archetypical and specific.
"
Thus; the wife's part in marriage in the poem Wait For Me is also to
Itgive a man his / manliness," a function of the lady, and in the later poem\
Tlie Wife Creeley tells us:
I know two women
and the one
is tangible substance,
flesh and bone.

\
\

The other in my mind
occurs.
Sbekeeps her strict
proportion there.

"La gloriosa donna della mia mente"-the glorious lady of my mind-Dante
calls Beatrice in La yita Nuova. But for Creeley what is held in the mind is
to be realized in the act, and a poetry arises in the constant working of
tangible substance and idea.
,
It is the perplexity of life, as in The Whip, where the husband lies by his
sleeping wife, unable to sleep himself because there is this other. In the scene
we see two levels of the poem itself:
.•. above us on
the roof, there was another woman I
alsoloved, had
addressed myself to in
a fit she
returned. That

encompasses it . . .

As, in the tenils of the language, the vulgar and the noble are involved, and
Creeley resolves an eloquent vulgate of his own, a vernacular elegance. It is
a synthesis of a mo~l demand and an esthetic demand in a niovingpredicanient where, the song must take over from what had otherwise been moral
or esthetic. The song itself, the event of the poem, is "for love'" and given
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over to "her tired / mind's keeping," who is. this woman, wife and lady,and
who is also beyond her the Lady-the Muse or Divine Being of The Door:
I will never get there.
Oh Lady; remember me
who in Your service grows bIder
not wisei'~ no more than before.

The common speech, the.immediate experience, the contemporaxystyle,
the poetic tradition take on new resonance in ,each other. Graves's The
White Goddess and Jung's theories of psychological archetypes play their
part here, perhaps. But Creeley, unlike Graves or Jung, insists there ,is no
system, "one stumbles (to get to wherever) at least some way will exist."
The faith of this poetry is not dogmatic but pragmatic, in a world where
lessons are not to be learned though we derive our selves from them.
The serious reader may relate the reference to Campion in Air: "Cat Bird·
Singing" to Creeley's awareness of what the song has been and to his recall
of Pound's dedication of the Donna Mi Prega translation (in Make It New)
"To Thomas Campion his ghost, and to the ghost of Henxy Lawes, as prayer
for the revival of music." He may find the ghost of Dante in Heroes with
Creeley's quoting out of Virgil hoc opus, hic labor est.
That was the Cumaean Sibyl speaking.
This is Robert Creeley, and Virgil
is dead now two· thousand years, yet Hercules
and the Aeneid, yet all that industrious wis-

dom lives in the way the mountains
and the desert are waiting
for the heroes, and death also
can still propose the old labors.

He may note Creeley's returning the image to the great thematic constants
of Romance-the dark fprest, the wind, the candle '1it of its own free will,"
,the lady, the traveler the poet is, the company strangely come upon
\

in a dream, in shapes
. of all of this: faces and hands,
and things to say, too.

It is. in the quest not of some Divine Comedy that Creeley follows the
ghost of Dante but of the primaries back of the tradition, depths of self
that are also depths of time as. in the poem A Form of Women:
My face is my own, I thought.
But you have seen it
turn into a thousand years.
I watched y~u cry.
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So that the old orders of feeling are brought into his own new orders, so
that the immediate moment opens upon other worlds. He turns to. the world
of story as he turns to the world of dream or of daily life to find a door leading to a self he is that is not his, to a revelation that is beyond him and must
be given. As in The Rose:
And all about a rosy
mark'discloses
her nature
to him, vague and unsure.
There roses, here roses,
flowers, a pose of
.nature, her
nature has disclosed to him.

"Fat the revival of music" but it is also "for lovej" "Form is never more
than an extension of content." As in the spoken song what we would say finds
itself only in the emerging melody, the rime, the moving numbers. Feeling,
unborn were it not for the art of the poet, coming to life in a magic then.
"Mighty magic is a mother," Creeley says in The Door: "in her there is
another issue." In his craft he may have peers; but here in the music itself,
the magic, we were blind to compare. This art can go to the heart of things,
the melody of this voice is, most rare, inlove with songInto the company of love
it all returns.

.

~RobertDuncan

"A poem, mine or anothers, is an occult document, a body awaiting vivisection, analysis,
x-rays," says Robert Duncan in a statement on poetics from the New American Poetry,
1945-1960. Duncan is leading poet of the Black Mountain-San Francisco axis, author
of half a dozen volumes of verse. His latest is Roots and Branches, published by Grove
who did his The Opening of the Fields, 1961. Between lecture assignments, he is currently
working on a study of H.D.

HEINRICH lIEINE, tr. by Ernst Feise. Pittsburgh: Universigr of Pittsburgh
Press, 1961. 195 pp. $4.00•
RAmER MARIA Rn.n:: DUlNo ELEGms, tr. by C. F. MacIntyre. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1961.89 pp. $1.50.
The transl~tion of foreign literature, of foreign poetry in particular, is that
act of barbarism whose civilizing and humanizing effect is immeasurable.
Barbaric violence it is; because it divests a work of verbal art of its very
material, the language in which alone· it was conceived and operates, and
replaces its inalienable substance by another idiom with its alien tonality
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and associations. Yet we owe a great debfof gratitude to the perpeqators of
this kind of barbarism; without them there would be no hope of overcoming
the most barren literary provincialism, and of participating, at least in
tenuous approximations, in the inexhaustible wealth of poetic sensibilities
speaking in foreign' tongues. The two translators under cliscussion-our
thanks to them beforehandI-are conscious of the proud and modest role of
mediation which they are fulfilling by their enterprise. They Want no more
(but is this not the highest goal that can be reached?) but to build a bridge
to the foreign idiom. and its cadences, and it is for this reason that they
place their translations opposite the original texts.
The writers they have chosen for their efforts at mediation are certainly
no discoveries; both Heine and Rilke belong to the most translated poets
of German literature. But since, by definition, the task of assimilating a poem
into another language is never accomplished fully, it.has·to be undertaken
over and over again. This is particularly true in the case of Heine. Although
he ranks among the German poets knOwn in the Anglo-Saxon world next to
Goethe (a gross misjudgment, in my opinionl), his voice is -ensconced· iIi
tame and peda.ntic Victorian translations (if there are any around at all),
and, whatever Heine may have been, a Victorian he was not. When a genuine
poet like Ezra' Pound tried his luck with some Heine poems, it became woefully evident that even a poet is utterly unsuited for the job of translating
. if he has only a rudimentary knowledge of the language from which he is
.supposed to translate.
No disappointments of this sort are in store for us when we turn to Ernst
Feise's translations of ten dozens of selected Heine poems. The precise and'
well written introduction is proof that here speaks a thoroughly informed
man. With only one exception (the line: Selbst dich ergreift ein Mitgefiihl,
p. 174) there is not a single case where the meaning of the text does not .
come thrO'ugh fully and clearly. But the merit of Feise's translations far
transcends the v4tue of mere correctness. He has striven, and very successfully, to render the exactrhythm~and rhyme patterns of the German originalS. This is no mean achievement, even if we consider the fact that Heine's
rhyme sche~es are extremely simple: hardly ever more than one rhyme to a
four.;.Jine stanza, and quite often none at all. The extraordinary closeness of
the translation to the German text is a most admirable feature of Feise's
work. In some instances he has to pay for this accuracy by a slightly unnaturalEnglish word order, which·spoils the studied casualness and carefully manipulated ease so typical of H,eine's verse.
v
'
.
I have no complaints about the selection which ,Feis~ made from the corpus.
of Heine's total work. He gives us the very best of Heine with a generous
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admixture of his most popular poems which are, more often than not, his
worst. Even if our aesthetic sense may rebel at being exposed to the mawkish.
treacle of Auf Fliige1n des Gesanges or Die Lotosblume, to the exasperating
self-pity of Ich grolle Dicht and IcY. ungliicksel 'ger Atlas, to the vapid sentimentality of Du bist wie eine Blt4tne-these things belong so unmistakably
and decisively
e emotional ~nd intellectual climate of the vulgarized
Romantic perioo of Europe th~t· Feise was well advised not to suppress
them, inasmuch as they have at,btined,. for better or worse, a spurious immortality through Schubert's aqd Schumann's musical settings.
Yet there is enough of Heine that can stand up and be counted without
these props: Heine, the disrespectful wit; Heine, the merciless satirist; Heine,
the shrewd iconoclast of all hallowed traditions, empty gestures and grand
poses (including his own) ~ This ton~, the only unforgettable Heine-tone, is
admirably caught in Ernst Feise's translations. Read the "Erinnerung aus
Krahwinkels Schreckenstagen" (p. 148), whose mordant parody of the "Be
orderlyl" injunction of "benign" (alias: benighted) city fathers is as hilariously funny in English as it is in German. And the translation of the mock
ballad "Rhampsenit" (p. 6) is a pure delight, even though the sexual innuendo seems to me.a little more palpable in the original than in the English
rendering.
Heine's gift for turning a witty phrase and making brilliant puns was,
indeed, uncanny. Transposing these linguistic somersaults into another
language requires an equally uncanny sophistication. Time after time, Ernst
Feise proves that he has got just that. But in rare cases even he fails, because
there is simply no way of succeeding. Thus, one of Heine's most delightful
.verbal jokes falls by the wayside: his self-admonition that it would be foolhardy to return to Germany since he had written so much ErschieBliches
(po 144). Of course, Feise's translation: Heine's books were "shootable
offenses," conveys the meaning correctly. But it misses, as it cannot help to,
the delightful surprise at Heine's daring adjectival coinage erschieBlich,
which, moreover, sub-consciously evokes the rhyme-word ersprieBlich (beneficial, wholesome) .
.But in this case, as in few others, even an excellent· translator-and thiS
Ernst Feise- undoubtedly is...,.;.comes up against the barrier of sheer untranslatability. In the case of Rilke, especially the late Rilke of the Duino Elegies,
the translator confronts this wall at every tum. C. F. MacIntyre is quite aware
of the unsurmountable difficulties facing anyone who tries to transpose
Rt1ke's unique and severely coded language into another idiom. In the introduction to an earlier effort of his, the translation of Fifty Poems from Rilke's
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Buch der Bilder and Neue Gedichte (Berkeley, '1947), he hinted at the
.problems: the double and triple meanings which Rilke suggests by the same
word; the strangeness and elusiveness of his images, often superimposed
upon one another; the decisive role which tonal values play in and'for the
Sftttcture of a poem; the intricate and involuted· pattern of syntax. These
are only some of the obstacles with which a Rilke poem confronts its translator; they exist in the works of Rilke's middle period, but they simply
abound in the rich and profound maturity of the Duino Elegies. If ever
there was "difficult" poetry, here it is (and I am not even talking abo~t the
staggeringly complicated and complex thought-processes that inform and
make up the Elegies). '
I, therefore, think that it was unWise of Mr. MacIntyre to dismiss, as he
somewhat scornfully tells us in theintrodnction, the "pages of notes and
supposed explanations" which, understandably, the Elegies have elicited by
the dozens, and only "to rely 'On a second reading of the series" in the conviction that anything which could be said Rilke had said "more perfectly and
clearly himself." More perfectly, certainly; but there can be no.question· that
more than any o~er body of poetry the Elegies need, in order to be "clear"
even to a tutored reader,- abundant commentary (the 1939 translation of
J. B. Leishman and Stephen Spender has fumishedat least some).'
They need an almost word-by-word exegesis, first of all on the simple
level of semantics, in order to clarify, for the. translator no less than the
reader, triple, quadruple meanings which Rilke makes some of his words
carry. One example must.suffice. In the first lines of the First Elegy we read:
es bleibt nns . • . das verzogene Treusein einer Gewohnheit, der es bei uns
gelieI (there's left to us . . . the -?- fidelity of an old habit that felt at home
with us). What about the adjective verzogen which I omitted in the above
translation? MacIntyre renders it by "gnarled," which makes for a most awkward reading. I think I know how he arrived at it. Verzogen indeed means
"distorted," "out of shape"-and there is no question that this meaning is
among others suggested by RiIke, although MacIntyre's "gnarled" might
in this case better be replaced by "contonrless," "shapeless," diffuse." But
this is, at best, a secondary meaning.The primary one derives from verziehen
in the sense of tarry, delay. (This meaning is sblIthe fundamental one in the
?oun formation ~er Verzu~-the delay). ~o the translation ''I~~g fi~el
tty" would be qwte appropnate. But there IS, undoubtedly, a tertiary meamng
(it is,of course, wrong to number them because all of them are present
simultaneously). Verzogen is the adjective which is used in German with
reference to an iII-bred, spoilt child. The connotation is thus "stubbomt
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"wilful," "capricious." Any of the renderings here suggested-and Mr. MacIntyre would have to make a choice by sacrificing two of the possible'
three-would have been preferable to his "gnarled."
This one example is here presented not so much iq order to criticize Mr.
MacIntyre's work, but to point up the magnitude of the task which confronted him. A little more "explanation," even On this simplest level of
semantics, would have prepared him better for the job which he has undertaken. Yet everything considered, his is a translation for which we should
be genuinely grateful, since it does transmit some of the breathless sweep
and overpowering profundity of Rilke's Elegies. Sometimes the translator
stumbles: I assume that the distortion in the Ninth Elegy which turns the
meaning of the famous line Hier iSt des Saglichen Zeit into its opposite
(Here is the time for the unutterable), is but a misprint. In such instances the
.reader will stumble along with him. But stumbling along such a road is still
infinitely better than not having discovered it at all.
-'-Oskar Seidlin
A refugee from Hitler's Germany in 1938, Dr. Seidlin received the Ph.D. from Basel, is
an honorary Phi Beta Kappa, and this year, a Guggenheim Fellow. His important Essays
in German and Comparative Literature was published in 1961 by the University of North
Carolina Press. Dr. Seidlin is professor of German Literature at Ohio State University.
His article "Eichendorffs Blick in die Geschichte" was published in December'sPMLA.

THE MAxwEu. LANn GRANT, by Jim Berry Pearson. Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1961. 305 pp. $5.00.
. Southwestern history, especially that of New Mexico, has long been in
need of adequate, detailed area economic studies which would complement
and help explain much of the region's political and social chronology. Dr.
Pearson's thorough tr~tment of the some 2,680 square miles of northern
New Mexico and southern Colorado known as "The Maxwell Land Grant"
is such a study. Relying in large part on the heretofore unexplored mass of
materials in The Maxwell Land Grant Company Collection, augmented by county archives an~ accounts in long defunct newspapers, the
author has depicted in solid detail, and in most readable style, the com, plicated financial maneuverings and transactions of British, Dutch and
United States business interests, which ht itself would be a major contribution. He has also traced the development of the livestock industry, railroads
and banking enterprises, but more important than these, he has made available, at long last, a comprehensive and documented discussion of a mining
district.
It is, however, unfortunate that the 'same careful documentation of the
period after confirmatio~ of the Beaubien-Miranda grant by the Surveyor- _
(
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General in 1856 was not applied to the history of origin of the grant during
the period of Mexican authority, although this phase is admittedly but
introductory ~to the author's purpose. No evidence is maIlifest either in the
text or in the otherwise extensive bibliography that the author consulted
the official Mexican Archives concerning the grant and the conditions within
the troubled northern frontier during the 1~40's. As a result, a number of
errors h~ve occurred from reliance on secondary sources. For example, ac~
cording to Beaubien's request for Mexican citizenship, February 22, 1829,
(Mexican Archive #2137), the French-Canadian was, born in San Jean
Baptiste de Nicolet, not in ~ee Rivers (p. 4). Likewise, Beaubien had
lived within the Taos jurisdiction since 1823, not 1832. Father Jose Antonio
Martinez opposed the grant in 1843 becaus~ he claimed that Charles Bent
was a silent partner with Beaubien and because the donation would interfere
with lands used by the Taos Indians (U.S. Senate, 3rd Sess., Se.n. Misc. Doc.
J #81, 1879, pp. 12 50-12 53, and Mexican Archive #7580), not because the
Indians had allegedly made a grant to Bent (p. 5), whom both they and
Padre Martinez detested. The "Ivan Andres Archuleta" cited on p. 6 is
obviously Juan Andres Archuleta, veteran Prefect of the Northern Jurisdiction, Lieutenant-Colonel of Militia and Deputy to· the Mexican Congress,
whose signature appears on dozens of official papers.
The Maxwell Land GI:ant is a consciously objective study which purpOsely avoids raising the old controversies concerning the legality and size
of the grant, and the motives of many of those involved. One has the feeling
that in fPe process of being thus objective, however, some of the basic issues
have been obscured, especially the position of the dispossessed settlers who,
in good faith, had occupied the land for years; confident that their rights
were secure. By the same token,. the interests in the grant of such public
figures as Senator Stephen B. Elkins, Chief Justice John S. Watts, Governors
William A. Pile and L. Bradford Prince, Thom~s B. Catron, and especially
of Stephen W. Dorsey, are mentioned in such a casual fashion as to leave the
reader with a feeling of suspense that there should be still another section
which would place the economic exploitation of the region within the framework of a very colorful and dramatic social and political era of New Mexico
history.
I
It would seem to· be unnecessary &it the competent historian of the
Maxwell Land Grant should need to be reminded that a "Mexican" in the
1880'S as well as at the present time isa citizen of the Republic of Mexico,
a dignified person in. his own right, to be sure, and owing allegiance to a
respected sovereign nation. However, New Mexico residents with Spanish
names, whose ancestors in many instances have lived in the area for genera-
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tions, long before the Maxwell Grant controversy, are "Spanish-speaking
residents" or "Hispanos," but they are not "Mexicans."
In spite of these minor reservations, The Maxwell Land Grant is a major'
contribution to recent New Mexico history.
-Myra Ellen Jenkins
Dr. Jenkins, who lives in Santa Fe, is senior archivist for the New Mexico State Records
Center and Archives.

-

COLLECI'ED POEMS, by George Abbe. Peterborough, N.H.: Richard R. Smith,
1961. 120pp. $1.65.
Open' George Abbe's CoUected Poems· to any page and you· will find
lyrical gold. Abbe's lyricism, however, is not of an escapist variety. As a
critic he has always maintained that real poetry is not a flight from reality
but a coming to grips with life in its beauty and terror. His new book, Collected Poems, containing his best work written over a span of thirty years,
testifies to the validity of this doctrine. Here is gold refined in the furnace of
life.
Abbe's treatment of nature is distinctive not only in its fresh imagery but
also in its spmtual approach. He comes to nature, not as a detached observer, .
but as a communicant with its hidden life and meaning. He sees nature as
the cosmic background of the human drama.
The mystical and existentialist undercurrents of Abbe's work in no way
detract from its technical quality. He is above all a craftsman dedicated to
his art. With Abbe, vision and expression are one; his work is a rare combination of great vitality and an equally great precision.
Abbe is basically a symbolist, but one whose symbolism is universal as well
as private. Always his symbols are charged with intense emotion. His affinities are more with the "Dionysians" than the 4IApollonians"; he is closer to
D. H. Lawrence and Dylan Thomas than to Ezra Pound ~nd T. S. Eliot.
Abbe is one of the few modem poets who can write of sexual love without
being cynical,. saccharine, or superficially clever. In his treatment of sex he
covers a spectrUm of emotions, ranging from voluptuous ecstasy to profound
grief.
In vigor of phrase, variety of rhythm and freshness of image, Abbe shares
the best characteristics of the mid-eentury poets. But he is almost unique
in his mastery of the kinesthetic image. Poems like 4INew York City" and
"Helmeted Madonnau release a new world of activity. His work reveals
;\be poetry latent in physical action, when flesh becomes movement. Abbe
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ranks with Shelley, Gerard Manly Hopkins and William Carlos Williams
as one of the supreme poets of kinesthesia.
-Alfred Dorn
The poet, Alfred Dom, author of the 1959 collections Flamenco Dancer and Other
Poems and Wine in Stone, has published in more than forty periodicals. At present, he
is a Penfield fellow at his alma l:ter, New York University, where he has taught and is
completing requirements for tJ1e Ph.D. He is a member of the executive board of Poetry
Society of America.
./

ANTHOLOGY OF CONTEMPORARY AMmuCAN POETRY, selected, edited and read
by George Abbe. Album FL 9735. New York: Folkways Records, 1962. $5.95.
POETRY IN THE ROUND: A POETRY WORKSHOP, narration and poems by
George Abbe. Album FI.9164' New York:i Folkways, 1962. $5.95.

~

Poet George Abbe limits his' selection to' twenty-eight short poems by
nineteen mid-century modems for this handsomely sleeved and technically
excellent recorded anthology. In a field fraught, if npt with controversy, at
least with divergent opinions, it would be difficult to quarrel with his selections, admitting of course conspicuous omissions inevitable in the limited
scope of two sides of an LP record. But the poets are representative, and cut
across aesthetic lines; all of them arerpublished prize winners. They are
Kenneth Patchen, Karl Shapiro, Lewis Turco, Galway Kinnell, May Swenson, Richard' Eberhart, Howard Nemerov, John Ciardi, Isobel Kneeland,
Marcia Masters, Donald Justice, Theodore Roethke, William Jay Smith,
James Wright, David R. Clark, Leah Bodine Drake, Richard Wilbur and
Kate Brackett.
Abbe is the antithesis of the school-of-elocution dramatic monologuist,
but his matter-of-fact not unpleasingly Western or Midwestern pitch and
enunciation is a good anchor to holding-ground for :most of this verse. His
voice vibrates with sincerity in moving passages, becomes rough and gravelly
in indignation r~ding Kenneth Patchen's "Q.Fiery River," for instance, and
fl~tly caustic in William Jay Smith's ironic "Dead Snake." It must be admitted, however, that it is not the ideal voice for interpreting the lightly
~nciful and lyrical, though the range IUns from !h~ prosaic to preacherly
exhortation and prophetic intoning and wears well. Somehow, that he occasionally departs from the script in submitting a word unintentionally is
not theafIront to the purist that might be supposed. The impression is that
he is so deeply imbued in interpretation that he partakes in the creation-all
this without a trace of ham or schmaltz. Proofreaders ~n check on the point
by reading the poems from the album's accompanying pamphlet.
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Abbe does in fact believe that the reader is part of the poem, and that is
the ~eme of his "Poetry-in-the-Round" record.
The interpreters are co-makers of the poem. . . . There is no author without
audience; the creative act is a reciprocal and simultaneous doing between the
two. . . • Without audience or the co-maker, the work of art sounds in a
vacuum.

The first band of this record consists of a statement of this thesis, then
follows the reaction of diversified "co-makers" to a poem by Abbe. These are
teachers attending a poetry workshop and their students in primary and
secondary schools. The rest of the record consists of eighteen of his poems,
some first published in this Quarterly.
Thertil is a dreamlike quality to Abbe's poetry belied by his voice. He
strongly believes in the subconscious aspect of verse and its ~erapeutic value
both for the poet and the audience. He believes much of the world's best
poetry was written "under compulsion to relieve inner tension."
If his verse is sopJ1isticated in terms of psychoanalysis, it is no less so
prosodically. His is not poetry for sight reading but for listening. While
deceptively "free" it is complicatedly cadenced and it effectively rolls. Not only the rhythmic aspect but occasionally the image echoes Swinburne,
whose "sharp white fruit" in "Felise" becomes "the sharp white of her pail"
in Abbe's "The Blueberry GirL" His choice of words and cr~tion of images
not infrequently are intentionally ~hocking and meant to'· hurt-another
Swinburnian symptom-especially in those dreams which are nightmares.
Where he definitely departs from the old master is in a rare Christian
p~rable-such as "The Lone, Immortal Car." His is a mixture of naivete and
worldliness that might almost epitomize the poetic temperament.
MyCENAEANS AND MINOANS,

by Leonard R. Palmer. New York: Alfred A.

p

Knopf, -1961;. 264 pp. $6.00.
Homer's Odyssey pictures Crete as a hodgepodge of ethnic groups, speak-'
ing a ,vanety of languages, but what these languages were could only be
guessed at until a few years ago.
-For two generations scholars in many countries have recognized three
types ofwriting used in ancient Crete, but with no bilingual documents and
relatively little material, they could do little more than guess at the language(s) -used.
Much (if not most) of this material is in the form of symbols scratched
on soft clay tablets, which were hardened in the conflagrations which accompanied the destruction of ancient cities in Crete and Greece.
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, The ancient culture of Crete-the only Europ~ country with a civilization rivaling the contemporary civilizations of Egypt and Mesopotamiamade use of at least three forms or systems of writing, which 'are commonly
termed the hieroglyphic (or pictographic), Linear A, and Linear B.
The hier?glyphic or pictographic script was assumed to. have been gradually superseded by increasingly simplified scripts, termed Linear A and
Linear B, much as the Egyptian hieroglyphs were succeeded by the hieratic
and then the demotic writing; but there was no certainty that the three
scripts, or even anyone of them; were always used to write the same language. They did appear, however, to represent syllabaries and not alphabets.
In 1952 Michael Ventris showed (by now, to the satisfaction of nearly
everyone) that the language of Cretan Linear B was Greek, though U a Greek
500 years older than Homer." His success was largely through application
of cryptanalytic techniques and was possible because sufficient material
, . (inscribed clay tablets) was available.
Material for the hieroglyphic-pictographic and Linear A scripts was scanty,
and much of it so brief, occurring on seals, pots and artifacts, that it presumably comprised only a,name. If all you have to work with is something like
WXYZ, how can you tell whether it stands for JOHN, JEAN, IVAN, HANs-or
MARY?

By 1958 scholars had enough material in Linear A to develop two plausible
. hypotheses, based partly on archaeological grounds and partly on morphology. Words are often borrowed from one language by. another-sentence
structure is not. Dr. Palmer held that Linear A contains an Indo-European
language, possibly related to Hittite; Dr. Cyrus H. Gordon of Brandeis
University believed the language of Linear A is of Semitic origin.
Dr. Palmer brings to his subject much sound archaeological knowledge
and cogent reasoning. His identification of ancient cities and his confirmation of the historicity of Homer make fascinating reading:· one cannot help
but feel that the events which he postulates· could have happened-perhaps,
or even probably, did pappen just as he descn'bes them. And as he s~ys, uThe
precise location' of Mycenaean Pylos, though of absorbing interest t., 0
Homeric scholars, cannot be regarded as a matter of any great historical.
importance."
The linguistic pqrtions of the book are rather less satisfying, being based
primarily on his individual interpretation of relatively scanty· evidence. At
present Dr. Palmer seems to stand alone in identifying the langUage of
Linear A as Luvian (one of several which were current in the Hittite empire), while an impressive array of experts support the view of Dr. Cordon,
that the language of Linear A is Semitic-probably Phoenician-though Dr.
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Gordon himself modestly states that he udoes not insist that all tablets currently classified as Linear A need be in one and the same language."
To sum up, Professor Palmer's book makes interesting reading to anyone
int~ested in ancient history, and his account of the last days of Pylos (reconstructed from.,archaeological evidence) is good historical fiction. Whether it
is more than fictional history I am not competent to judge; but on his
philological pronouncements in the last part of the book, I incline for the
Scottish verdict of "not proven:'
Linear B could not be solved beyond reasonable doubt until ample
~ material enabled several researchers independently to apply Ventris' values
. and come up with an archaic Greek which made sense. As Ventris himself
said, "Linear A must await the discovery of sufficient material:'
The difficulty with Linear A, so far, is that.what material has been found
consists largely of such things as lists and inventories; but supposing you
could deciph~r an item as, say, "serviettes 12," would that mean that the
language is French, or merely that an English scn"be had borrowed a French
word? Lack of fairly long "connected narrative" texts makes the task a very
difficult one.
The comparatively few words and symbols which Dr. Palmer adduces as
proof that the language of·Linear A is Luvian are hardly sufficient.
-Kenneth D. Greene
Colonel Greene, who did his graduate work in languages at Yale, has for years
managed the export department of the Menthola~m Company in Buffalo. During World
War II he was in command of a signal-corps company of Japanese-American cryptanalysts
which received a citation for "breaking" a Japanese code said to have contributed materially
to the winning of a pivotal battle in the island campaign.

THE COlLEGE AND ADULT READINe LIsr OF BOOKS IN LITERATURE AND THE
FINE ARTS, prepared by the National Council of Teachers of English. Edward
Lueders, editorial chairman. New York: Washington Square, 1962. 448 pp.
$

.<}O.

There have been many books listing the world's best books but in some
important respects, this paperback is the most ambitious and useful popular
bibliography ever attempted. Its sponsorship ass~res its academic authority.
MQreover~ the breakdown is so extensive that each segment is edited by a
specialist. For example, literature is not one chapter or one subject but
twenty-two, for it is subdivided American, British and world: fiction, poetry,
drama, biography, criticism, letters and essays, and history, with linguistics
as a bonus, and as a different expert treats each one of these facets, the
coverage is comprehensive. Only a short paragraph is devoted to each work,
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but as art and music are also covered, sheer encyclopedic volume would make
this useful bibliography a bargain.
Art is divided into architecture, painting and drawing-both before and
since 1<)OO-sculpture, design and crafts, graphics, art criticism and esthetics,
and art.reference. The section on music includes music monographs, orchestral music, chamb~r and keyboard music, vocal music, opera and ballet,
dance a~d folk dance, music theory, criticism, history and reference, biography, the interpreter, the contemporary scene, and jazz and popular music.
The expert staff is recruited from faculties of over forty different universities as well as museums and newspapers all over the country. The University of New Mexico is weU·represented oWing perhaps to the fact that
editorial chairman Lueders was a former member of its English faculty, and
the chief art editor is 'B~bridge Bunting of the department of. fine arts.
On the -advisory board~ representing the National Council of Teachers of
English, is Dr. George Arms. Another New Mexican represented is David
.Gebhard .formerly of the Roswell Museum and Art Center, who cOI~piled
the material on architecture since 1<)00.
Hugh L. Smith, Jr., of Long Beach State College who obtained th~Ph.D.
,in American studies at University of New Mexico, edits the section ion Jazz
and Popular Music, while another graduate, David F~ Hiatt of Caqoll College, has prepared the chapter on British Biography.
/
f

»

WORKS AND DAYS AND OTHER POEMS, by Irving Feldman. New York: Atlantic-Little, Brown, 1961. 121 pp. $3'95.
'Tradition says of Hesiod, author of that other Works and Days, that he
leaped from his fate only to have it ambush him. This is the common
double-mask of enlightenment!disillusionment-it amazes because it comes
wearing the disguise of no-disguise. Here, for example, is the fact of the
tangible and actual spindle that will drain the princess's finger, though all
spindles -have been burnt. Or here is Oedipus, bloodying his eyes because
he is what he realy is. Or here is James's Marcher, whose act of waiting-tobeco~e is what he merely and horrifically becomes. The hero moves directly
from his unknown real identity to his known real identity, no more. The
absence of paradox is the greatest paradox of all. And Hesiod7 Cautioned by
the oracle to shun the shrine of the Nemean Zeus, in whose penumbra he is,
destined to die, the poet exiles himself from the deadly precinct; to trick
destiny richly, roams far; arrives at Locris, the most unlikely outland of all;
and dies. Unlikely, absurd: nevertheless in unsuspected Locris stands' a
te~ple to the lethal god. We can exile ourselves from what we are, but only
to journey to what we are.
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The earlier Works and Days was a labor manual in verse. Its successor,
als9 in verse, is a manual of the labors of exile. In it and over it the leaning
tower of Sinai leans a long long shadow: even unto Coney Island. It chronicles an exile from 'ghettos-the ghetto of the Brooklyn kitchen, lithe wraith
of chickens all those 'Fridays"; the ghetto of old bitterness and old dread
and worn love ("now that"you ar~ old and children of your son" ); the ghetto
of eaveless and leafless childhood and early youth sans dawns or grass; the
wailing-walled ghetto of poverty, suffocation, hopeless familiarity. Here
everything is acutely recognizlble: though unrecognized.
Then exile. With a roar of revulsion the poet breaks into the world. The
poet? Th~ word is shorthand. He is that third person under many names'and
in many images, that luminous figure which makes, propels, sees. The poet
is his ego and his biographer, but so is Moses; so is Theseus; so is Eve; so,'
in fact, is Creation; so, at last, is lithe god in the block," who is both what
is possible and what is inevitable. The travail of flight begins:
The will then lashes itself to the helm,
But the rudder jams and wheel fails.
The mast no longer holds its realm,
~d now the lungs float out like sails.
Death and myself were aU I saw;
Between us desert and wrack spread far.
Beginning bad, the end a flaw:
A foolish thought, mauvaise histoire.
And then I saw the ark adriftUnder a sodden sky. I grinned
And thought, Return. Like a handkerchief
Its sail stood diapering the wind.
("Apocalypse:' pp. 45"46)

,

What is this ark, and where is it? It is the arkof the remediable, Noah's;
it is the ark of recognition, Sinai's; and it is the womb and chamber of be~
ginning: even Coney Island. It is found in wastes an~ deserts and exiles:
which means, of .coprse, in the self, in the last inchollte moment before
illumination. Then the god-God-;-bursts invisibly out of the block, the
stones of the Tablets send forth their Law, the Law praises earth, nature,
life:
\'
I
••• Honly
.
We can praise the moment and what is given
In it, even ourselves dying, then must
We move by our heart's desire and all
Its blest fatalities, and living that
Perfected hope, the sense of oneself moving.
Cannot misstep, if only we hallow
And will not violate.
("Man:' p. 117)
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This is Mosaic. But few lines before we have heard a cry of Philosophy:
Sentenced to die for the guilt of being boml, and this is Koheleth the
Preacher. It ,is the quick moan of Wrack. For Works and Days is divided
into symbolic progressions named Ark, Wrack, and Return; and the greatest
of these is Wrack. Greatest not in the meaning of holiest {Wrack violates,
and will not hallow), but greatest rather in what it must pay to history,
and in what history has wrested from it. In the histOly of the Jews, though
the breast-plates of Torah delight, Wrack is not negligible.
So in these poems. On the one hand, they profoundly celebrate. On the
other,they sorrow from the root. But they neither sorrow nor celebrate without an intense intellectual and lyric piercing. If they pierce, however, they
do not comment. "These poems are documents of an obsession," Karl Shapiro says of his own work in the Introduction to his Poems of a Jew; "This obsession, I believe, is universal and timeless; the. J ~ is at its center, but
everyone else partakes of it," Mr. Feldman's extraordinary poems in Works
and Days are also the poems of a Jew, but they do not document, in a manner they are not obsessed. They are possessed rather, and do not readily
relinquish themselves for the hesitations of the mundane. Instead they reveal, and to partake of them is to eat the vatic bread. There is in the best of
them ultimately no separation between the record and the recorCler; lay a
knu.ckle on the scroll, and it will whirl itself out into a man.
In "Moses on Pisgah" (beginning Blake-like with "In whose great hand
is my hand laid?"), in "Flood" ("Why on us?"), in "A Speech by Abraham"
("0 my sky.<Jrunk child, so must I catch youl"), in "Dawn" ("Oh, Oh, Oh,
Why am I born?"), in "The Lost Language" ("One cup of Lethe and ifs
always too late. Where are you, 0 liebe breyt?")-in these poems and in almost every other, imagination, form, beauty, brilliance, irony, and even the
contrivance of a naivete which again and again can use the word "heart" as .
though it were a poetic rather than a ~'poetic" word, are heightened to a
pinnacle of vision. Yet often the voice is easy rather than merely ingenious,
open and simple and ballad-like rather than mazy. Sometimes the inflection
is an exclamation-point near to the karrow of holy vigo:r; frequently it is the
~ttered question-mark of the ironic wanderer. It is a gift to the reader that
this same pinnacle of vision should, by an exile's miraculous destiny, tum out
to be made of the dust of one of the sacred foothills of Israel.
-Cynthia Ozick
Cynthia Ozick, a poet-critic who resides in suburban New York City. has published·
criticism and fiction in Botteghe Oscure, Midstream. Literary Review. Prairie Schooner.
and Evergreen Review; verse in Noble Savage, Commentazy, Virginia Quarterly Revi~,
Mutiny, Epoch. Antioch Review. Midstream, Prairie Schooner, and San Francisco Review.
Her reading of her own poems was a featured radio program over WBAI. New York.
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by Sabine Ulibarri. Mexico: Medina, 1961.64 pp.

, ;

..

Fifty poems in search of heaven make up this book of heterogeneous style
and tone. Unity is achieved through the recurrence of themes.
Static poetry-this might be the definition of Sabine Ulibarri's production.
Quietude intensifies the relevance of a moment. For Ulibarri it is the transference of a mood through lyric adjectivation. And this is so necessary to his
poetry that even in the use of nouns, we feel that they have become void of
essence and that it is only quality that exists andsubsists~ Thus, in the first
poem, concerned with the snowc1ad night, by means of the combination
"soft..marble" the noun has come to lose its density and consequently, one of
its basic qualities and is left only with its unuttered whiteness, which is .in
keeping with the reiterative sequence of the concept of white in each line.
Thus, the noun has been deprived of its substantivity, remaining with a
merely adjectival purport.
Another circumstance of Sabine Ulibarri's still, at times, motionless poetry
dwells in the lack of verbal forms. Absence of action contributes effectively
to concentration on a state of feeling, and this is what matters. The adjective
carries out the greatest poetical function in Ulibarri's poetry.
Sabine Ulibarri is skillful in tracing a decorative representation of thc
outer world, which is genuine. He may use words borrowed from woman's
environment of arts and toils and blends them beautifully with his description•.Coloration is also true and personal. Were he to stop there, the poem
wo~ld' be perfectly achieved ("Crepusculo," for example, page 9). However,
a certain purposefulness, a self-imposed language and a will to bring in
~ceral images, divert the poem from its real meaning and its original
beauty. Probably less self-conscious motivation would free it of what is
actuallyalien to it, since breach of harmony does not necessarily bring about
.poetical impact.
Some short compositions are written almost in the traditional "copla"
form. They are acute, graceful and abundant in the natural and wise
poetical figures that have been used in Spanish folklore. The four line poem
dedicated .to Mima contains simple beauty alJd intricate systems of correlations, parallelisms, antitheses, and designs the symmetrical pattern of a
strange solitaire. In this very short poem appears one of the fundamental
themes of this book. Its first inspiration may have been, whether conscious
or unconscious, that suggestive sentence by our very modern, seventeenth
• century poet, Luis de G6ngora, '~pisando la dudosa luz del dla," "treading
the doubtful light of day," but it is never said by Ulibarri the way it had been
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THE IMMEDIATE

EXPERIENCE, by Robert Warshow. New York: Doubleday,

1962.282 pages, $4.50'
CAN BY THE HIGHWAY, by John A.
Doubleday, 1961.25'5 pages, $4.50'

THE BEER

Kouwenhoven~

New York:

Warshow's book is a collection of his essays, most of which appeared in
Commentary and Partisan Review. Most of them are on the movies, but
even these range widely, considering, for example, cowboy or gangster films
in the larger context of American society and, indeed, of Western culture.
The section on American popular culture contains piercingly and boldlyl.
perceptive .essays on such -divergent subjec.ts as horror comics, The New
Yorker, Krazy Kat, Clifford' Odets, and on Julius and Ethel Rosenberg. (On
The New Yorker: "The New Yorker has always dealt with experience not
by trying to understand it but by prescribing the attitude to be adopted
to:ward it. This makes it possible to feel intelligent without thinking, and it
is a· way of making everything tolerable, for the assumption of a suitable
attitude toward experience can give one, the illusion of having d~lt with it
adequately.") As ,nothing in a poem, or about a poem, will escape the experienced and prepared critic, so nothing about any subject escaped Warshow: the text itself, in form and content; the history surrounding it; biography;'tradition; influences; his own responses to it; etc., etc. No one can read
Warshow on any subject without seeing it in a new light forever after.
Some of the earlier reviewers of The Immediate Experience complained
that Warshow did
not "understand" movies. Nonsense. No one in our
./
time (except pOsSbly a few of the makers themselves) understood individual
movies and certain types better. Warshow came to his subject without any
jargon or expectations other than those which any intelligent a~d civilized
person brings to any work of art. He insisted on taking Gary Cooper, The
Best Years of Our Lives, Chaplin, the European art films, exactly as they
appeared on the screen. I:Ie looked at them as he read words: closely,
sensitively, unsparingly. Of course he never wrote "fashionable" or "technical" movie criticism. He wrote criticism that combined his sense of a work
with his sense of himself and of the whole world. He wrote about Mad ..
Magazine or about Krazy Kat or about Chaplin as others write about James
, or Salinger or Picasso or Hindemith. For this we ought to be most grateful. He did. not let himself be intimidated into easy responses or be limited
iIi extending his vision by any conventional notion of his proper province. His
lambent writing was alive with humor and wisdom; his attitude exemplified
the best potential for dignity and decency in man if man but keep his,
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GROUND: CULTURAL DlVERSlTY IN CONTEMPORARY

AMmuCAN WRITING, by W. M. Frohock. Dallas: Southern ·Methodist Uni-

versity Press, 1961. 182pp. $4.,0.
At one point in W. M. Frohock's third critical volume, he asks whether
Ame~can mobility is more lik~ly to cause arrested development or to provide unique occasion for insiglit. In his own case, the answer is clear. As a
distinguished visiting professor abroad, he was so affected by the European
View of America's total· conformity that, in his ·lectures on literature, he
began to assert the cultural div.ersity evident at least in American writing.
According to Frohock, the' American hero in our time is a D.P. The
uGreat Topos" Iefl~cts the deterioration of meaning in a man's life as he
wanders from some original home. More than the agrarian theme-rural
innocence betrayed in the metropolis-is involved. Even in F. Scott Fitzgerald or Thomas WoHe that particular. archetypal change is aggravated by
others. And in Dreiser and Lewis often catastrophe is assoCiated with movement to a smaller town; in Farrell, it may come with a crosstown change
within Chicago; in Ralph Ellison, the Negro's predicament grows as he
moves North ~nd to larger numbers of his own kind; in James the "rub" is
international.
Frohock concedes an American tendency towards a "superhighway" cul.,.
ture; toward sameness. Yet he argues that part of this tendency is superficial. It is a desperately:anxious revulsion from that cultural variety which
still results from the largeness of the land and the still"COnsiderabl~ influence
of immigration. He argues. too that much of the failure of development in
American writers is due to their experience of malaise, when their immediate
circle of circumstance changes. Frohock, for example, considers Edna St.
Vincent Millay basically a serious and conservative poet who temporarily
lost touch with herself when she .left Maine, to live in alien Greenwich
Village. In some ways her poems are more authentically regionalist than t1,J.e
laconic-evasive verses of Frost. (The history of Emily Dickinson, however,
who wanted recognition as an adult as desperately as she wanted to remain.
affectionately kittenish suggests that immobility has its price of adjustment
also.)
.
So provocative are Frohock's central and corollary propositions that one
could \$hhe bad pursued his evidence as relentlessly as a Leslie Fiedler;
and that he had made clearer the relevance of his remarks on the simplistic
criticism of Trilling or the dogmatic distortions of Professor· Babbitt. Occasionally, "cultural variety" seems to be a term employed not so much to
provide greater precisions to a literary discussion as to pennit a potpourri of
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subtopics to be wrangled over at random. However, the non-organized
quality of the essays is offsetby the shaxp contrasts between the Beat Movement and the Lost Generation, in discipline of morality> alid esthetics; and
between the works of Fitzgerald and Alain-Fournier, and Pound and Celine.
The American rebel, according· to Frohock,is still too close to his heritage
of meliorism to be outraged to the point of total disafliliation. At the same
time he may be so much a part of America-the-process that his central
characters Cannot respond as fully as, for example, the French to the predicaments of their passage de rite.
-Leonard Casper
Leonard Casper's most recent publication is Modem Pbilippine Short Stories. an
extraordinary· anthology pUblished by the University of New Mexico Press. He is also
co-editor of Harper's excellent recent paperback. The World of Short Fiction: An International Collection. and is the author of the critical study Robert Penn Warren: The Dade
and Blopcly Ground (1960). An outstanding poet and short story writer as wen as ~tic
and teacher. Dr. Casper is presently on leave from his post as associate professor of
Creative Writing and American Literature at Boston College as Fulbright lecturer in .
Filipino-American studies at Ateneo de Manila and the University of the Philippines.

THE MOMENT OF POETRY, ed. by Don Cameron Allen. Baltimore: Johns,
HopIcins Press, 1962. 140 pp. $3.50'
POETS IN PROGRESS, ed. by Edward P. Hungerford. Evanston: Northwestern
University Press, 1962. 221 pp. $5.00.
RECENT. AMmuCANPOETRY, by Glauco Cambon. Pamphlets on American
Writers No. 16. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1962. 48 pp.

$4

.

While Plato believed poets had a direct pipe line to divinity, he was firmly
of the opinion that the line could become clogged, if not short-<:ircuited,
and for this reason, in his utopian Republic, he ad,ocated giving the poet a
wreath, a good one, and saying in effect, "Here's your hat; what's your
hurryl" In short, he ?elieved p~ts were divinely in~ired. mad men and
counseled that under Ideal condItions, they should ,be gIVen the bum's rush.
But the old order changes and poets, even more than philosophers, have
.. happily become less peripatetic. The editor boasts in the preface to Mpment
of Poetry, a collection of lectures delivered by poets on their art at the annual poetry festival sponsored by th.e Bollingen Foundation in 1961, that
Johns Hopkins University named the poet Sidney Lanier to its first faculty
and "has always subscribed to the doctrine that poetry is a way of seeking
the truth that sets men free." Poets of this book in the .proces~ of setting
men free, have all earned university livings. They are John Holmes~ profes. .sor of English at Tufts College and al:'thor of many books of verse and books
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about verse; May Sarton of Wellesley, author since 1938 of six books of
verse and seven novels; Richard Eberhart, Dartmouth professor whose Collected Poems~ 193D-l¢O were recently published; Professor Richard WiIburoE Connecticut Wesl~yan and "the new generation"; and Randall Jarrell~
Professor at the Woman~~ College of the University of North Carolina, novelist and translator~ whose Woman at the Washington Zoo won the National
BookAward.
;
Jarrell likes the feel of the earth (or the macadam~ as he dangles his hand
from the low side of his Jaguar in cornering-incidental intelligence gleaned .
from Walter B. Rideout's appreciation in Poets in Progress). This motoring
note recalls Louis Untermeyer's story: After slighting Edgar Guest in a lecture in Detroit, he was accosted by an irate matron who demanded what
make and year of car the lecturer drove. Upon receiving..an unsatisfactory or
at least unimpressive answer, she was able to inform Untermeyer witheringly
before sweeping off that Guest drove a late I]1odel Pierce-..Arrow. Now Untermeyer probably never lived in a garret, bt,lt some poets used to. Apparently
the big world' today, including the universities, foundations, coffee houses,
publishers and readers, places a higher value on serious verse and the poet is
allowed to dwell in ivy halls, though his good car may be from the proceeds of
a successful novel. Nevertheless, no mundane matron can have the last word
while Jarrell rides his Jaguar.
These poets of the Moment give us anew insight into poetry and what
it is to be a poet. It strikes me that the best lecture was that of Wilbur,
"Round About a. Poem of Housman," a really great essay with emphasis on
the "Round About~' but with Housman definitely contributing. Wilbur also
quotes Ogden Nash,.popular song lyrics, Arnold, Milton, Yeats, and an
army pal-a rookie from the rear ranks-among others; these he has assimilated and they help him make his effect with precision. Wilbur takes
strongissue'with Shapiro's view that a, poem is ephemeral~f
the moment
.
'and without literary background. John Holmes would agree. His opening
piece, "Surroundings and Illuminations," considers the influence of other
poets and::critics in a Stonehenge ring surrounding the poet in the act of
creation.
To shed light on the process of poetry, most of the lecturers explicate at
least one poem. Jarrell is particul,;irly good on Frost's dramatic "Home
Burial"; May Sarton, On Blackburn's "School of Babylon," and on one of her
own. Eberhart is perhaps the least successful, because, eschewing this technique of explication, he is the most abstrac~. In the title, moment is not to
be construed as a time unit as in "idle hours with the muses"but as a pon.
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derous weight suspended by a thread-like cable as in the Sarton poem
explicated; symbolizing a nice balance of tension.
Northw~tern University is to be congratriIated for fielding ten such critics
and champions of contemporary poets from its English department, writing
in Poets in Progress. Each professor-eritic considers a favored modem; their
ten choices are Roethke, Lowell, Kunitz, Wilbur, Eberhart, Snodgrass,
Nemerov, CunninghaI1l) Jarrell and Merwin. Biographical material in these
careful twenty-page -studies varies from little to much ~nd is all interesting.
Both poets and poetry are distinctly individual. Enough carefully selected
typical and significant quotations from the works are included to give the
reader a good introduction to these poets.
Glauco Cambon, who writes Recent American Poetry for the good little
series of Minnesota Pamphlets, labors under a greater handicap; he attempts
to cover more po~ts in less space. Cambon is a professor of comparative
literature at Rutge~s University and a fellow of the Indiana School of Letters.
A native of Italy,the is the author of -verse, essays, and criticism in both
Italian and Engli~. His thesis in a wide coverage of post-Korean-war verse
is that daredevil ~rimentation is not over-'-barbaric yawps a la Whitman
are still to be h~rd in the land-and all this is to the good. Much of his
writing is sprightly; all is Jcnowledgeable; some is quite perceptive. He is at
his weakest perhaps in his deeper analyses~f the Catholic poet, John
"Logan, for example. As in all the pamphlets of this series, a useful bibliography is a p p e n d e d . WEsTERN POLITICS, ed. by Frank H. Jonas. Salt Lake City: University of
Utah Press, 1961 . 401 pp. $7.95.
Over twenty years ago a group of western political scientists under the
editorship of Thomas C. Donnelly published a volume entitled Rocky
Mountain Politics. The volume consisted of a state-by-state roundup of
l'0litics in the eight Rocky Mountain states. The politics revealed was that
peculiar to states dominated by a ranching and extractive economy.
In the subsequent twenty years almost all of these Rocky Mountain states
have been undergoing a transformation frotii a cattle and mining economy
to some form of industrial one. In some instances the industrial economy has
come under the auspices of the Federal government while in others it has
been under the auspices of free enterprise. But in-any event, the results have
been to work a transformation from an essentially agrarian and extractive
economic base to one which is an integral part of the larger industrial econ-
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~~my which typifies states both to the east and the west of the eight Rocky
\

Mountain states.
With this economic transformation one could expect some significant
,change in the politics of these states. One of the major responsibilities of tbp authors ofWestem Politics is to analyze thesechanges. Western Politics is aD
assessment of politics in each of these eight mountain states plus the five
,statesl Californial Oregonl Washingtonl A1as~ 'and Hawaiil to the west
of the mountain states. These are the states which compose the Congressional western bloc in contrast to the southernl mid-westernl and eastern
blocs. And although one might consider the west coast states plus Alaska
and Hawaii to have certain characteristics which make them differ uniquely
from the eight Rocky Mountain statesl the editorl Professor Frank Jonas of
t:l;te University of Utah feels that the western states do have sufficient similarities7 economic7 political7 and physiographic, to be considered a political
7

unit.

Given this assumption7 the character of the treatmeftt is understandable.
Each of fourteen political scientists (two in the case of Hawaii) was assigned the task of delineating politics in his state. Apparently the authors
all followed a previously agreed upon outline for aU of them take up in
turn the same series of topicS. After a short introduction usually devoted
to explaining the uniqueness of politics in Alaska .or Wyoming or whatever
state being considered7 the chapter covers the geography and resources of
the statel its populatioI,l characteristics7 the educational system, the state of
the press and public opinion, nominating procedures and election habits, the
party organization and fairly recent party leaders the "third house" or pressure groups, legislative politics, the voting habits of the electorate, and the
usual,position of the state on national and international affairs. The results
,Of such a procedure are thirteen studies of state politics each of which could
standalone.
' . ,
One does get some impression of the character of "western politics," ,in
contradistinction to eastern and southern politics? from this detailed treat. ment of each state. It is a politics which ~s undergoing change the ultimate'
destiny of which is uncertain. In 1940, especially in the eight Rocky Mountafu. statesl cattle and hardtock mining were the dominant interests. Today'
these old. interests. are being challenged by new intereSts' repr~entingthe
westWard sweep of industrialism. The rapid population increases experienced
by many of the states are a function of this new industrialism. Truly urban
centers have, developed out of communities which twenty years ago existed
primanly to service the surrounding ranching and mining interests'.
7
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In Oregon this change has meant a swing from an overwhelmingly Republican state to one in which the Democrats are now the majority party.
In Arizona a predominantly Democratic state has become very much' less
so. The authors were extremely circumspect concerning the possible outcome in many states, as they might well be. For, most of the western
states were affected by the '_'progressive" reforms of the era of Hiram Johnson,
Burton Wheeler, and William Borah. To these political mavericks the
curse of American politics was the strong party system. Thus, many of these
states possess the open primary, the recall, the referendum, and the initiative
-all of which indicate progressive-era suspicion of the party organization
and "machine" politics. Party liiles hav~ never been closely drawn and what,
is refe~ed to as party responsibility is something which is hard to find. In
state after state, the authors point out that the voter is extremely iJ?dependent and follows the principle of voting for the "best man." Politics is in the
hands of individual politicians each of whom has a following. Parties are
coalitions of factions apt to fragment into the component parts on very
slight provocation.
- For these reasons the drift of western politics is hard to foresee. If party
lines were drawn with some resoluteness and if party organizations were
already well formed, the outcome of the population shift would be easy
~o predict. If the recent immigrants were from predominantly Republican
states to the east, one would expect a solid Republican drift. If on th.eother
hand they were frOll) predominantly Democratic states one could expect
a Democratic tide. But in the absence of firm political traditions and party
lines any such simple system of prediction would befooIhardy. What does
come through to the reader is that western politics is in an amorph~us state.
But it is not fair to characterize it as totally amorphous. A final chapter
on the performance of the western Congressional delegations indicates
clearly that there are certain issues on which western Senators and 'Congressmen constitute a bloc. Public lands;water; public power, mining, and cattle
are issues on which westerners in Congress can be counted to cross party
lines and vote as a bloc. They do recognize certain western interests. But on
other issues which do not have special meaning fot the western economy, the
western Congressmen and Senators adhere rather strictly to their party labels.
The method of composing Western Politics has assured a consistent and
able performance. No one has fallen down in his assignment. But with the
exception of the 'Idaho and New Mexico chapters,the restilt ,is 'a rather
. monotonous uniformity. The authors of these two chapters "subverte4"the
strict outline imposed to asuflicient extent to give the reader some 'of the
true flavor of politics In those two states. The others remain solid pieces of

.
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work lacking none of the information one might seek in a reference work.
By playing it safe the editor has managed to avoid unevenness of treatment,
. often looked upon ~s the pitfall of such joint ventures. But he has also
avoided those brilliant int~rpretations which can only come from allowing
the author a free hand. The layman wanting to know something about the
details of politics in California, for example, could well turn to the l chapter
in Western Politics. But if he begins with chapter one to work his way
through he will find it a demanding task. This is not a book with the verve,
vitality, and insight of D. W. Brogan's Politics In America.
-;David B. Hamilton
Dr. Hamilton, who is a popular professor of economics at the University of New
Mexico, is not only a student of theory but the practice of Western politics as one of the
founders of the Grass Roots movement in Albuquerque. His text book, Consumer Economics, published last year by Houghton-Miffiin, has transcended mere classroom interest.

..
PENNSYLVANIA SONGS AND LEGENDS, ed. by George Korson. Baltimore: The
Johns Hopkins Press, 1949. Dlus. Music. 474 pp. $7.50'
BLACK ROCK: MINING FOLKLORE OF THE PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH, by George
Korson. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1960 Illus. 453 pp. $7.50'

Pennsylvania Songs. and Legends is made up of an introduction and
thirteen articles, each by a different author, on a tradition, a group, or an
area. Eight of the chapters contain folk songs; four are devoted exclusively
to songs: those of the old settlers, British, and German (with a separate
, chapter for the Amish) and those of more recent arrivals, .generally city
dwellers. The tales and legends are those of the Complanter Indians, ConeStoga wagoners" canallers, railroaders, lumbermen and raftsmen, coal miners,
oilmen, and f3miers. This is a rich collection and the coverage is exceptional
considering the limited space for each chapter. There is of course variation
in the 'quality of the articles. Outstanding in my judgment are those On the
fOUI,folk song traditions in the stat~ and those on the wagoners, canallers,
and Iailroaders. .In additio~ to the songs and stories the authors provide excellenthistorical and background sketches. Musical notation and translations
.
of German texts are given for most songs.
Black Rock is more than mining folldore. It contains the history of anthracite mining in the Pennsylvania Qutch country, the history of the various
anthracite regions, the development of transportation for the coal by.canal
and rail~ ~eminiscences and histories of the people involved, plus sections
on f()lk song, folk speech, folk medicine, courtship and marriage customs,
aIid'misceVaneous items. The material is well organized into sections by
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region or subject; the author's approach is informal, chatty, sometimes
rambling. One thing leads to another. After the anthracite had be,en discovered the promoters had to prove that it could be burned in the homes
and steel mills of the early nineteenth centUry. Then tmnsportationmethods
had to be improved. Pennsylvanians dug canals and built milroads (includingthe second railroad in the -United States). They iInported the first steam
locomotive. These developments provide fascinating stories. Even the process of proving -that anthracite could be burned had its own drama and
frustmtions. Equally iniportant are the people-financiers, managers, engineers, workmen-who brought about the great changes. Many of us are
unaware of the pioneering of the Pennsylvania Dutch in these areas; we
think of them as quaintly dressed and mannered' farmers. Many of them
were farmers who continued to live on -their farms even when they became
railroaders, canallers, or miners. Mr. Korson causes us to see them as men
of affairs and highly skilled workers. The boo~ divides about equally between
history and folklore though there is considerable intermingling of the two.
The folk narratives, which are of the local rather than the world-wide variety,
make up a smaller part of the folk materials than one would expect in a
group as· long established and homogeneous as the Pennsylvania Dutch.
In these two books Mr. Korson has done a remarkable job of-editing and
tellirigthe Pennsyl~nia story, a story of many 'kinds of people whose accomplishments justify the pride th~ take in ~eir state.
-E. W.Baughman

.~

Dr. Baughman, associate professor of English at the University of New Mexico, is a
specialist in American studies who ~ectures on, among other subjects, the folktale in
English. He has served as acting chairman of the English department and is chairman
of the faculty publications committee.

A COUNTRY-BY-COUNTRY SURVEY OF EDUCATIONAL
AnuCA, compo by Ruth Sloan Associates, ed. by Helen

'THE EDUCATED AFmCAN:

DEVELOPMENT IN
Kitchen. New York: Praeger, 1962. 542 pp. $12.50'
Ruth Sloan Associates, publishers of The Press In Africa (J956), have compiled and Helen Kitchen, editor of Africa Report, has edited this very useful
survey, of Mrican educational systems. There are forty-two chapters, one for
each country or territory. With variations, each chapter attempts to cover
these five points: 1 ) political, social, economic, and geographic context; 2)
educational objectives; 3) current school systems in terms of goals and accomplishments; 4) educational priorities in relation to ~dependence needs and
limited financial resources; and 5) the conflict between urban elites and.bushdwelling elders.
It is easy to see the value of a book which brings together in convenient -
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form widely scattered descriptions of African education. Being a comprehensive compilation~ it fills a need which libraries and interested individuals
will appreciate and want to have at hand. Peace Corps recruits, teachers,
and others heading for Africa will readily tum to it.
This book has" good illustrations and an excellent chart on the universities in Africa. Though the table of contents lists chapter headings and subdivisions the book lacks an index. More than 100 persons contributed to
this book and most chapters are signed. The qualifications of contributing
authors are not given~ though this reviewer recognizes some of them to be
knowledgeable United States Information Officers and Office of Education
personnel who have served in the countries they write about.
Africanists, comparative educationists, and research scholars, while appreciating the convenience of having this book, will no doubt try to find more
definitive studies on individual countries and territories. The ideal would
be a comparative survey of African education containing the historical range
and interpretive depth of Lord Hailey's An African Survey. Such a volume
has not yet appeared. UJltil it does, The Educated African will be a welcome
and much-used general reference book.
-Fran~ Parker
Dr. Parker who is associate professor of the history and philosophy of education at the
University of Texas, spent 1957-58 in research on education in the Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland, the Ul1ion of South Africa, Belgian Congo, Kenya and the United Arab
Republic. He continueCi his research at the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute, Lusaka, Northern
Rhodesia, in 1962. He baS written dozens of articles for the professional and scholarly
press and many book reviews.

,

UNIVERsITY, by L. J. Daly, S.J. New York: Sheed & Ward"
1961.. 241 pp. $5.00•

THE MEDIEVAL

Father Daly~ in a simple and summary style, describes the rise, development, structure and influence of the medieval university. The presentation. is
popular, yet footnoted and provided with suggestions of additional readings
at the end of each chapter for those with time and interest'for more scholarly
research on the subject.
This text can serve as valuable reading for theJormal student in medieval
studies, or for the student of history, especially the history of education.
One cannot appreciate the present academic scene without knowledge of its
background in medieval origins.
There is also much here of unusual fact and of human interest: the
privileges of medieval students; the constitutional democracy of the tJl.e~eval
student government; the daily life of the student (classes from 6 a.m. to 6·
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p.m.); the letters home (for money); the town versus gown conflict; the
depth and duration of their studies (from 6 to 16 years); the early age of
intellectual maturation (freshmen at 15). This book has much to offer·aUtespecially to those in university education, teacner and student.
-Fr. Richard Butler, O.P.
Father Butler, national chaplin of the Newman Clubs of the United States: is currently writing in Clticago bjs fourth book, entitled God on the Secular Campus. While he
was chaplian of the Aquinas Newman Center at University of New Mexico, the Quarterly
published two chapters of his Life and World of George Santayana. He was Santayana's
only daily visitor from outside the Roman convent where the American philosopher and
poet spent his final years.

THE VISUAL CRAFT OF WILLIAM GoLDEN, ed. by Cipe Pinles Golden, Kurt
Weihs, Robert Strunsky.
York: Braziller, 1962.
156PP.$12'50'

New

DIns.

'.

.'The late William Golden was for fifteen years Art Director of Columbia
Broadcasting System and this large-format book illustrates 137 pieces- ,
advertisements, brochures, books-produced under the guidance of his firm .
hand. 'The text consists of three articles by Golden, and six tributes. bybis
associates. Golden believed advertising should "avoid designing for designers," and that "Design for print is not Art. At best it is a highly skilled craft
-a sensitive,inventive, interpretive craft, but in no way related to painting."
He chose artists like Ben Shahn and Jean Pages; led talented writers like
Robert Strunsky and Carroll Elliott, encouraging them to throw their full
talents into creating the impact of visual products carrying the CBS message
,and the "Golden touch." 'The most familiar William Golden design is the
CBS "eye" symbol. -Roland Dickey
(
RIPPLED SHADOW, A COLLEcnON OF POEMS, by Keshev Malik. New Delhi:
Surge Publications, 1961. 152PP. Rs. 7.50.

To contradict a well intentioned Birmingham critic, 4lEnglish" is ,not the .
adjective perfectly descDoing these New Delhi poems, even discounting an
occasional cobra image; nor can that be their quality that earned the admiration of Stephen Spender. Yet there is something British, ((clipped,"
about these verses-"ea,ch . '.• crisp as a thermometer readingtas V. S.
Pritchett put it iii the New Statesman. While not avant garde, they show a
firm, craftsman's grasp of modem prosody. 'They are at their best as not
quite ripe persimmons.
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POETRY EXPIJCATION:

A CHECKLIST OF

INTERPRETATION SINCE 1925 OF BRI-

TISH AND AMERICAN POEMS PAST AND PRESENT,

by Joseph M. Kuntz. Denver:

Alan Swallow, 1962 • 332 pp. $4.75.
What does the poem really mean? While this can be answered for each
reader only by a close reading of the poem in -question, what it has meant
to expert crihes in prose terms can enrich one's own understanding. In this
day of nonobjective art, most readers will welcome a hand from competent
guides to lead them through the mazes of modem verse. That is why this
new edition of a classic bibliography will be welcomed by the interested
layman while continuing as an increasingly well-nigh iridispensable tool for
the advanced English scholar, teacher, and librarian. More than double the
size of the previous edition compiled with Dr. George Arms, a colleague in
the depamnent of English at University of New Mexico, the new edition
incorporating references to the explications of the last decade is entirely
the work of Mr. Kuntz. While explication as a technique of modem criticism
is most useful when -applied to modem verse, this volume is restricted by
no means to references merely to modem poets, though only modem criticism is considered. Listings begin with "AGEE, James" and end with
''YEAT~'' but younger modems are included with poets of all periods. The
criterion is simply a unified explication from carefully selected sources excluding only verse drama and longer poems. Poems are listed alphabetically
under authors. The main sources consulted form a useful supplementary
general bibliography.
THE. HUMMINGBIRD, by Henry Miller. Norfolk, Conn.:
62
New D~rections, 19 ; 194 pp. $4.00.
This is a forgettable book. It should n04 however, mislead us about the
importance at Henry Miller. It could be argued that Miller's best work is
The Colossus of Maroussi. That book has perception, beauty, and humanity.
The people of Greece are odd and briIIian4 ripe with character; the landscape and seascape of Greece are haunting. No contemporary book vivifies
and intensifies CreeGe more than The Colossus of· Maroussi.
Of course Henry Miller's comic novel The Tropic of Cancer is his most
noted work, his scandal. To readers it is one thing, titillation and shock and
(mostly, surely) amusement. To writers, however, it is vastly more. If one
is a writet The Tropic of Cancer is the liberating book of our time, far more
than joyce's Ulysses for example. The Tropic of Cancer is an emancipation
for writers. Because of it one can now write the absolute truth of life and

.STAND STILL

LIKE
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language. Miller made it possible for a writer to be honest, utterly. This
is a·considerable contribution to the history Qf human culture.
Stand Still Like the Hummingbird is a collection of twenty-three "essays,
prefaces, reviews and what not" written over a period of twenty-five years
or more. The most pungent lines in ~he volume refer to William Saroyan:
"Saroyan is today the most daring of all our storytellers, and yet I feel that
he is timid. He is timid, I mean, judged by his own criteria. His evolution
is not in the direction one would imagine. He took a big hurdle in the beginning, but he refuses to go on hurdling. He is mnning now, and his stride
is pleasant" and easy, but we had expected him to be a chamois and not a
yearling." Marvelous, deadly.
Miller relishes the tmly deserving-Thoreau, Whitman, Sherwood Anderson, Kenneth Patchen, Ionesco. But in wtiting about them he -is hortatory,
not trenchant, rodomontadish, not memorable. Discussion of books leads
him into a quagmire of words; one is reminded of his sodden volume The
Books in My Life. When he suddenly comments about himself-acerb
memories of his youth, a brief rejoicing picture of his past-the writing
quickens. Acid suits him better than mush.
I
-WillisD.Jacobs
Dr. Jacobs, whose reviews have brightened these pages frequently, is a professor of
English at the University"of New Mexico. His lead review of Seventh Street in the last
issue and informal field work in Gotham coffee houses and other Bohemian haunts last
summer has introduced the Quarterly to some new and interesting poets from whom we
may be hearing in quarters to come.

NEW POETS OF ENGLAND AND AMmuCA, ed. by Donald Hall, Robert Pack,
Louis Simpson. New York: Meridian Books, World, 1957. 351 pp. $1.55.
Tim NEW AMmuCAN POETRY: 1945-1960, ed. by Donald M. Allen. New
York: Grove Press, 1960. 454 pp. $2'95.
.
NEW POETS OF ENGMND AND AMEmCA, SECOND SELECTION, ed. by Donald
Hall, Robert Pack. New York: Meridian Books, World, 1962. 384 pp. $1.65..
Considering three of the most influential modem anthologies of modem
poetry, the most striking fact is how dissimilar they are (or at least mutually
exclusive). Taken collectively, out of 142 poets in the three paperbacks,
the~ is not one that appears in all in common. Obviously, with two-thirds
of the same editorial staff, the two New Poet$ books repeat some of the
same names-but not the poems. Seven Englishmen and fifteen Americans
out of ninety are repeaters. None of the forty-seven Americans in New American Poetry are included except Denise Levertov who appears in one of the
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New Poets (the latest-listed as a Yank though she was born in England)
and is generously represented in New American Poetry. The age spectrum
of New Poets seems to be narrower, ranging from five born in '17 to one in
'35, whereas American 1}as a ,half dozen grand old men who were pre'-wat
babies along with three youngsters born in '37' Less than five percent of
NewPoets werebotn since 1930.
We don't know what all this proves except perhaps to underline the fact
that poetS are young (reasonably but not invariably); editors are individualists; and there seems to be no laureate dominating the scene. Of course,
these poets make Robert Lowell and Karl Shapiro old pappy guys (Why
bring them up in anything new?) and Robert Frost, Ezra Pound, and T. S.
Elio~ living legc;:nds. Robert could have belonged to the same sCout troop
as Stepl!en Crane, and Hart he could have dandled on his knee. Carl.Sandburg (the late biographer, you mean?) is not mentioned in poetic circles,
having gone the way of Kipling, Masefield, and the Auk.

1im INQ'UIlUNG MIND: A STUDY OF THE ADULT WHO CONTINUES TO LEARN,
by Cyril O'Houle. Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1961• 87 pp.
$1.,0.

Dr. O'Houlc, professor of education at tlie University of Chicago, raises
more questions than he answers in this little paperback, a coUectionof lectures delivered as Knapp Visiting Professor at the University of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee. Some questions he does answer: W!tat is the typical age of adult
students? Answer: thelate twenties to fifty. Marital status? Most ate married.
Occupation? Manymore professiona.l, managerial, and technical people than
those from other occupational groups.
The students can be subdivided mto three groups as to motivation. The
largest,§oup is goal-oriented (those in the group want job promotion, or
they wantt(l collect degrees, certificates and diplomas). Some are activity-oriented (they want to win friends and influence people, acquire a spouse
from among classmates, or simply satisfy a gregarious instinct safely without
too ..deep an emotional commitment). Some are leaming-oriented (study
with them is either compulsive or a recreation). O'Houle .passes no value
judgtnents on tbismotivation. One reason is a valid as another for studying,
depending on. the individual. He also· states that the educators, too, divide
into tIlesethtee classes and that by far the largest group of both stpdentsand
th~ teachers is the goal-oriented. The students in this group are the oldest;
SOUle: of the-educators in this group are insincere in their stand, knowing
that it-is-an.appeal that works and helps to fill classes.
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The ABC of Relativity, by Bertrand
Russell, ed. by Felix Pirani. New York:
Signet Classic, New American Library,
1962 • 144 pp.$ .60.
Aclillles' Shield and the Structure of the
Iliad, by Guenter A.Duethom. Amherst:
Amherst College Press, 1962. 30 pp.
$ ·95·
Adolph Sutro, A Biography, by Robert E.
Stewart, Jr~ & M.F. Stewart. Berkeley:
Howell·North, 1962. 243 pp. $6.00.
Advertising and the Soul's BeIIy, by James
Playsted Wood. Athens: University of
Georgia Press, 1961. 120 pp. $3.50'
After the Seventh Day, by Ritchie Calder.
New York: Mentor, New American
Library, 1962• 348 pp. 0$ .75.
The Amazing Mister ChurcbiIl: ..An
Informal Study of Greatness, by Robert
Lewis Taylor. New York: McGraw·Hill,
1962 • 443 pp. $6.5°..
American Race Relations Today, ed. by Earl
Raab. New York: Doubleday, 1962.
195 pp. $ ~95'
An Analysis and Critique of the Union
Financing of the Civil War, by Bert W.
Rein. Amherst: Amherst· University
Press, 1962~ 64 pp.. $ .95.
The Ancient Kingdoms of the Nile and the
Doomed .Monuments of Nubia, by
Walter A. Fairservis, Jr. New York:·
Mentor, ~ew American Library, 1962.
269 pp. $ ·75·
And Night Came Down: A Story of the
War Between the States in Narrative
Verse, by Daniel A. Dugan. New York:
Vantage Press, 1962. 61 pp. $2.50'
The Apostate Herigtr, by AnthonyShafton.
New York: Grove Press, 1962. 82 pp.
$2'95·
~
TheM of Writing, by Andre Maurois, tr.
by Genn:d Hopkins. New York: Dutton,
1962 • 320 PP· $1-45.
L'Assommoir, by Emile Zala, tr. by Atwood
H. Townsend. New York: A Signet
Classic; N~ American Library, 1962.
490 pp. $ ·75·
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Bad Medicine and Good: Tales of the
Kiowas, by Wilbur Sturtevant Nye.
N~rman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1962• 311 pp. $5~oo.
Baroque and Romantic Stage Design,. ed.
by Janos Scholz. New York: Dutton,
1962• 126 pp. $2.15.
Basic· Concepts in Sociology, by Max
Weber.· ·New York: Philosophical Ii·
brary, 1962 • 117 pp. $3'75.
The Basis of Scientffic TbinJcing, by Samuel
. Reiss. New York: Philosophical Library,
1961• ~60pp. $4.75.
.
'l'he Beggar's Opera, by John Gay. Tr. by
B. W. Griffith, Jr. Great Neck: Barron's
Educational Series, 1962. 162 pp. $ .95.
Benjamin Franklin, by Richard E. Amacher.
New York: Twayne Publishers, 1962.
182 pp. $3.;0.
Benjamin FranHin, by Thf6dore Hom·
berger. Minneapolis: The University of
Minnesota Press, 1962• 43 pp. $.65.
Benjamin Franilin,· Representative Self»
tions, by Chester E. Jorgenson & Frank
Luther Mott. New York: Hill & Wang,
1962 .'729 pp. $2·45·
.
Bibliography:Der Verofenlichungen, ed. by
S. B. Liljegren. Essays and Studies on
English Language and Literatqre, .XIV.
Cambridge: Harvard Unlversity Press,
1956.91 pp. $2;00.
The Big Con, by David W. Maurer. New
York: Signet, New. American Lt'brary,
1962. 256 pp. $ .60.
't
The Big Old World of Richard Creeks; by
Harold Courlander. Philadelphia: GIn1·.
ton Books, .1962. 118 PP~$3.50.
BiIIiardsat Half·Past Nine, by Heinrich
Boll. New York: McGraw·Hill, 1962.
280 pp. $4'95.
Billy Budd, SaUor: An Inside Narrative, by
Herman. . Melville, ed.by Harrison
Hayford & Merton ~. S~lts,Jr~Ghicago:
University Press, 19(i2. 431 pp. $8.00.
Birdman of AIcabu,by Thomas E. Gaddis.
New York: Signet, New American
LJ'brary, 1962. 21 7 Pp". $ .60.
o
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Black Like Me, by John Howard Griffin.

'.;

New York: Signet, New American
Library, 1962. 157 pp~ $ .50.
Bon Voyage!, by Marrij and Joseph Hayes.
New York: Signet, New American
Library, 1962. 219 pp. $ .5°.
Brea1cth{ough to Peace: Twelve Views on
the Threat of Thermonuclear Extermination, intro. by Thomas Merton. New
York: New Directions, 1962. 253 pp.
$1·95·
A Breath of French Air, by H. E; Bates.
New York: Signet, New American Library, 1962 . 143 pp. $ ·50.
British Ol>iectives in the Transvaal, 18771884> by John W. Lyon. 'Amherst: Am·
herst CoTIegePress, 1962• 60 pp. $ .95.
BulEnch's Mythology: The Age of Chivalry
and Legends of Charlemagne, by Thomas
Bulfinch.New York: Mentor, New American Library, 1962. 608 pp. $ .75.
Bul6nch's Mythology: The Age of Fable,
by Thomas Bulfinch. New York: Mentor,
New American Library, 1962. 404 pp.
$ .60...
But Not in 'Shame: The Six Months·Alter
Pearl Harbor, by John Toland. New York:
Signet, New American Library, 1962.464
pp. $ ·95·
The Butterfly, by Mic~el Rumaker. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1962.242
pp. $3.95, paper $1.65.
•
Calder6n de 1a Barca: Four Plays, tr. by
Edwin Honig. New York: Hill & Wang,
Mermaid Dramabook, 1961. 342 pp.
$1·95~
A Campaign from Santa Fe to the Mississippi, by Theophilus Noel. Houston:
Stagecoach Press, 1961. 210 pp. $7.5°.
The C31lDibal, by John Hawkes. New York:
New Directions, 1962. 195PP. $1.90.
....A Canyon Voyage: The Narrative of the
Second Powell Expedition down the
Green-Colorado River from Wyoming,
and the Explorations on Land, in the
Years 1871 and 1872,' by Frederick S.
Dellenbaugh. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1962 • 31 lPP· $1'95·
CapitolHm, by Andrew Tully. New York:
Signet, New American Library, 1962.
35 2 pp. $ ·75·
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Catch-22, by Joseph Heller. New York:
Dell, 1962 . 4 6 3 pp. $ .75.
Cavalier and Yankee, by William R. Taylor.
New York: BraziTIer, 1961. 376 pp. $6.00.
The Cease of Majesty, by M. M. Reese.
New York: St. Martin's Press, 1962.
$8.00.
Ceremony in Lone Tree, by Wright Morris.
New York: Signet, New American Lib·
rary, 1962. 192 pp. $ .60.
The Charterhouse of Parma, by Stendhal,
tr. by C. K. Scott-Moncrieff. New York:
Signet Classic, New American Library,
1962 . 5° 2 pp. $ ·75·
The Chemicals of Life, by Isaac Asimov.
New York: Signet, New American Library, 1962. 127 pp. $ .60.
By Cheyenne Campfires, by George Bird
Grinnell. New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1962. 329 PP.$1.95.
Children is All: Ten. Stories & Two Plays,
by James Purdy. New York: New Direc·
tions, 1962. 183 pp. $4.25.
Classics in Logic: Readings in Epistemology,
Theory of Knowledge and Dialectics, ed.
by Dagobert D. Runes. New York: Philosophical Library, 1962. 818 pp. $10.00.
Clizia, by Niccolo Machiavelli, tr. by Oliver
Evans. New York: Barron's Educational
Series, 1962. 85 pp. $1.25.
The Comedies of Terence, by Robert
Graves. New York: Anchor Books,
,
Doubleday, 19 62 • 334 pp. $1·45·
The Coming of the Revolution (17631775), by Lawrence Henry Gipson, ed.
by H. S. Commager & R. B. Morris. New
York: Harper Torchbooks, University
Library, 1962. 300 pp. $1.85.
The Cossacks and the Raid, by Leo Tolstoy,
tr. by Andrew MacAndrew. New York:
Signet, New American Library, J.961. 21 3
pp. $ ·5°·
The Cry of a Bird, by Dorothy Yglesias.
New York: Dutton, 1962. 168 pp. $4.95.
A Cultural History of Spanish America:
From Conquest To Independence, by
Mariano Picon-5alas, tr. by Irving A.
Leonard. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1962. 203 pp. $5.00.
The Cultural Life of the American Colonies
(1607-1763), by Louis B. Wright, ed. by
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H. S. Commager & R. B. Morris. New
York: Harper Torchbooks, University
Library, 1962. 304 pp. $1.85.
Danvin a;nd the Naked Lady, by Alex Comfort. New York: Braziller, 1962. 175.
pp. $4.00•
David Copperfield, by Charles Dickens.
NeYi York: Signet Classic, New Ameri·
can Library, 1962 . 879 pp. $ .75.
The Dawn of Life, by J. H. Rush. New
York: Signet, New American Library,
1962 . 284 pp. $ ·75·
The Death of Adam, by John C. Greene.
New York: Mentor, New American Lib·
rary, 1961 . 372 pp. $ ·75·
The Death of Nobody, by Jules Romains,
tr. by Desmond. MacCarthy & Sidney
Waterlow. New York: Signet Classic,
New American Library, 1961. 120 pp.
$ ·5°·
Dick Gregory: From the Back of the Bus,
ed. by Bob Orben. New York: Dutton,
1962 . 12 5 pp. $1·9;·
A Different Drummer, by William Melvin
Kelley. New York: Doubleday, 1962.
223 pp. $3.9;.
Dostoevsky: A Collection of Critical Essays,
ed•.by Ren6 WeUek. Englewood Cliffs:
. Prentice-Hall, 1962. 180 pp. $1.95..
Down the Santa Fe Trail and into Mexico:
Diary of Susan Shelby Magoffin 18461847, ed. by Stella M. Drumm. New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1962. 328
pp. $1·95·
The Drama of Ibsen and Strindberg, by
F. L. Lucas. New York: Macmillan, 1962.
484 pp. $10.00.
Dublin's loyce, by Hugh Kenner. Boston:
~eacon Press, 1962. 372 pp. $2.25.
Early Maps of Nortb America, by Robert
M. Limny. Newark: New Jersey HistoriCal Spciety'45 pp. $1.85.
Edith Wharton: A Collection of Critical
Essays, ed. by Irving Howe. Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1962. 181 pp. $1.95.
Education and Nationalism, by Gladys A.
. Wiggin. New York: McGraw·Hill, 1962-.
516 pp. $7·5°'
Electronics for Everyone, by Monroe Upton.
_' New York: Signet Science Library, New
'.. American Library, 1962. 343 pp. $ ·75·
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The Empty Canvas, by Alberto Moravia.
New York: Signet, New American Library, 1962• 286 pp. $ .75.
Enemies of the State, by Francis X. Busch.
New York: Signet, New American Ltbrary, 1962.24° pp. $ .60.
English Literature 1660-1880: A Biblio·
graphy of Modem Studies, Vols. III &
IV, ed. by Arthur Friedman, Louis A.
Landa, John Loftis, Charles B. Woods,
Gellert S. Alleman, Gwin J. Kolb. Prin~
ton: Princeton University Press, 1962.
573, 558 PP· $8,5° ea.
English Literature: Values and Traditions,
by Ifor Evans. New York: Barnes &
Noble, 1962. 96 pp. $2.00; paper, $ .95.
The English People on the Eve of Colonization, by Wallace Notestein, ed. by H.S.
Commager & R. B. Morris. New York:
Harper Torchbooks, University Library,
1962. 307 pp. $1.8;.
Erskine Caldwell's Men and Women:
Twenty-two Stories, by Erskine Caldwell.
New York: Signet, New American Ltbrary, 19 62 . 192 pp. $ ·5°·
Eudora Welty, by Ruth M. Vande Kieft.
New York: T~yne Publishers, 1962.
193 pp. $3·50'
Evening Tales, by MihailSadoveanu, tr. by
E.Farca, L. Marinescu, Silva Radu & Victor Alexandru. New York: TWayne Publishers, 1962 • 372 pp. $3.95.
.
Existentialist Thinkers and Tbought, by
.Frederick Patka. New York: Philosophical
LIbrary, 1962. 170 PP· $4.75.
Fables and Fairy Tales, by Leo Tolstoy, tr.
.by Ann Dunnigan. New York: Signet,
New American Ltbrary, 1962. 129 pp.
$ .60.
.
The Family Letters of Samuel Butler 1841'
1886, ed by AmoldSilver. Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1962• 295 pp.
$6·5°'
The First Heretic: The Life & Times of
.Iklmaton the King, by Fred Gladstone
Bratton. Boston: Beacon Press, 1962•
200 pp. $4.95.
The Fo1k1ore of Management, by Clarence
B. Randall. New York: Mentor, New
American LI'brary, ~962. 128 pp. $ .60.
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Ford Mado" Ford's Novels: A Critical
Study, by John A. Meixner. Minneapolis.:
University of Minnesota Press, 1962.. 303
pp. $5.50.
Form & Fable in American Fiction, by Dan·
iel G. Hoffman. New York: Oxford Uni·
versity Press, 1961. 378 pp. $7.00.
Forth to the Wilderness, by Dale Van
Every. New York: Mentor, New Ameri·
can Library, 1962.. 382. pp. $ .75.
For' Your Eyes Only: Five Secret Exploits
of James Bond, by Ian Fleming. New
York: Signet, New American Library,
1962.. 136 pp. $ .50.
Freedom's Ferment: Phases of Ameri~
Socia1 History from the Colonial Period to
the Outbreak of the Civil War, by Alice
Felt Taylor. New York: Harper Torch·
books, 1962.. 608 pp. $2..75.
Freedom Versus Organization, by Bertrand
Russell. New York: Norton, 1962.. 475
pp. $1.95.
The French Revolution: 1788'1792, 1?Y.
Gaetano Salvemini, tr. by I. M. RaWll,>n.
New York: Norton, 1962.. 343 pp. $1~5.
The Furnished Room, by Laura Del-~vo.
New York: Doubleday, 1962.. 195 ipp.

$3.95.
.
~
The Fur Trade in Canada: An Introdl¢tion
to Canadian Economic History, by H~old
A Innis. New Haven: Yale Univ~rsity
Press, 1962.. 471 pp. $1.95.
Futurism: The Story of a Modem Art
Movement: A New Appraisal, by Rosa
Trillo Clough. New York: Philosophical
LIbrary, 1961. 302. pp. $6.00.
The Genius of the Early English Theater.
ed. by Sylvan Barnet, Morton Berman
& William Burto. New York: Mentor,
New American LIbrary, 1962 . 453 pp.
$ ·95·
The Genius of the Later English Theater,
ed. by Sylvan Barnet, Morton Berman
& William Burto. New York: Mentor,
New American' LIbrary, 1962 • 536 pp.
$ ·95·
The Golden Road: The Story of California's
Spanish Mission Trail, by Felix Riesen.
. berg; Jr. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962 .
. 315 pp. $6.95.
.The Great Circle, by Frank Rooney. New
york: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1962.
314 pp. $5·75·
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,
Great Surveys of the American West, by
Richard A. Bartlett. Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1962. 418 pp. $7.95;
Greener Fields, by Alice Marriott. New
York: Dolphin, Doubleday, 1962.. 2.2.0
pp. $ .95.
Hamlet: The First Quarto, ed. by Albert B.
Weiner. Great Neck: Barron's Eduea·
tional Series, 1962.. 176 pp. $1.95.
Harvests & Harvesting through the Ages,
by Norman E. -Lee. New York: Cam·
bridge Unj.,:ersity Press, 1960. 2.08 pp.

$2.'95.
Heat Engines (TheIJ1lodynamics in Theory
and Practice), by John F. Sandfort. New
York: Anchor, Doubleday, 1962.. 2.92. pp.

$ .95.
Henry Adams: An Introduction and Inter·
pretation, by George Hochfield. New
York: Barnes & Noble, 1962.. 150 pp.
$2..95, paper, $1.2.5.
History and Politics, The Co11ected Works
of Paul Valery, Vol. 10, tr. by Denise
Folliot and Jackson Mathews. New York:
Bollingen Series XLV, 1962.. 686 pp.

$5.00.
A House for Mr. Biswas, by V. S. Naipaul.
New York: McGraw·Hill, 1962.. 52.5 pp.

$5.95.
How Life Began, by Irving Adler. New
York: Signet, New American Library,
1962.. 12.1 pp. $ .60.
Hudson River Bracketed, by Edith Whar·
ton. New York: Signet Classic, New
Ameriean Library, 1962..415 pp. $ .75.
Human Society in Ethics and Politics, by
Bertrand Russell. New York: Mentor,
New American LIbrary, 1962.. 2.00 pp.
$ .6o.
1'11 Die Before 1'11 Run: The Story of the
Great Feuds of Texas, by C. L. Sonnich·
sen. New York: Devin-Adair, 1962 . 37 1

$

pp. 6.00.
1'11 Take My Stand, intro. by Louis J. Ru·
bin, Jr. New York: Harper Torchbooks,
1962 . 425 pp. $2.25·
The Indian Tribes of the United States, by
D'Arcy McNickle. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1962..79 pp. $1·75:
Inferno, by Robert Dundee. New York: Signet, New American LIorary, 1962. 142
pp. $ ·35·
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The Ingenuity of Man, by Estelle H. Ries. '
New York: Exposition Press, 1962. 321
,pp. $4.00•
.
In Praise of Idleness, by Bertrand Russell.
New York: Bames & Noble, 1962. 144
pp. $ ·95·
The Instruments of Music, by Robert Donington. New York: Barnes & Noble, 1962.
206 pp. $2.25.
InterpJayof East and West: The Points of
Conflict and Cooperation, by Barbara
Ward. New York: Norton, 1962. 150
pp. $1.25·
An Introduction to the Study of Southwestern Archaeology With a Preliminary
A~count of the Excavations Pecos, by Irving Rouse. New Haven: 'Yale University
Press, 1962 . 377 pp. $1·95·
Ivanhoe, by Sir Walter Scott. New York:
Signet Classic, New American Library,
1962. 508 pp. $ .60.
James' Fenimore Cooper, by Donald A.
Ringe. New York: Twayne Publishers,
1962 . 164PP· $3.5°.
James Fenimore Cooper: An Introduction'
and Interpretation, by Warren S. Walker.
>
New York: Bames & Noble, 1962. 142
pp. $2,9;, paper, $1.2;: ,
A lames Stephens Reader, ed. by Uoyd
Frankenberg. New ,York: Macmillan,
19 62 • 5°1 pp. $1·95·
Jenny by Nature, by Erskine Caldwell. New
York: Signet, New American Library,
1962 . 143 pp. $ .5°.
lohn Donne: A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. by Helen Gardner. Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice·Hall, 1962. 183 pp.
$1·95·
John Dos Passos, by Robert Gorham Davis.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 19 62 . 47 pp. $ ·.(i5·
Joseph Conrad: Giant in Exile, by Leo
'Gurko. New York: Macmillan, 1962.
269 pp. $5.00.
Joseph KirIdand, by Clyde E. Henson. New
York: Twayne Publishers, 1962. 1S0 pp.
$3·5°'
'Kansas Fo11dore, ed. by S. J. Sackett & William E. Koch. Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1961. 2;6 pp. $5.00.
Keats. Ed. by Richard Wilbur. New York:
Dell, 1962. 160 pp.$ .35.
,
Kick Me in the Traditions, by' Leif' Pan-
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duro. New York: Signet, New American
Library, 1962. 144 pp. $ .5°.
Kit Carson:.A Portarait in Courage, by M.
Morgan Estergreen. Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1962 • 33 2 PP.$S.95.
Krislmakanta's Will, by Bankim-ehandra
Chatterjee. New York: New Directions,
1962., 172 pp. $1.6;.
Lan·Lan, by Harry Roskolenko. New York:
Signet, New American Library, 1962• 175
pp. $ .50 •
The Last of the Mobicans, by James Fenimore Cooper. New York: Signet Classic,
New American Library, 1962. 428 pp.
$ .50 •
•
Lawrence of Arabia, by Anthony Nutting.
New York: Signet, New American Lib·
, rary~ 1962 . 25 2 pp. $ ·75·
Leamer's Permit, by LautenceLaFore. New
York: Doubleday, 1962. 295 pp. $4.5°.
Les Liaisons Dangereuses, by Choderlos
de Laclos, tr. by RiChard Aldington. New
York: Signet Classic, New American
Library, 1962 • 384PP' $ ,7;,
The Life and Death of a lapanese General,
by John Deane Potter•. New York: Sig·
net, New American Library" 1962. 191
pp. $.60:
The Life of Lazarillo de Torines: His For- .
tunes and Adversities, tr. by W. S. Merwin. New York: Anchor, Doubleday,
1962 . 1)2 pp. $ ·95·
The Lime Twig, by John Hawkes. New
York: New Directions, 1961. 179 pp.
$1·35·
Lincoln the Writer: The Development of
His Literary' Stjle, by Herbert J~ Edwards & John E. Hankins. Orono, Me.:
University of Maine Studies, Second
SerieS, No. 76, 1962. 122 pp. $1.00.
LithuanianQuarteft ed. by Stepas Zobars·
leas. New York: Manyland Books, 1962.
21 3 pp. $4'9;'
The Living and The Dead, by Konstantin
Simono\', tr. by R. Ainsztein. New York:
Doubleday, 1962 • 552PP.$5.95'
Logic and Existence, by Martin Foss. N~
York: Philosophical Library, 1962.237
PP·-$4·7;·
The Long Reach: A Report on Harvard
Today, by Peter French. New York: Ives
Washburn, i9 62• 243 pp. $4.00•
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The Loser, by Peter Ustinov. New York:
Signet, New American Library, 1962.
234 pp. $ .60.
Lost Languages, by P. E; Cleator. New
York: Mentor, New American Library,
196i. 192 pp. $ .75.
The LoVe of Learning and the ·Desire for
God: A Study of Monastic Culture, by
Jean Leclerq, tr. by Catharine Mistahi.
New York: Mentor, New American Lib·
rary' 1962. 321 pp. $ .75.
. McCulley's Fifth Eclectic Reader: 1879'
New York: Signet Classics, New Ameri·
can Library, 1962. 379 pp. $ .75.
Main·Travelled Roads, by Hamlin Garland.
" New York: Signet Classic, New Ameri·
can: Library, :1,962. 271 pp. $ .60.
Malory's Le Morte V'Arthtir, by Keith
Baines. New York: Mentor, New Ameri·
can Library, 1962. 508 pp. $ .95.
Man and Crisis, by Jose Ortega y Gasset.
New York: Norton, 1962. 215PP' $1.55.
Man: ~is First Million Years, by Ashley
Montagu. New York: Signet Science Lt'b·
rary' New American Library, 1962. 208
pp. $ .60.
.
-Man in Process; by Ashley Montagu. New
York: Mentor, New American 'Lt'brary,
1962 , 278 pp. $ ' 7 5 · '
The Manchurian Candidate, by Richard
Condon. New York: Signet, New Ameri·
can. ~'brary, 1962 • 351 ~p. $ .75.
Maria Montessori: Her Life and 'Vork, by
E. M. Standing, New York: Mentor·
Omega, New American Lt'brary, 1962.
382 pp. $ .95.
Mark Twain: Social Philosopher, by Louis
J. "Budd. Bloomington: Indiana Univer·
sity Press, 1962. 245PP' $6.50'
The Marquise of 0-: and Other Stories,
by Heinrich von Kleist, tr. by Martin
Greensberg,intro. by Thomas Mann.
New York: A Signet Classic, New Ameri.
Lt'b
.6
$
~n
~ry, 19 'J.. 279 p~. ·75·
The MarqUISe Went o'ut,at FIve, by Claude
Maunac, tr. by Richard Howard. New
YOI'k: Braziller, 1962 • 311 .pp. $4·95·
The Marxists, by C. ~right Ellis. New
York: Dell, 1962.480 pp. $ ·75·
The Mayo~ of Casterbridge, by Thomas
Hardy. New York: Signet Classic, New
American Lx'brary, 1962. 327 pp. $ .50.
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Medicine and Man: The Story of the Art
and Science of Healing, by Ritchie
Calder. New York: Signet, New Ameri·
can· Library, 1962. 256 pp. $ .60.
Meet Flora Mexicana: An Easy Way to
Recognize Some of the More Frequently
met Plants of Mexico as Seen from the
M;lin 8ighways, by M. Walter Pesman~
Globe, Arizona: Dale Stuart King, 1962.
278 pp. $6.00.
Mexico,'by Erico Verissimo, tr. by Linton
. Barrett. New York: Dolphin,. Double·
day, 1962. 399 pp. $1.25.
The Mississippi River Reader, ed. by
Wright Morris. New York: Doubleday,
1962. 382 pp. $1-45.
Molly the Black Mare, by Nils Hogner.
New York: Henry Z. Walck, 1962. 48
pp. $2.75.
The Morgan Manuscript of Marle Twain's
Pudd'nhead Wilson, by Daniel Morley
McKeithan. Essays and Studies on Amer·
ican Language and Literature Series.
Cambridge, HarvaId, 1961.64 pp. $2.00.
Morte. V'Urban, by J. F. Powers.· New
York: Doubleday, 19~2. 336 pp. $4.50.
Mountain Standard Time, by Paul Horgan.
New York: Noonday Press, 1962. 594
pp. $5'95·
.
My Mexico City and Yours, by Pepe
Romero. New York: Dolphin, Double·
day, 19 62 . 'J.37 pp. $ ·95·
Nathaniel Hawthorne, by Hyatt H. Wag.
goner. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 19 62 . 48 pp. $ .65.
Nature and Man's Fate, by Garrett Hardin.
New York: Mentor, New American Lt'brary, 19 61 . 311 pp. $ ·75·
New LiVes for Old, "by Margare.t Mead.
New York: Mentor, New Amencan Lt'b·
rary, 1~61. 463.PP: $ '7,5·
.
New VOIces of Hzspamc Amenca:. An
Anthology, ed. and tr•. by Darwin J.
FIakoll & Clan'bel Alegna. Boston: Bea·
con Press, 1962. 226 pp. $4.95.
NorthIight b. Erik Riis.Carstensen N
York: Phil~opbica1 LJ'brary, 196;. 3¢
pp. $5.00•
The Notebooks of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Vol. 'J.; ed. by Kathleen Coburn.
New Yoik: Bollingen Seri.es No. 50,
Pantheon, 1962. Notes 580 pp., Text
490 pp. 2 vols. boxed. $12.50'
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Now Bless Thyself, by Elizabeth- Sewell.
A Signet Classic, New American Lt1>·
New York: Doubleday, 1962.229. pp.
rary, 1962 . 69 2 pp. $ ·9;·
$3·9;·
. Prisoners at the Bar, by Francis X. Busch.
Of Divers Arts, by Naum Gabo. New York:
New York: Signet, New American Lt1>·
Bollingen Series, XXXV 8, Pantheon,
rary, 1962. 225 pp. $ .'60.
.
The Private Diaries of Stendhal, tr. & 00.
19 62 . 20; pp. $7.;0.
Of the Imitation of Christ: In Four Books,
by Robert Sage. New York: Norton,
by Thomas a Kempis,tr. by Abbot Jus·
1962 . ;;; pp. $1·9;·
tin McCann. New York: Mentor.()mega. The Progressive Years, by Otis Pease. New
New American Library, 1962. 189 pp.
York: BraziIler, 1962. 496 pp. $8.;0.
$ ·7;·
.
.
Los Pr610gos de Galdos,_ by William H.
The Olympians, by Guy Boldon. New
Shoemaker. Urbana: University of mi·
York: Signet, New American Library,
nois Press, 1962. 142 pp. $4.00.
-1962. 2;6 pp. $ .60.
.
•
Psychoanalysis and· Civilization: The Psy.
The Origin of Radar, by Robert Morris . chological Basis of Social Life, by Paul
Page. New York: Anchor,· Doubleday,
Rosenfels. New York: Lt1>ra Publishers,
1962 . 196 pp. $ ·9;·
1962 . $3·9;·
The Other One, by Colette, tr. by Eliza· Psychoanalysis and Personality: A Dynamic
beth Tait & Roger Senhouse. New York:
Theory of Normal Personality, by Joseph
Signet, New American Library, 1962.
Nuttin. NewYQrk: Mentor-Dmega, New
136 pp. $ .;0.
American Library, 1962 . 33 2 pp. $ .75.
Parable, by Clarence Alva Powell. Frances· The Psychoanalyst and the Artist, by Dan·
town, N.H.: The Golden Qwll Press,
iel E. Schneider: New York: Mentor,
New American Library, 1962. 236 pp.
1962 . 71 pp. $2·7;·
P~e Goriot, by Honor6 de Balzac, tr. by
$ ·75·
Henry Reed. New York: Signet, New Pale Horse,·Pale Rider, by Katherine Anne
Porter. New· York: Signet, New Ameri·
American Library, 1962.. 284 pp. $ .60.
Period of Adjustment, by Tennessee Wil·
can Lt1>rary; 1962.154 pp. $ .60.
liams. New York: Signet, New American The Quest for Ethics, by James R. Siro·
. mons. New York. Philosophical Lt1>rary,
Library, 1962.. 127 pp. $ .;0.
Peter the FiIst, by Alexey Tolstoy. New
1962 . S4PP· $2·7;·
York: Signet, New American Lt1>rary, The Quest,for Utopia, eel. by Glen Negley
& J. Max Patrick. New York: Doubleday,
1961 . 7;; pp. $ ·9;·
Philosophical Sketches, by Susanne K.
1962 . 59 2 pp. $1·9;·
.
Langer. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, The Race West: Boom ToWIl to Ghost
Town, by Robert West Howard. New
1962. 190 pp. $;.00.
Philosophy·of Teaching, by E. J. Ortman.
York: Signet, New American Library,
New York: Philosophical Lt1>rary, 1962~
1962. 160 pp. $ .;0.
Racine
and Shakespeare, by Stendhal, tr.
39 8 pp. $4·7;·
Plot Outlines of 101 Best Novels, ed.by
by Guy Daniels. New York: Crowell·
Edwin A. Grozier & Margaret Gillett.
Collier, 1962. 220 pp. $3.9;.
New York: Barnes & Nobel, 1962. 462 Railroads of Nevada and Eastern California.
Vol. 1. The Northern Roads, by David
pp. $1·7;·
The Plotters, by Alan G~ou. New York:
F. M~ck. Bmel~: H~ell~o~
Signet, New American Lt1>rary, 1962.
Books, 1962. 4;8 pp. $12.;0.
191 pp. $ ·so..
Rasselas, by Samuel Johnson. Great Neck:
Portrait of a Philosopher: Moms R. Cohen
Barron's Educational Series, :1962. 96 pp.
in Life and Letters, by Leonora Cohen
$ ·75·
.
Rosenfield. New York: Harcourt, Brace Reading. Shakespeare's Plays, by George R.
& World, 1962. 461 pp. $10.00.
Price. Great Neck: Barron's Educational
The Possessed, by. Fyodor DostoyevsIcy, tr.
Series, 1962. 128 pp. $2..95, paper $1.2.;.
by Andrew R.MacAndrew. New York: Recent American Novelists, by Jack Lud-
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wig. Minneapolis: University of Minne·
sota Press, 1~62. 47 pp. $ .6,.
Reconstruction, Political and Economic:
1865-1877. by W~ A. Dunning. New
York: Harper Torchbooks, 1962. 378
pp. $1.9,.
Rembrandt and Spinoza, by Leo Balet.
New York: Philosophical Library, 1962.
224 pp. $4.;0.
Republican Heyday: Republicanism through
the McKinley Years, by C. A. Stem.
Sioux City: Edwards Brothers. 1962. 99
pp. $1.2,.
The Restlessness of Shanti Andia and
Selected Stories, by Pi6 Baroja. Tr. by
Anthony & Elaine Kerrigan. New York:
, Signet Classic, New American Lt1>rary,
1962 • 330 pp. $ ·75·
Resurrection, by Leo Tolstoy, tr. by Vera
Trail!. New York: Signet, New American Lt1>rary, 1961 .422 pp. $ ·7,· . .
Robert F. Kennedy: The Brother Wlthm,
by Robert E. Thompson & Hortense
62
$Myers. New York: Dell, 19 . 224 pp.
The'~~ots of Fury. by Irving Shulman.
New York: Signet, New American Lt1>rary, 1962 . 294 pp. $ ,7;,
Rozanov. by Renato PoggI1ioIi. New York:
Hilary House, 1962 . 104 pp. $2.00.
Russia and the West. by George F. Kennan. New York: Mentor, New Ameri·
can Lt1>rary, 1962_384 pp. $ ,9;.
Samuel Beckett: The Coinic Gamut. by
Ruby Cohn. New B~swick: Rutgers
University Press, 1962. 340 pp. $6.00.
Santay;iila: Saint of the' Imagination. by
M. M. Kirkwood. Toronto: University
of'!oronto Press. 1961 . 244 pp. $5.00•
Satellites, Rockets, and Ou~er Spac~. by
Willy Ley'. New York: SIgnet SCIence,
~~~. Amencan Lt1>rary. 1962. 128 pp.
l' - - , - b
B' F" . I N
T'Lne S"aucer f ..L.IiU~,
Y rmn ne. ew
York: Doubleday. 1962 • 204 pp. $3.95.
Scenes of Wonder & Curiosity from Hutch·
ings' California Magazine (1856'1.861).
ed. by R. R. OIlnstead. Berkeley:
aowell·North Books. 1962. 41 3 pp.
$6.00.
Sche1muJIsky, by Wayne Wonderly. Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
. 196%. 107 pp. $3.50;

°
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. Science and Government, by C. P. Snow.
New York: Mentor, New American Lib·
rary, 1962. 128 pp. $ .60.
Science in Our Lives, by Ritchie Calder.
New York: Signet, New American Library, 1962. 192 pp. $ .60.
The ScientiJic Outlook, by Bertrand Russell.
New York: Norton, 1962. 277 pp. $1.6,.
The Search for Being: Essays from Kierke·
gaard to Sarte, tr. & ed. by Jean T. Wilde
& William Kimmel. New York: Noonday
Press, 1962. 5;6 pp. $2.4,.
See it and Say it in French, by Margarita
Madrigal & Colette Dulac. New York:
New American Ltl>rary, 1962, 2,3 pp.
$ .,0.
See it and Say it in German, by Margarita
. -Madrigal & Colette Dulac. New York:
New" American Library, 1962. 2,6 pp.
$ .;0.
Sinclair Lewis, by Sheldon Norman Grebstein. New York: Twayne Publish~,
1962 . 182 pp. $3.;0,
S0cia1 D'
. Lolli . New
nnking, by G'lorgm
. York: Collier Books, 19 61 . 280 pp.
$1.;0.
. .
Sonnets to Orpheus, by Rainer Marm Rilke.
Tr. by M. D. Herter Norton. New
York: Norton, 1962. 160 pp. $1.2;.
The Sorrows of Young Werther, by Johann
Goethe, tr. by Catherine Hutter. New
York: Signet•. New American Lt1>rary.
1962. 2;; pp. $ .60. ,
A Spanish Tapestry. Town and Country in
Cflstile, by Michael Kenny. Bloomington: IndianiaUniversityPress, 1962.253
pp. $,.00.
Spirit Lake, by MacKinlay Kantor. New
York: Signet. New American Library,
1962 . 864 pp. $ .95.
Stanford Short ~tories 1962, ed. by Wallace
Stegner &: Richard Scowcroft. Stanford:
S ~ d U' . P
6 68
tanlor
Dlvemty ress, 19 2. 1 pp.
$3~;0.
. "
"
The Story of Costa Berling, by Selma
Lagerlof. tr. by Robert Bly. New York:
Signet Classic, New American. Lt1>rary;
1962 • 318 pp. $ .7;,
Studies in Social Philosophy. by James K.
Feibleman. New Orleans: Tulane University. 1962. 11) pp. $2.00.

.~
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Summer Storm, by Juan Garcia HorteIano. The WoIgampt Interstice, ed. by D. C.
New York: Grove Press, 1962. 329 pp.
Hope. Ann Arbor: Burning Deck, 1961.
$4·50'
54 pp. $1.25· "
The Super-Americans, by John Bainbridge. 'l'he Young Texans, by .Claud Garner.
Garden City: Doubleday,· 1961. 395
New York: Signet, New American
pp. $5'95. New York: Signet, New
Library, 1962. 288 pp. $ .75.
American Library, 1963' 316 pp. $.75.
That Gill hom Boston, by Robert H. Rim. POE TRY R E C E I V E D
62
mer. Boston: Challenge Press, 19 . 297 Ballad of the Buried Life, by Rudolf
.pp. $4·95·
.
Hagelstange, tr. by Herman Salinger.
Two Novels: The Flower Beneath the, Foot
Chapel Hill: University of North
& The Prancing Nigger, by Ronald Fir-, Carolina Press, 1962 . 128 pp. $5.00 .
bank. New·York: New Directions, 1962 . Beasts in.Clothes, by Harold Witt. New
356 pp. $1·9°'
York: Macmi11an,1961. 97PP' $1.95.
' ,
Uhuru,by Robert R~k. New York: Ben Jonson's Poems: A Study of the Plain
McGraw-Hill; 1962 . 558 pp. $;;95·
Style, by Wesley Trimpi. Stanford: Stan·
Under the Sea Wind, by Rachel Carson.
ford University Press, 1962. 29 2 pp.
N~w York: Signet, New American Lib$6
·5°·
62
rary, 19 . 157 pp. $ .60.
The Book of Ruth: Simple Songs & Other
The UmegimentedGeneral: 4. Biography
Poems, by Ruth Bendure Reed. New.
of Nelson A.Miles, by Virginia W.
York: Vantage Press, 1962 .•p pp; $2.00Johnson. Boston: Houghton Miftlin, Boomer Ba11ads of the High North, by
1962 . 399 pp. $6·95·
. Charles A. Graham. New York: Vantage
Versons of C.ensorship, ed. by John
Press, 1962. 104 pp. $2. 50.
McCormick & Mairl MacInnes. Chicago: The Boy hom Iowa, by Reed Whittemore.
Aldine Publishing Co., 1962 . 379 pp.
New York: Macmillan, 1962. 192 pp.
$
$5'75'
Villa Milo, by Xavier Domingo, tr. by Jose By ~~OWaters of Manhattan, by Charles
Yglesias. New York: Braziller, 1962 .
Rciznikoff. New York: New Directions,
192 pp.
- '
$
b R bert Goul t
1962 . 113 pp. 1~5°·
·1 t S
Th e V JO
en eason, y 0
e. cain: And other Poems, by Walter
New Yor~: Signet, New American
Kaufmann. New York: Doubleday, 1962.
Library,; 1962. 253 pp. $ .60.
Voyage to Santa Fe, by Janice Holt Giles.
190. pp. $3·95·
Boston: Houghton MifHin, 1962. 327 Concretions, by Arlene Zekows1ci. New
/
York: George Wittenborn, 1962. 89 pp.
pp. $4·9·
5
Wan to Wan, by Douglas Woolf. N~
$5.00.
York: Grove Press, 1962. 190 pp. The Dialogues, by Stanley ~eme. New
$3·95·
York: George Wittenborn, 1962 . 103
We Dissent, ed. by Hoke Norris. New
PP.$5.00 .
'
York: St. Martin's Press, 1962 . 211 pp. The Eagle and the Man, by Emanuel
. $4·95·
.
Nielsen. Boston: Bmce Humphries,
'Wendell Phillips:. Brahmin Radical, by
6 .
$
19 2. 55 pp. 2·75·
Irving H. Bartlett. Boston: Beacon Faust, by Goethe, tr. by Walter KaufPress, 1962 .44° pp. $5·95·
mann. New York: Anchor, Doubleday,
Wilderness, by Robert Penn Warren. ~ew
1963; 503 pp. $1.45.
.
York: Signet,· New American Library, Fearful Symmetry: A Study of William
1962 . 19° pp. $ ·75·
b N rthr
F
B to
The Window of Memory: The Literary
Blake, y
0
op rye.
os n:
Beacon Press, 196:z.. 462. pp. $2·45·
Career of Thomas WoYe, by Richard
S. Kennedy. Chapel Hill: University of Fifty Great Poets, ed. by Milton Crane.
New York: Bantam Classic, 1961 • 594
North Carolina Press, 1962. 461 pp.
$7·50'
pp. $ ·95·
I '
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First Flight: A Narrative Poem, by John
Wi1Iiams Andrews: Westport: Pavilion
Press, 1962. 24 pp. $1.00.
Flowering Dust, by Uoyd Frank Merrell.
New York: Philosophical Library, 1962.
61 pp. $2.75.
The Fountains of RegarcUessness, by
Frederick Bock. New York: Macmillan,
1961 . 70 pp. $1·70.
.
Fragments, by Eunice Adams. Boston:
Bruce Humphries, 1962. 41 pp. $2.75.
The Generation that Forgot .,to Sing, by
Stanton A. Coblentz. Mill Valley, Calif.;
Wings Press, 1962. $2.50.
Gunsight, by Theodore Weiss. New York:
New York University Press, 1962 . 55
pp. $3·75, paper $1-45·
Half-Dark House, by Raymqnd Currier.
Crescent City, Florida: New' Athenaeum,
1962. 60 pp. $1.00.
Imitations, by Robert Lowell. New York:
Noonday Press, 1962. 149 pp. $1.95.
Imitations, by Robert Lowell. New York:
Farrar, Straus & Cudahy, 1961. 160 pp.
$4·5°·
Initial A, by David Schubert. New York:
Macmillan, 1961 . 74 pp. $1·50.
In Praise of .Adam, by Reuel Denney.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1961 • 69 pp. $1·50.
Instead of a Letter, by Diana Athill. New
. York: Doubleday, 1962. 192 pp. $3.75.
Tohn Crowe Ranson, by John L. Stewart.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1962. 41 pp. $ .65.
Tohn Greenleaf Whittier, by Lewis Leary.
New York: Twayne Publishers, 1962.
181 pp. $3.50.
,
The Lady of the.Lake and Other Po~s,
by Sir Walter Scott. New York: Signet
Classic, New American Library. 352 pp.
$ ·75·
'
The Lake Surface and Other Poems, by
Keshev Malik. New Delhi: Surge Publications, 1961. 29 pp.
The Land of Unloving, by Lionel Wiggam.
New York: Macmillan; 1961• 57 pp.
$3·5°·
.
Long Feud: Selected Poems, by Louis
Untermeyer. New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1962. 118 pp. $3.95.
The Loving Hawk, by John R. Milton.
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Fargo: North Dakota State University,
1962 . 32 pp.
The Materials, by George Oppen. New
York: New Directions, 1962. 52 pp.
$1.25·
Medusa in Gramercy Park, by Horace
Gregory. New York: Macmfllan Poets,
1961 . 65 pp. $1·75·
The Mentor Book of Major American
Poets, ed. by Oscar Williams & Edwin
Honig. New York: Mentor, New Amet*
ican Library, 1962 . 525 pp. $ .95.
New and Selected Poems, by Donald Davie.
Middletown: Wesleyan University Press,
1961 . 55 pp. $1.25·
. The Odyssey, tr. by Robert Fitzgerald. New
York: Anchor, Doubleday, 1963. 506 pp.
$1·45·
1000 Years of Irish Poetry, ed. by Kathleen Hoagland. New York: Grossett arid
Dunlap, 1962. 882 pp. $2.95.
Oxford Addresses on Poetry, by Robert
Graves. New York: DO\lbleday, 1962 .
141 pp. $3·95·
.Poems from a Cage, by Dilys Laing. New
York: Macmillan, ~961. 87 pp. $1.70.
Poems: The Location of Things, Archaics,
The Open Skies, by Barbara Guest. 95
pp. $2·95·
Poetry and the Fountain of Lfght, by H. R.
Swardson. Columbia: University 0'£ Mis·
souir Press, 1962. 167 pp. $4.50.
Poetry Concerto, by Elizabeth Bartlett.
Flushing: Sparrow Magazine, 1961. 9
pp. $1.00.
The Poetry of T. S. Eliot, by D. E. S. Maxwell. New Yotk: Barnes & Noble, 1961.
227 pp. $1·50.
A Poet's Diary, by Betsy Ann Chowen.
New York: Vantage Press, 1962. 67 pp.
$2·5°·
Reflections in the Dark: Instant Poems, by
B. A. Uronovitz. New Rochelle: The
Elizabeth Press, 1961. 27 pp. $1.00.
Robert Lowell: the First Twenty Years, by
. Hugh B. Staples. New York: Farrar,
; Straus & Cudahy, 1962. pI pp. $3.95.
Selected Poems, by Anne Ridler. New
York: Macmillan, 1961 . 93 pp. $3·95.
Selected Poems, by Francis Golffiing. New
York: Macmillan, 1961. 75 pp. $1.65·
q
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Sestina for a Far-Off Summer: Poems 1957196:z, by Richmond Lattimore. Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press,
196:z. 90 pp. $3.75.
Sung Under the Breath, by Amelia A. And·
riello. Syracuse: Vassilion, 1962. 63 pp.
$1·95·
WaterliIy Fire-Poems 1935-196:z, by Ruth
Rukeyser. N~ York: Macmillan, 196:z.
200 pp. $5.00.

A Wedge of Words, by Frederic Will.
Austin: University of Texas Press, 1962.
.p pp. $2·75·
Wno Moved the Stone?, by Frank Morison. New York: Barnes & Noble, 1962.
184 pp. $1.25·
Word Pictures of the West, .by Dan'
Blachly. Vols. IV, V, VI. Silver City:
Silver City Enterprise, 1962. 26 5, 297,
361 pp.

HEADNOTES
continued from page 98
~. ROSAMOND FIELD, who spent her
childhooc1 in .her native Pasadena,
now has 'Sturdy roots in New Eng·
land. She lives ip Lincoln; Massachu·
setts, and holds an A.B. from Mt.
Holyoke (1950), and an A.M: from
Radcliffe (1960). She divides' her
days between part·time teaching. at
Tufts University, where she is an in·
structor of English, and as a house·
wife and mother of three children.
Sti~. she finds tim~ to ~te verse
which has been published In The Na·
tion, ·Audience, 'and Poetry North·
west.
' " To the credit of loUIS GINSBERG
are two volumes, The Attic of the
Past (SmaIl, Maynard, 1921) and
The Everlasting Minute and Other

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1962

Poems (Liveright, 1937). He is a
Rutgers graduate (B.A., 1918) and
received his M.A. from Columbia in
1924. Having retired from several
decades of high school teaching,
Ginsberg is a part·time instructor at
Rutgers University College, Pat~rson
" Center, in New Jersey. His poetry
has appeared in many noteworthy
periodicaIS, among them The New
Yorker, New York Times, Americap
S~holar, ~vergreen
London
TImes Literary Supplement, and
Saturday Revicw,as wellas in.several
anthologies, including Untenney.
ers Modem American POetry. His
son Alan has achieved distinction as
'. a poet who works in a different
tempo from his father.

11er!F,
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Ar..AN GROSS is just beginning a
career in poetry and the teaching of
English. A graduate of New York
University, he received the M.A. and
Ph.D~ at Princeton, and joined the
English faculty of Wayne State Uni, versity in the fall of 1962. His first
published poem is in this issue.
~ A graduate of Catholic University, Washington, D.C., FLORENCE
HARMo~, has taken, graduate courses
at Columbia. Now a New Yorker,
she formerly lived in San Bernardino,
California. She lists herself as "writer,
student" and her poems have appeared in New Atheneum and New '
York Times.
:
~ HELEN IiAIuuNGTON edits Caravan in Lamoni, Iowa. Her poems in
this issue ("Adam"
, "Eve"
, "The.
Snake") won the Norfolk P~ offered by the Poetry Society of Virginia. This is her second award in
, that contest, and she has likewise
.been a winner in the American
Scene Contest, the Iowa Poetry Associatio~ Contest, and National Pen
Women competitions. She writes a
column on rural life, for Wallace's
Farmer mid her fiction has appeared
in Farm Journal. Mrs. Harrington's
verse has been accepted by Saturday
Review, Christian Science M~nitor,
The New York Times, McCall's,
Western Poet, and other media.
111' An assistant professor at the
University of Wisconsin, ROBERT H.
HE'I'H¥oNwasdirector of Wisconsin Center for TheatreResearch and
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asso~iate

director of the University
Theatre. Dr. Hethmon, who has
studied at Tennessee, Cornell, and
Stanford {Ph.D., 1957), has publimedamclesinTulaneDrnmaR~

view, Drama Survey, and Educational Theatre Journal. He was a Fulbright Scholar in England, 1953-54.
His book on Lee Strasberg and the
Actorst Studio is on Viking's forth- ,
coming list. No stranger to the
Southwest, Dr. Hethmon
.. has been
associated with the faculties of the
University of Colorado and the University of California at Riverside.
~' Out of more than 2,500 poems
examined for the Q.uarterIy each
year, only about fifty are chosen for
publication. It is rather surprising,
then, to come up with poems by two
different gen.tlemen named (CHeck- .
man." BRUCE HECKMAN is an undergraduate at the College of William
and Mary, where he contributes to
its periodical, The Royalist. WILLIAM O. HECKMAN, who lives in
Anaheim, California, teaches at Fullerton Junior College. He holds the
B.A. from Rutgers and the M.A.
from Colu~bia, has .spent fbrty-six
months in the Quartermaster Corps
of the U.S. Army, and has published
verse and fiction in The Husk. He
has worked in the field of professional public relations, and managed
that department'of the United Campaign in Des Moines, Iowa, for two
years.
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One' of 'NMQ's most distinguished .alumni .is EDWIN HONIG,
. man' of letters, who from 1945 to
1952 was poetry editor of this magazine. A Guggenheim fellow in 1948
and ,again this year, Honig was
awarded the Golden Rose of the
New England 'Poetry Club in 1961
for achievement. in p.oetry. His verse
and criticism have been· printed as
separate volumes and in the best
literary magazines of the EnglishspealQng world. His Garcia LOrca,
firs~ published by New Directions in
1944 and revised in ,1948, was issued
in paperback in 1961. His translation
of eight one-act plays, with an introduction, The Interludes of Cervantes, is being released by New American Library in 1963. His Dark Conceit,"the first book in English to
treat 3IIegory seriously in terms o~
literary \l'creation ,and literary criti.cism,"was brought out by' Northwestern University Press in 1959.
• Among -his several accomplishments; HOWARD E. HUGO has been a
concert pianist and has given recitals
on ~e East and West coasts. An
associate professor of English at the
Univers~ty of California in Berkeley,
he is the ~uthor of !In impressive list,
of scholarly ·'books. A productot
Phillips Exeter Academy, Williams-,
and Harvard, Hugo has ta~ght comparative literature at Brooklyn College and held a Fulbright Research
Grant to ...Vienna' in 19>4-55. His'
many publications include. editing
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and translation of Letters of Liszt to Marie Wittgenstein (Harva~'d,
1953); editing ofneo-classic and
romantic sections of World Masterpieces' (Norton, 1956); editing The
Viking Portable Romantic Reader
(1957), and American Scholarship
1955-1 ¢o on. Continental Literature:
A Critical Study .( Prentice'-Hall,
Ford Foundation, 1963). Hugo spent
the war years 1943"'ffin the South
Pacific with the U .~. Navy, which
gave him authentic data for "Beachhead."
~ ELIZABETH HUMERICEHouSE, St.
Petersburg, Florida, housewife an~
poet, studied music for - thirteen
years, and has attended West Virginia Wesleyan College and West
Virginia University. Her verse has
won prizes in several states, and has
appeared in Country Poet and other
periodicals. She has written features
for Christian $cience Monitor, Denver Post and Oregc)DiaiJ.·
. . "Night Child" is. the firstJublishedstory by A. W-oLF HUNfm,a
man of many occupations. Hplding
the B.A. in English from the t;niversity of Michigan (1956), Mi. Hunter also studied acti~g at tile Herbert Berghoff School of N~' York.
He waS a copywriter for three large
New York City advertising agencies,
."editor-publisher of a magazine that
was never published," an actor (possibly ~ in a' play that was actually
-staged), and a,phot~grapher. Before
hanging out his shingle as an ad-
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vertising1nd manage~ent consul- been chosen as one of the final judges
tant in. Golden, Colorado, he has at the 1963 American 1V Film Fesalso been a hypnotis~ hi-Io driver, tival in New York. In 1949 he was
cement finisher and Fuller Brush graduated cum laude from City Colman.
. lege of New York, and took his M.A.
• CAROL Kuo, a graduate student in English and comparative literature
in English at the State University fr0!D Columbia the following year.
of Iowa and a member of Phi Beta He spent eight months in 1957-5&
Kappa, drrring undergraduate days at globe-trotting with Lowell Thomas
Knox College was co-editor of Si- as film supervisor for the High Adwasher a.nd winner of the Davenport venture 1V series, and for two years
Drama Award. She is author of wrote and produced a five-nights-averse in Epos, Ofange Street Poetry week show in Detroit. His work won
TournaI and Quicksilver, and an es- him six New York and Detroit Art
say in The Explicator.
Director Club awards in the cine' " JOEL NUGENT is the pen name of matic contribution to television
a Western writer,-editor and scholar- category.
teacher whose work is known in W The Santa Fe author and artist
NMQ and other magazines.
JOHN SKOLLE has led a life crowded
~ Verse by HERBERT MoRRIS of with adventure. He studied at the
Philadelphia has appeared in Ken- University and Academy of Fine
yon, Sewanee and Hudson reviews, Arts, Leipzig, and the Art Students
Poetry, and others. Among these _League in New tork. He has been
"others" was a long poem, "Indies," a cowhand on the high mesas and a
in NMQ, Summer 1961.
camel driver in the Sahara, has lived
llP- ARTHUR RICHARD Ross recently in some of the most cosmopolitan
has been named Vice piesiden~ as well as the least known parts of
Television Creative Director, for the world. His book &alai (HarKetchum, MacLeon and Grove, Inc. pers, 1956), the true and harrowing
This is the occupational title for a account of a caravan to Timbuctoo
- television advertising exec'!tive, in he endured was extravagantly praised
,which capacity he worked for Me-· for its vivid sensitivity and rugged
Cann-Erickson, one of the largest realism. It was also published in Engagencies in the world. Two of his land and has been translated into
film. documentaries -have just beep Japanese. Frequently a Southwestselected for showiI!g at the'Museum erner, Skolle has lived in Taos, Albuof Modern Art as' part of its forth- querque, Tucson and Phoenix, where
coming series-a fifteen-year retro- he was head of the Art Department
spective exhibition of television as of Brownmoor School for Girls,
an emerging art form. Also he has 1946-52. His article, "Adobe in Af-
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rica/' is appearing in the excellent the State University of Iowa. He was
magazine Landscape, published' in .winner of the Saturday Review
Santa Fe.
poetry prize in 1957, and was elected
~ HOLLIS SUMMERS, novelist and as "Distinguished Professor of the
poet, has appeared before in NMQ, Year" in 1959 at the University of
as well as in the Sewanee, Saturday, Kentucky.
Hudson, Paris, and Chicago reviews, • JAMES WORLEY has only recently
Poetry, Prairie Schooner, New taken up writing, and the poem in
World Writing, and Colorado Quar- this issue is his second acceptance;
terly. His novels are City Limit Prairie Schooner was his first. He was
(Houghton-MifBin, 1948), Brighten in the Army in North Africa' and
the Corner (Doubleday, 1952), 'and Europe, 1942-45, aIJ.d revisited those
The Weather of february (Harpers, areas for fQur months in 1948. In
same year he 'received his M.A.
1957)' Professor of English at Ohio
State University, his Ph.D. is from from Columbia.
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